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TOKAMAK ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY FACILITY SCOPING STUDY

by

W. H. Stacey, Jr., M. A. Abdou, C. C. Bolta,
J. A. Fasolo, R. L. Kustom, V. A. Maroni, R. F. Mattas,
R E. Hills, B. Misra, J. S. Hoenich, J. S. Patten,

D. L. Smith, H. C. Stevens, S-T. Hang,
C. K. Youngdabl, and D. L. Jassby*

ABSTRACT

A scoping study for a Tokamak Engineering Technology Facility
(TETF) is presented. The TETF is a tokatnak with R » 3 m and
Ip =* 1.4 MA based on the counterstreaming-ion torus mode of opera-
tion. The primary purpose of TETF is to demonstrate fusion tech-
nologies for the Experimental Power Reactor (EPR), but it will
also serve as an engineering and radiation test facility. TETF
has several technological systems (e.g., superconducting toroidal-
field coil, tritium fuel cycle, impurity control, first wall)
that are prototypical of EPR.

*Plasma Physics Laboratory, Princeton University.
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I. INTRODUCTION ~r

An experimental power reactor (EFR) is the next major step beyond the

tokamak fusion test reactor1 (TFTR) in the current U.S. tokamak development
2plan and is the focal point for the fusion technology development program.

An EPR operating at or near net electrical power with an ̂  25 to 50% plant
3—5factor, as currently envisioned , requires an extrapolation of plasma

conditions (confinement, pulse length, etc.) well beyond those anticipated for

devices that will be operational in the next few years (PLT, T-10, PDX, D-III,

etc.) and extrapolations well beyond the current state of the art in certain

essential areas of fusion reactor technology (superconducting magnets, energy

storage and transfer, neutral injectors, impurity control, tritium control*

first-wall, etc.). Such an EPR represents a significant national invefitaent,

probably costing well in excess of one-half billion dollars. To achieve

operation of an EPR operating at or near net power with an *» 25 to 50Z plant

factor, by the mid-1980'a would be a bold stroke, which would go far towards

enabling a demonstration of the commercial feasibility of fusion power to be

made by the end of the century. However, such an undertaking would require

significant increases in both the EPR design activity and in the supporting

technology development activities and an acceleration of the upcoming

tokamak experimental schedule, thus significant increase in the funding

level of the U.S. fusion program. Moreover, major design decisions would

have to be made before the bulk of the experimental results from TFTR are

available, and several advanced technologies would have to be demonstrated

in a fusion reactor environment for the first time on the EPR.

There would seem to be three general decisions that could be made with

regard to the EPR, in order of decreasing ambitiousness: 1) a "net power"

EPR could be built to operate in the mid-1980's, assuming that adequate

funding can be obtained to support this undertaking; 2) an EPR with less

stringent performance requirements, but which still embodied significant

extrapolations towards reactor level in plasma conditions and technology,

could be built to operate in the mid-1980*s; and 3) the operation of a "net

power" EPR could be delayed until the late 1980*s so that TFTR results could

contribute to the design basis, and a less expensive facility could be con-

structed in the early 1980's to demonstrate many essential technologies in a

fusion reactor environment. The first of these options is being examined in



the conceptual design studies that are being performed at ANL, 6A and ORNL

during FY 1976. This report presents the results of a preliminary scoping

study that was undertaken to identify the characteristics of a facility that

could be built in the early 1980*s in the third option.

The present study describes a relatively small tokamak reactor, called

Tokamak Engineering Technology Facility (TETF), intended primarily to demon-

strate fusion technologies required for the EFR. This device, with major

radius >v 3 m, utilizes an intensely beam-driven D-T plasma, and introduces,

on a reactor scale, essential EFR technologies, i.e., superconducting magnets,

first wall, impurity control, vacuum, closed-cycle tritium processing, com-

plete remote handling, radiation shielding, and pulse lengths of several tens

of seconds or longer. At the same time, the TETF would serve as a plasma

and neutron radiation test facility, with a plasma flux comparable to that

anticipated in EPR and higher powered reactors.

In order to produce the largest possible neutron flux with relatively

modest injection energy (60 keV D°, 90 keV T°), in as small and inexpensive

a device as possible, it is proposed to use the CIT (counterstreaming-ion

torus) mode of operation for the plasma. ' In this operating regime, the

D and T ions are found in nearly thermal distributions, oppositely displaced

in velocity along the magnetic axis, and maintained by oppositely injected

D° and T° neutral beams. A neutron flux in the range 0.5 to 1 * 10 1 3 cnT^ec"

seems attainable in a 1.4 MA device, with modest electron energy confinement

(B tB i 2 x 10
1 2 cm"3sec), and 30 MW of beam injection,

e £i

The principal plasma physics advance of the TETF would be long-pulse

operation at high plasma temperature. Given steady-state beam injectors,

quasi-stationary plasma operation is possible because the plasma is fueled

entirely by the injected beams, and the counterstreaming ions, in principle,

can be made to carry a large fraction of the net plasma current. ' In this

respect, plasma studies in the TETF would be complementary to those in the

TFTR. While CIT-type operation is not proposed here as an end in itself,

it does make possible high-duty factor performance and provides significant

neutron intensity in relatively small size. In fact, the proposed plasma

size (current S 1.4 MA) is characteristic of experimental machines presently

coming into operation or under construction. For example, the performance

of CIT-type plasmas with 40 keV injected beams will be tested (with D-D) in



forthcoming experiments In the PLT and PDX devices at PPPL. In the event

that CIT-type operation is not achievable in practice, the TETF would resort

to TCT-type operation with a performance penalty of 2-3.

The principal objectives of the TETF are: 1) to demonstrate EPR tech-

nologies in a fusion reactor environment; 2) to serve as a moderately intense

14 MeV neutron source that could be used to test small blanket modules and,

over a long period, bulk-radiation damage; and 3) to serve as an intense

plasma radiation source to investigate plasma-wall interactions. While the

TETF would significantly advance many EPR-type technologies, it is Intended

that other technical features of the device, which are not extrapolatable to

the EPR, be as dose to the state of the art as practical. The electrical

power requirement is sufficiently modest (y 120 MW peak) so that substantial

energy storage systems are unnecessary.

On the basis of the scoping study summarized in this report, it appears

that the fabrication and operation of the TETF is feasible in the early- to

mid-1980*s. The technical feasibility of the TETF and its role in the U.S.

fusion power program should be examined in greater detail.
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II. SUMMARY

The scoping study presented describes a relatively small tokamak reactor

called the Tokamak Engineering Technology Facility (TETF). Principal geo-

metrical parameters for TETF are given in Table II-l. The primary objective

of the TETF is to demonstrate fusion technologies required for EPR, but it

will also serve as an engineering and radiation test facility.

A. Plasma Physics and Reactor Performance

The TETF plasma will be fueled and heated by D and T neutral beams,

injected parallel and antlparallel, respectively, to the toroidal magnetic

field. These beams are used to stack large densities of oppositely traveling

D and T ions, which together with neutralizing electrons, form a CIT (counter-

streaming-ion torus) plasma. This system of counterstreaming ions has a

large fusion reactivity, even for rather modest injection energies, because

of nearly head-on nuclear collisions between D and T ions. This mode of

operation offers the most powerful means of generating a large fusion-neutron

flux in a small-sized tokamak with modest confinement parameters.

Ideal CIT operation is attainable only if the inward diffusion of

low-energy neutrals and ions to the reacting region is small compared with

the rate of energetic particle injection by the neutral beams. With an in-

creasing population of low-energy ions, the reactor performance is degraded;

in the limiting case, the plasma must operate in the TCT (two component torus)

mode, fueled and heated by D and T injection. For injection energies ^ 60 keV,

the ideal CIT has a Q (fusion power /injection power) about six times that of

the TCT. The key to achieving optimal reactor performance is adequate pumping

of the neutral gas in the scrape-off channel outside the discharge, in order

to minimize the influx of recycled plasma. (Note that the ideal CIT system is

sometimes denoted CBT for "colliding-beam torus.")

The present design specifies plasma operation in the transition

regime between the ideal CIT and TCT modes. Injection of 15 MW of 60 keV

D° beams and 15 MW of 90 keV T° beams maintains a plasma of <ne> = 4 * 10
1 3

cm"3 and T • 4.5 keV with energy confinement of nx_ = 2.6 x 1012 sec/cm3.

The Q value is 0.70, or 45% of the ideal CIT value. Other important plasma

parameters are B • 4.0 T, vertical elongation 1 1.5 and I * 1.4 MA. The 14

MeV neutron production rate during the burn is 7.3 x 10 1 8 sec"1, which leads

to a peak neutron current of 7.1 x 10 1 2 n/cm2/sec. Plasma performance para-

meters are summarized in Table I1-2 for operation in the CIT mode.



TABLE II-l. Geometrical Parameters

Major radius, RQ 3.0 •

Plasma

radius, a 0.55 •

elongation - 1.5

scrape-off region 0.2 •

volume 30.7 m3

Vacuum chamber

nominal dimensions (oval) 1.5 m x 2.25 m

nominal wall area 131 m2

test region on outside * 0.2 m * 0.8 m

dimensions with 0.2 m test region 1.7 in x 2.25 a

nominal volume 58.5 n

Magnet shield thickness

inside 0.9 m

outside 1.05 m

top and bottom > 1 m

Toroidal-field coils (12)

bore (pure-tension "D") 3.65 a x 6.0 n

thickness (including cryostat) 0.55 m

Support cylinder thickness 0.17 n

Central core radius, r

air core 0.48 a

including Cu OH coils 0.63 m



TABLE II-2. TETF Plasma Performance Parameters

Aspect ratio, A - R /a

Safety factor, q(a)

& (excluding alphas)

Magnetic field on axis, B

Plasma current, I

Energy confinement, <n > T
e

Electron density, <n >

Electron temperature, <T >

Beam power

60 keV D°

90 keV T°

Thermal power

Power flow to wall

14 MeV neutrons

3.5 MeV alphas

10-2000 eV charge-exchange neutrals

10-100 eV electron heat conduction & particle flow

10-100 eV D-T ion heat conduction and particle
flow

0.01 eV - 100 keV radiation

14 MeV neutron current

average

peak

Impurity control

5.45

3.0

3.6

4.0 T

1.4 MA

2.6 x io12 sec/cm3

4.0 x 1013 cm3

4.5 keV

0.7

15 MW

15 MW

51 MW

0.130 MW/m2

0.017 MW/m2

0.046 MW/m2

0.107 MW/m2

0.076 MW/m2

0.015 MW/m2

5.7 x 1012 n/cm2/8«c

7.1 x io»2 n/cm2/sec

low-Z coated first wall



All fueling is carried out by the injected beans, and the flux

swing of the ohmic current transformer allows a burn time of ^ 1 min. with a

duty cycle of •*> 75%. The nominal burn cycle is given in Table II-3. Even

longer burn times are possible when a significant portion of the plasma

current is driven by the streaming ions.

The performance of the plasma specified in the reference design can

be tested on forthcoming experiments in tokamak devices, now coining intc

operation or under construction, which utilize comparable-sized plasmas and

powerful 40 keV neutral beam injection.

B. Reactor Description

The reactor, which weighs 2000 tons, is assembled inside the TETF

facility. A cross section of the torus is shown in Figs. II-l and II-2. The

elliptical/oval-shaped plasma has a minor radius of 0.55 m and an elongation

ratio of - 1.5. Surrounding the plasma is a type 316 stainless steel first-

wall vacuum vessel consisting of twenty-four oval-shaped toroidal segments

2.2 m high by 1.7 m vide. These twenty-four segments are flanged and bolted

together to form an irregular torus whose major diameter is 6 m. The inner

surface of the vessel is coated with a low-Z material. An experimental

volume, «* 0.20 m wide by 0.8 m high, has been provided within the vessel fei th

outer wall region. First wall vessel segments have been designed to be re-

moved and replaced with relative ease to extend the flexibility of the reactor

as a test facility. All surfaces of the vessel are water cooled.

Shield blocks, i- 1 m thick, surround the first wall vessel. The

blocks are of a slab-type geometry. Ten pieces are used to shield two adja-

cent first wall segments for a total of 120 major blocks for the entire

reactor. Inner and outer shield block arrangements are different. The inner

blocks located between the first wall and the center core of the reactor are

made of alternate layers of stainless steel and B^C to give high radiation

attenuation in the limited space. The outer shield blocks use lead mortar for

bulk shielding for reasons of economy. The shield blocks are water cooled

using a separate cooling system. Removal of the shield blocks has been

simplified to accommodate experiments and first wall replacement. The o ter

shielding blocks can be modified to house many types of experiments with a

minimum cost.



TABLE II-3. Burn Cycle Sequence

Inject gas and form target plasma at I * 500 kA 0-0.5 sec

Begin injection, raise I to 1400 kA, attain
equilibrium plasma p 0.5-2 sec

Burn (continuous injection) 2-44 sec

Shut-off beams and ramp-down plasma current 44-46 sec

Exhaust torus to 10~6 torr and charge OH trans-
former primary 46-60 sec
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Toroidal-field colls surround the reactor first wall and shield

block assembly. Each coil is approximately 7 m high by 4.7 m wide and t> 0.6 m

thick, weighing ^ 35 tons. The TF coils are supported by an inner cryogenically-

cooled cylindrical support spindle common to all TF colls and a lower support

leg extending down and outward to the reactor building floor. The TF coil

system includes load dump resistors, torque support frame, cryogenic and

power supply systems.

The ohmic heating COH) coil system consists of twelve ring coils

and a central solenoid. All coils are water-cooled copper. The 6 s high

central coil, weighing * 45 tons, is positioned in the center of the TF coil

inner support spindle. Four thin ring coils are located above and four coils

below the central coil. Two sets of larger ring coils circumscribe the

reactor TF coils from above and below the midplane, the largest being 11 m in

diameter. The outer OH coils are supported and restrained in the magnet

support/torque frame, which is attached to the reactor floor. The inner

coils are supported through the central pedestal foundation.

Twelve equilibrium-field (EF) coils complete the magnet coil systems.

Eight coils are clustered adjacent to the inner OH coil sets; four above and

four below the reactor, while four larger ring coils are distributed symmet-

rically around the outer extremities of the TF coils. The largest reactor

coil is the outer EF coil whose diameter is 13 m and whose weight is 58 tons.

The EF coils, like the OH coils, are of water-cooled copper design and are

supported and restrained by the same magnet support/torque structure.

Ancillary systems include the power supply, switch gear, power leads and

water coolant system.

A large vacuum system is required to limit plasma recycling. The

system that was studied and described below has known deficiencies, and alter-

nate designs are being prepared. Twenty-four 0.75 m diameter ports are

located symmetrically around the first wall between TF coils both above and

below the reactor centerline. Each of the ports extends outward Into an an-

nular shield plug volume containing a quick-closing valve in its outer extremity.

Trapped gases will flow through the annulus provided around the centered shield

plug and out into a removable Y-shaped extension duct to two 25,000 liter/sec or

larger cryosorption pumps. The pumps are operated one at a time allowing for

on-line regeneration of the off-cycle unit. Isolation valves are provided to

allow for this regeneration purpose. In addition to the cryosorption pumps, a
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series of blowers and diffusion pumps are supplied for initiating the pump-

down in the first-wall torus from atmospheric conditions. The design provides

a method to accumulate fuel from all components including any leakage of fuel

from the vacuum system during any of the operational procedures. Maintenance

and repair of all vacuum components is accomplished through isolation, removal

and replacement using special remote-operated flange connections, valves and

lifting dollies.

Eight neutral beam injector units, each containing two ion

sources, ring the reactor. The beams are aimed tangentially into the plasma

in a symmetrical pattern of clockwise and counterclockwise direction. Each

beam enters on the centerline of the vacuum vessel at an angle of •>» 45° to

the line of tangency through an 0.55 m wide by 0.8 m high rectangular opening,

grazing the inside plasma toroidal centerline. The injector duct is shielded

as it leaves the reactor. Each injector is attached to the reactor with an

isolation valve. Each beam line consists of a source, accelerator, separator,

neutralizer and ancillary vacuum and energy recovery equipment. Two lines are

stacked in each injector and they aim into the torus from 6° above and 6°

below the median plane. The beam length to the reactor first wall is *»» 7 m.

Major power supply equipment is located in the adjacent building. However,

hookup is made with special lead lines and step-up transformer units placed at

the base of the injector units. A neutral-beam test facility is located on

the reactor floor within the reactor containment shell. This area, enclosed

by radiation shielding, contains remote maintenance and hookup equipment and a

permanent power supply.

C. Magnet Systems

The TETF magnet system consists of three separate sets of coils;

the superconducting toroidal-field (TF) coils, the ohmic-heating (OH) coils

and the equilibrium-field (EF) coils.

Superconducting TF coils are required to avoid huge power consump-

tion and large capital cost in power supply. NbTi is the most suitable super-

conductor because of its ductility. The maximum goal of the TF coil system is

to provide a peak field of 10 T (4.0 T at plasma) operating at 3°K. A novel

3°K refrigeration system using supercritical dense helium gas as the working

fluid is proposed. The minimum goal of the IF system is to provide a peak
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field of 8 T (3.25 T at plasma) operating at 4.2°K. Characteristics of the TF

coil system are summarized in Table I1-4.

Since it is not clear that ac superconducting coil technology will

be developed in time for the TETF fabrication, a water-cooled copper coil

design is chosen for the EF and OH coils, and a superconducting coll system

design is Included as a design option to reduce the power demand. The

water-cooled copper EF coils are placed outside the TF coil so that coil

assembly and disassembly, blanket and shield assembly and disassembly, and

first wall assembly and disassembly will be much easier. The EF coils are

decoupled magnetically from the OH coils and provide 7.8 volt-sec to the

plasma, thus reducing the volt-sec requirement for the OH coils. The water-

cooled, copper Oil coils are located outside the TF coils and arranged to

impose a minimum field and torque on the TF coils. The total volt-sec

required during the startup is 12, of which 4.2 volt-sec is supplied by the

OH coil. During the burn cycle, the OH coil delivers 5 volt-sec to maintain

the plasma current over "v 1 min. burn period. Characteristics of the EF and

OH coils are summarized in Table I1-5. This design allows the total power

grid capacity of the TETF to be about 100 MW, so that no major cost in the

energy storage and power supply is incurred.

D. Neutral Beam Injectors

The neutral-beam injector system for TETF consists of eight in-

jectors with two sources per injector. Four of the injectors (eight sources)

provide 15 MW of 60 keV D° beam; the other four Injectors provide 15 MW of

90 keV T° beam. Each ion source is followed by a double focusing bending

magnet to separate molecular ions from atomic ions, a neutralizer for the

atomic ions and a second bending magnet to remove ions from the beam emerging

from the neutralizer. Direct energy converters are used to recover energy

from the ions removed by the first and second separators. The two neutral

beams from each injector converge toward an 0.55 m wide, 0.8 m high aper-

ture in the first wall of the torus at angles of 6° above and 6° below

the horizontal median plane of the torus. Characteristics of the neutral

beam injector system are summarized in Table IZ-6.
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TABLE II-4. TETF Superconducting Toroidal-field Coil Parameters

Conductor

design

type

stress in stainless steel support

stabilization

Materials

superconductor

stabilizer

insulator

support

Coil dimension

bore (pure-tension "D")

thickness (including cryostat)

Number of coils

Field ripple, maximum

Access between coils, maximum

Operating temperature

Peak field

Superimposed ac field

Operational current (10 T)

Average current density (10 T)

Ampere-turns

total

per coil

Stored energy

total

per coil

Weight per coll

Coil winding

Coil protection

graded
tiaided cable
45,000 psi
cryostatic

HbTi

Cu

fiberglass epoxy

316 stainless steel

3.65 m * 6.0 m

0.55 m

12

0.9955

2 m

3°K/4.2°K

10 T/8 T

0.2 - 0.4 T

10,000 A

2650 A/cm2

59.5 MA-turns

4.96 MA-turns

3100 MJ

258 MJ

35 tons

helical layered

series
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TABLE II-5. TETF Water-cooled Copper Poloidal-fleld Coll Paraaeters

Equilibrium-field Colls

Conductor

material

volume

current density

Power dissipation

Instantaneous

eyele-avera^ed

Inductive stored energy

Operational current

Operational voltage

Ampere-meters

Volt-sec to plasma

Field at plasma

Number of coils

Conductor

material

volume

current density

Maximum peak field

Power dissipation

beginning of cycle

end of cycle

Inductive stored energy

Operational current

Operational voltage

Ampere-meters

Volt-sec to plasma

startup

burn

Number of coils

Ohmlc-heating Coils

Cu

20.4 m 3

1500 - 750 A/cm2

21.5 MW

15 MW

68 HJ

30 kA

5 kV

153 x 10«

7.8 volt-sec

.28 T

12

Cu

6.3. m 3

2534 A/cm2

6.37 T

54 MM

77 MW

116 MJ

30 kA

5 kV

321 * 106

4.2 volt-sec

5.0 volt-sec

12 plus solenoid
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TABLE II-6. TETF Neutral Beam Injection S y t — Para—tera

Neutral beam power (MW)

Neutral beam energy (keV)

Number of Injectors

Number of ion sources per Injector

Ion beam per source (A)

Beam composition (D+/D+/D^)

Plasma emission current density (A/cm2)

Type of grid

Tritium to torus (gm/hr)

Gas efficiency

Pulse length

Overall neutral injector efficiency

D°
15

60

4

2

69

0.75/0.18/0.07

0.300

wilti-aperture

-

0.45

dc

0.56 - 0.59

T°
15

90

4

2

46

0.75/0.18/0.07

0.245

•ulti-aperture

•v 15

0.45

dc

0.56 - 0.59
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Each beam enters the toroidal vassal through a shielded, water-

cooled duct after passing between two TF coils. Any neutral bean line caa

be isolated and renoved without contaminating the toroidal atmosphere. The

malfunctioning beam injector can be transported to the hot call for repair

and than can be testad in the neutral bean test factility without disturbing

the TF.TF operation.

E. Power Supplies

The power supplies for the OR coils and EF coils ara based on normal

conducting copper windings with an optional superconducting design. An

important feature la that the level of powers for both colls ara within tha

range of operation for pulsing directly off the power line.

The OH coll provides 4.2 volt-see to heat tha plasma and 5.0 volt-sec

to maintain plasma currant during the burn phase, aid is charged to 30*000 A

in one direction prior to heating and discharged to zero in two seconds for

heating. After crossing zero field, the coil current is increased slowly to

maintain the plasms, currant. A full 5.0 volt-sec requirement during burn

requires a coil current of 35*700 A. Resistive power loss in tha coil reaches

53*9 MW at 30,000 A. The coil time constant is 3.35 sec.

The power supply envisioned to meet these requirements Is a phase-

controlled, polyphase SCR rectifier driven directly off tha power line. The

main constituents of the power supply are the polyphase transformer, the SCR

rectifier banks, the SCR reversing switches and an optional filter, the

power supply performs in three operating modes: preheating, coil-charging

node; the heating, rapid discharge mode; and the burn phase, slow-charge mode.

In the preheating, coil-charging mode, the rectifier phase anglea are con-

trolled to give the maximum positive charging voltage and minimum charging

tine for the coil. The peak voltage for 5.0 volt-sec is 2150 volts and the

aagnet takes about 6 sec. to charge to 30,000 A at 2150 volts.

For rapid discharge, the firing angles on the rectifier bank are

altered to turn on with negative voltage on transformer terminal* This

directs power back into the power line from the nagnet. This mode continues

as long as current flows in the positive direction through the rectifiers.

When the current crosses zero, the reversing SCR's are activated and the phase

angles on the main SCR rectifiers are returned to forward bias so that slow
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charge of the OH coil.for the burn cycle can begin. At the end of the burn

cycle, the rectifier bank is again phased back to return magnet energy to

the line.

The EF coll is designed to operate at 30,000 A and store 68 MJ of

energy. The peak resistive power loss in the coil is 21.5 MW, but because

the magnet must be able to reach 30,000 A in 2 sec, the possibility exists

for drawing as much as 79.3 MW from the line. However, the time for which

EF coll power is increasing roughly corresponds to the time that the OH coil

is feeding energy back into the line. The system is designed to take advan-

tage of the energy balance to reduce the peak power demand during this 2 sec.

period.

After the EF coil reaches full current, the coil voltage can be

reduced to just satisfy resistive power requirements. Again, the power supply

would be a phase-controlled, SCR rectifier type without the reversing circuits.

The peak charging voltage required by the EF coil power supply is 2650 volts.

Superconducting OH/EF coils are being considered as an optional

design. The operating currents and stored energies remain the same for the

two coils.

One power supply option for superconducting coils would operate off

the power grid with the same type of system required for normal coils. Since

no resistive losses occur with superconducting coils, the power taken from

the grid to the OH coil during magnet charging is smaller than with a normal

conducting coil. However, power returned to the grid during the ohmic-heating

period is much larger because coil energy is not consumed by resistive heating.

As a consequence, the peak capacity of the ohmic heating supply must be lar-

ger; roughly, 107 MVA as opposed to 77 MVA for the normal conducting coil.

Peak megavolt amperes of the supply can be considerably reduced by switching

on a resistor to assist in OH coil discharge during the ohmic heating period.

A 0.16 (2 resistor to assist the OH coil discharge when switched into the cir-

cuit would reduce the peak power supply capacity from 107 MVA to 43 MVA.

The EF coil power supply peak capacity would be somewhat smaller

with superconducting coils because of the lack of resistive power losses.

The required capacity of the power supply for superconducting EF coils is

about 67.5 MVA as compared to 80 MVA for normal conducting coils.
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The TF coil power supply represents no major design difficulty. Its

size is entirely dependent on how rapidly the coil is to be charged. A 70 kW

supply will charge the coil in twenty-four hours and the 425 kW supply vill

charge the coil in four hours.

The neutral-beam power supply must provide approximately 22.5 MW at

60 kV for the D beams and ."2.5 MW at 90 kV for the T beams. The power is

taken off the electrical grid. Polyphase SCR rectifiers are the most likely

choice for developing these voltages. Spark protection probably can be pro-

vided by vacuum switch tubes for these voltage ranges. A high frequency

polyphase SCR rectifier with a saturated time delay transformer (STDT) could

be considered as an alternative to the above system.

Characteristics of these power supplies are summarized in Table 11-7.

F. Neutral Injector Vacuum System

Pumping is required for each neutral beam injector (2 beam lines per

injector) on the inlet side and on the exit side of the neutralizers. The D,

gas load on the inlet side is 45.8 Torr Jt/sec. An average pressure of about

2 x 10"5 Torr is adequate so the required pumping speed is 2 x 106 ft/sec per

injector. This rate of pumping speed requires 40 m 2 of cryosorption panel.

At the neutralizer exit, the Dg gas load is 10.2 Torr Ifsec. With an average

pressure of 1 * 10"5 Torr, the pumping speed required is 1.2 x 106 t/sec per

injector. Twenty-four (24) m2 of cryosorption panel will provide this

pumping speed. Characteristics of the neutral beam vacuum system are given

in Table II-8.

Impedance of the gas flow to the panels is reduced by placing the

panels within the neutral beam enclosure itself on the vertical side walls

of this enclosure. The pumping surface is divided equally between both sides

of the enclosure to ensure more uniform pumping.

Regeneration of the cryosorption panels will be necessary periodi-

cally. To avoid interruption of reactor operation at this time, cryosorption

panel area is doubled and the means provided for isolating half of the area

for regeneration while the other half is pumping.

G. Toroidal Vacuum System

The reactor vacuum system pumping arrangement contains twenty-four

ports of 0.75 m diameter each, positioned vertically between magnets, both

above and below the vacuum vessel, to provide access for pumping. Each of the
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TABLE II-7. TEW Power Supply Para—tars

Power pulsed directly off-line

power

voltage

OH coil system (copper coils)

type

peak voltage

EF coil system (copper coils)

type

peak voltage

TF coil system

Neutral beam injection system accelerators

type

D injection (60 kV)

T injection (90 kV)

100 MM

132 kV

polyphase SCR rectifier

2150 volt

polyphase SCR rectifier

2650 volt

70 kW

polyphase SCR rectifier

22.5 MW

22.5 MW

TABLE II-8. Neutral Beam Vacuum System Parameters

Number of injectors

Inlet side of neutralizer

gas load/injector (Torr £/sec)

pumping speed/injector (&/sec)

cryosorption panel/injector (m2)

Exit side of neutralizer

gas load/injector (Torr fc/sec)

pumping speed/injector (A/sec)

cryosorption panel/injector (m2)

46
2 x

40

12

1.2 x

24

106

106

30
1.33 x

26.

7.

7.2 x

14.

106

7

2

10=

4
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ports is fitted with a plug valve, extension Y-type duct, and a set of two

cryosorption pumps—each with an isolation valva. Only one pump at a time is

in service, while the other is being regenerated. Ancillary systems include

the valve actuator power supply, coolant lead lines and seals, annular shield

plug support, duct shielding, cryogenic supply leads, supplementary roughing

pumps and blower connections, regeneration heaters, and systsm lines for

containment and recovery of fuel.

All major vacuum equipment will be located within the reactor con-

tainment shell, with the exception of the helium compressors. This is a

safety measure to minimize hazards.

Optimal performance of the plasma requires « neutral density in

the scrape-off channel that will not exceed 3 x 10Ji atons per cubic

centimeter. This density corresponds to a pressure of 1 * 10~5 Torr at

room temperature. Such a pressure with a gas load of 60 Torr Jt/sec

requires a pumping speed of 6 * 106 t/sec—a speed much greater than can be

expected from the reference system (see Table II-9).

With appropriate pumping surfaces, it would be possible to maintain

the required density—provided that the means is made available above ths

aperture to de-energize fast neutrals so that they can then be pumped. At

least 20 m2 of cryosorption panel would be necessary above each aperture.

If the power required to maintain a 4*K temperature on the cryo-

sorption panels in the face of high neutron flux is prohibitive, it may be

possible to use gettering surfaces such as titanium or zirconium to accomplish

the pumping. The energy entering the gettering surfaces could be used to main-

tain the surface temperature at the level required to activate the getters for

efficient capture. A separate source of heat would also have to be designed

into the gettering surfaces to initially activate them and also to regenerate

them.

TABLE II-9. TETF Toroidal Vacuum System Parameters

Gasload (during burn) 60 Torr-H/sec

Pumping speed (during burn) 6 x 10s ft/sec
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H. Tritium Processing and Containment for the TETF

Essentially all of the tritium entering the torus during operatftm o

the TETF is delivered by the T° neutral injectors. Maintaining a feed rat* to

the torus of <v 15 gram/hour requires that t 120 graa/hour be supplied to tfhe T

neutral injection system. Coupling these feed rates with other considerations

related to injector pump turn-around times, processor hold-ups and reserve

storage requirements has led to an estimated tritium inventory for the TETF

of t> 650 grams. The operating scenario conceived for TETF fuel recycle and

processing is based on four T° neutral injectors, each equipped with two

Interchangeable gas pumping systems that are turned over for regeneration on

an hourly basis. The tritium inventory within each injector is cleaned up

twice a day by one of three parallel exhaust processing systems. Pumping and

processing for the four D° neutral Injectors is carried out in essentially

the same manner as described above for the T° injection systems. The plasma

exhaust is processed by a separate system and is turned around once a day.

Each of the three processing systems (for the T° injectors, D° injectors and

the plasma exhaust) contains: a purification train to remove non-hydrogeneous

impurities and 2) a cryogenic distillation cascade to carry out the required

hydrogen isotope separations. Characteristics of the tritium systems are

summarized in Table 11-10.

Fuel would be stored in a concrete-barricaded vault housing

several independently controlled getter-type storage units. The valves,

pumps, compressors, monitors and other ancillary components needed for

tritium transfer and control operations require only modest development

beyond current state-of-the-art hardware.

Selected considerations of safety implications and environmental

Impacts related to tritium handling in the TETF indicate that: 1) tritium

accumulation in the first wall cooling water circuit, 2) a large accidental

release amounting to several percent of the total tritium inventory, and 3)

a release rate of 100 Curies/day during normal operation, can all be handled

within the limitations of current practices and guidelines.

With the exception of several difficult problems associated with

the T° injector systems, most of the tritium handling and containment tech-

nology required for operation of the TETF appears to have direct application

or extrapolation to EPRs and other follow-up devices.
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TABLE 11-10. TETF Tritium Systea Characteristics

Injection systea requirements

T° Injection rate to plasma 15 ga/hr

T° input rate to Injectors 120 ga/hr

Tritlua inventory per injector 15 ga

Inventory disposition

Injector systeas (4)

Processors for injector recycle (3)

Plasma exhaust and processing systea (2)

Contingency reserve storage (1)

Total

Tritium consumption rate 880 gm/yr

Tritium accumulation in first wall H O coolant
after 1 year of operation 103 - 101* Ci
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I. TETF First Wall and Magnet Shield

In order to provide a focal point for the scoping studies of the

TETF first wall and shield systems, a preliminary design description of each

system was developed based on the following set of requirements: 1) provision

of a vacuum environment that would be suitable for sustained operation of a

TETF-type plasma; 2) protection of the superconducting TF coils from excessive

energy deposition and radiation damage by neutrons and secondary gamma rays;

and 3) accommodation of major access penetration for neutral-beam injection,

evacuation, coolant inlet and removal, diagnostics, maintenance and experi-

ments. Because breeding of tritium and production of sensible heat are not

major objectives of the TETF, no minimum operating temperature is imposed and

no efforts were made to include a lithium-containing blanket medium. Instead,

the designs for the first wall and shield were based on concepts that would

readily lend themselves to fabrication, assembly, operation and maintenance

within the limits of existing technology. These designs were then analyzed

in sufficient detail to evaluate the validity of the TETF concept, identify

major problem areas and uncertainties, and provide a point of departure for a

more comprehensive conceptual design study in the future.

The TETF first wall consists of a type 316 stainless steel vacuum

vessel made up of twenty-four oval cross section toroidal segments, 2.2 m

high and 1.7 m wide. The twenty-four segments are flanged together to form

an irregular torus with a major diameter of 6 m. The walls of the chamber are

formed from two parallel layers of integrated cooling panel (overall thickness

£ 2 cm/panel) that are welded to the mating end flanges of each segment and

cross braced with lateral spars for additional support. The surface of the

inner cooling panel facing the plasma is coated with a low-Z material to

minimize degradation of plasma performance by sputtered high-Z materials.

Both of the first-wall panel layers are cooled with water and the maximum

temperature reached at any point in the vacuum vessel is < 400°C. Even in the

regions of highest flux the strength properties of the 316 stainless steel

structure will be satisfactory for a period in excess of five years.

Major materials uncertainties are related to: 1) thermal fatigue resulting

from the rather large cyclic thermal stresses imposed by the duty cycle

and 2) radiation stability of the low-Z liner material. Stress analyses

have shown normal mechanical loadings resulting from the weight of the
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cooling panels and the external atmospheric pressure can be accommodated

by the proposed structure design with a reasonable safety factor. One-

dimensional transient heat transfer analyses of the inner' cooling panel shows

that adequate heat removal can be achieved in the regions of highest neutron,

particle and radiation flux. For a 400*0 maximum operating temperature, the

temperature drop through a 100 ym thick graphite coating was *»» 55°C. Tem-

perature gradients radially through and across the surface of the inner

stainless steel panel were nominally 150°C and i» 5°C, respectively. Steady-

state cyclic temperature in the first wall was reached after only a few burn

cycles; the maximum temperature reached anywhere in the stainless steel was

^ 290°C and the maximum temperature variation or fluctuation during a typical

burn cycle was <v» 140°C. Strain variations in the stainless steel resulting

from thermal response to the burn cycle were i 0.35% for fully restrained

cooling panels and *v> 0.15% for panels restrained only against bending.

The TETF shield consists of a series of slab-type blocks surrounding

the vacuum vessel. The inner shield blocks (between the vacuum vessel and

the interior straight section of the D-shaped TF coil) are composed of

stratified layers of stainless steel and B.C in a configuration designed to

maximize the radiation attenuation in a 0.9 n thick zone. The upper, lower

and outer shield blocks are composed of a 1.05 m thick zone of stainless ..,

steel, lead mortar and a limited amount of B^C. The latter shield design

results in a much lower cost per unit volume than for the inner shield and,

hence, the overall cost of the shield system is significantly reduced. With

the possible exception of some potential hydrogen embrittlement problems in

the lower temperature regions of the shield, materials performance in the radi-

ation environment imposed on the shield should present no serious problems.

Characteristics of the first wall and magnet shield are summarized

in Table 11-11. The nuclear performance is summarized in Table 11-12.

J. Facility Description

The reactor complex consists of eight major facilities covering an

area of 40,000 square meters. The focal point is the reactor containment

building, a structure 46 m in diameter by 38 m high made of reinforced con-

crete, 1.5 m thick, to meet both structural and biological requirements. A

thin steel membrane, 1 cm thick, lines the inside walls of the building
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TABLE 11-11. TETF First Wall and Magnet Shield Parameters

First Wall

Material

Thickness

Construction

Coolant

temperature (Inlet/exit)

pressure

Maximum temperature in SS

Maximum AT through coolant panel

Maximum AT during burn cycle

Maximum thermal strain variation

fully restrained

restrained against bending

Magnet Shield

Material

Thickness

Inside

outside

top and bottom

Coolant

Maximum structural temperature

low-Z coated 316 SS

A cm

2 layers of integrated
coolant panel

H 0

38°C/< 100°C

< 2000 psi

290°C

150°C

140°C

0.35%

0.15%

SS/B C/Pb-mortar

0.9 m

1.05 m

1.05 m

H20

< 200°C
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TABLE 11-12. Summary of the Nuclear Performance of the TETF First Wall and Shield

Average neutron wall loading

Assumed duty factor

First Wall

Average fusion neutron current to wall

Maximum neutron fluence (0-15 MeV)

Maximum gamma-ray fluence (0-15 MeV)

Surface heating (plasma and beam ions,
neutrons and radiation)

Maximum nuclear heating

Atomic displacement

Helium production

Hydrogen production

Specific radioactivity (curies/cm3 after
5 years of operation)

Maximum Values in TF Coil

Neutron fluence

Gamma-ray fluence

Radiation-induced resistivity in Cu
stabilizer (1 MW-yr/m2)

Dose to mylar (1 MW-yr/m2)

Nuclear energy deposition per coil

Total nuclear energy deposition (12 coils)

0.2 MW/a2

50Z

8.86 x 10 1 2 n/c«2/«c

2.25 x 10 2 1 n/c»2/yr

4.94 x 10 2 0 photon/cm2/yr

25 W/cm2

2.1 W/cm3

1.1 dpa/yr

21 appn/yr

52 appn/yr

20

2.1 x 1 0 " n/cm2/yr

2.9 x io 1 5 photon/c«2/yr

6.6 x 1O~9 n-cn

1.0 x 10s rad

11 watt

132 watt
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forming a barrier in the event of a tritium release. The seal is carried

through all penetrations and access ways. A reactor pedestal is provided

slightly offset from the center of the building for convenience in positjgmix

the 85 ton overhead polar crane used in assembly and maintenance of the

reactor. The building is equipped for remote maintenance of the reactor.

A second containment building, ^ 13 m diameter and 24 m high with

a two-story laboratory wing, is provided for tritium storage and fuel repro-

cessing. This building can be sealed in the event of accidental tritium

release. A mockup and maintenance building, 18 m wide, 46 m long and 18 m

high with a full coverage 75 ton bridge crane, is located adjacent to the

reactor containment and tritium facility. This building contains a 15 m by

8 m hot cell for reactor component repair and experimental services. Damaged

neutral beam injectors are transferred directly through an access door from

the reactor building. An area for magnet coil winding and assembly along

with a full size four-section mockup of the reactor is provided. A power

supply facility 24 m by 61 m is located adjacent to the reactor building and

houses the bulk of the magnet and cryogenic power equipment. An experimental

apparatus area is available in the lower area of this building and in the

mockup maintenance building.

A control center consisting of the control room, computer center,

laboratories and offices is housed in a four-story building 19 m by 20 m.

Other structures include the reactor ventilation building, the cooling towers

and the power supply substation.

K. Cost Estimate

The estimated cost of the Tokamak Engineering Technology Facility

is $218 M (1976 dollars). A cost breakdown in given in Table 11-13.
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TABLE 11-13. TETP

Structures and Site Facilities

Site improvements
Reactor building
Maintenance/mockup building
Power conversion building
Control center
Tritium processing facility
Reactor Ventilation building

Subtotal

Reactor

Reactor vessel first wall
Reactor shield system
Reactor vacuum system
Magnet systems

Toroidal-field coils
Equilibrium-field coils
Ohmic-heating coils

Neutral beam injectors
Instrumentation and control
Reactor support structures

Subtotal

Reactor Plant Facilities

Magnet power supplies
Ohmic-heating coil supply
Equilibrium-field coil supply
Neutral beam

Reactor coolant system
Remote handling equipment
Reactor site power - substation
Cryogenics
Tritium handling facilities
Cooling towers

Subtotal

Total

25% Engineering

Subtotal

25% Contingency

Grand Total

Cost Summary

18,160
5,150
1,890

3,600
4,300
2,700

1
10
6
2
2
1

3
13
7

25

12
7
3

10

1
2
3
10
9
3

Estimate

,000
,700
,850
,240
,300
,540
550

,770
,750
,710
,200

,520
,000
,120

,600

,520
,700
,700
,000
,430
,500

25

73

41

139,

34.

174,
431

218,

,180

,070

,450

,700

,925

,625

,656

,281
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III. PLASMA PHYSICS AND REACTOR PERFORMANCE

The TETF plasma will be operated in the CIT (counterstreaming-ion torus)

operating mode, described in references 1 through 4. (The ideal CIT system

is sometimes called the CBT for "colliding beam torus". ) In CIT/CBT

operation, injected neutral beams are used to stack large densities of

oppositely traveling D and T ions. As shown In Fig. III-l, in steady state

these ions form two distinct, quasi-thermal velocity distributions, oppositely

displaced in velocity along the magnetic axis. The relative displacement

velocity can be near the optimum value for generating fusion power, which

occurs principally by nearly head-on collisions between 0 and T ions of the

counterstreaming distributions. Such distributions are set up by introducing

all ions by means of neutral beams injected parallel and anti-parallel to the

toroidal magnetic field. The energetic ions slow down by Coulomb drag on the

plasma electrons, and if completely decelerated ions are removed from the

plasma in a time that is short compared with the fast-ion slowing-down time,

virtually all plasma ions will be found in the toroidally-streaming distri-

butions.

A. Ideal CIT Performance

A low-temperature target plasma, with electron density n ^ 2 x io13

cm"3, is required to initiate CIT operation. After beam injection for several

slowing-down times (typically, less than 0.5 s), the electron temperature T

reaches a steady-state value and the ion population is dominated by energetic

ions — provided that the inward flow rate of cold particles from the wall

region to the reacting region is kept small compared with the rate of particle

injection by the beams. In steady state, injected energetic neutrals are

trapped by charge-exchange and impact-ionization collisions with the ions in

the energetic distributions.

Energetic ions are assumed to be perfectly confined until they

decelerate to an energy W ^ 2T . Ions with energy W < 2Te are assumed to be

lost at a rate T" 1 £ T-* 1, where T_ is the electron energy confinement time.

Fokker-Planck analysis-1- has shown that Coulomb collisions among ions of the

same beams cause significant energy diffusion during the slowing-down process,

while interaction between ions in opposite beams tends to produce angular

scattering. As a result of these processes, the ions in each beam tend to
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Figure III-l. Distribution functions for the D and T velocity components
parallel to the toroidal magnetic field in a CIT/CBT plasma.
D° injection energy - 60 keV, T° injection energy - 40 keV.
(In practice, the T° would be injected at 90 keV.) Velocity
units are relative. (Taken from reference 1.)
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form a "thermal" distribution, with a mean velocity in the laboratory frame

somewhat less than the injection velocity.

Calculated distribution functions f.(v) for typical injection ener-

gies are shown in Figs. III-l and III-2. The ion "temperature" is about 14

keV, or approximately 2T . The electron temperature is maintained almost

entirely by power flow from the fast ions, and is given by the steady-state

power balance relation

3n eT e <ynAe n ^ - 3/2 T.)
2 TE " T e

3' 2 D,T Ai ( )

where C » 1.06 * 10"13 (I , W In keV), n. is the density, A. the atomic mass,

and Wj the average ion energy in each "beam". In practice, T and n are

determined by T £ and the energetic-ion source strength. Figure II1-3 shows

the T that is obtained with given values of n T and injection energy, W .

The ion lifetime T. , is given by

x. (W - 3/2 T )

^ ° 6

That is, the ion lifetime (during slowing down) must be several times larger

than the electron energy confinement time. However, the lifetime of decelerated

ions should be as short as possible, in order that the bulk of the plasma ions

can be found in the counterstreaming distributions, and the fusion reactivity

maximized. The distribution functions of Figs. III-l and III-2, and the ideal

performance discussed in the rest of this section, are calculated assuming

that the lifetime of decelerated tritons and deuterons is no greater than
1-3

TE '

The stability of the ideal CIT velocity distributions has been exam-

ined for electrostatic and electromagnetic modes both near and far from the ion

cyclotron frequency. For practical values of W , T , and confinement times,

all velocity-space modes are stable, mien nonideal effects are taken into

account (see Section III-B), the ion velocity distributions become even broader,
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Figure III-2. Steady-state contours of D and T velocity distributions in a
CIT/CBT plasma. The deuterons are injected at 60 keV, 0*,* 4
and the tritons at 40 keV, 9 - 176°. Velocity units are
relative. (Taken from reference 1.)
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Figure III-3. Dependence of Te on electron energy confinement parameter for steady-state CIT operation.
Deuterons and tritons are Injected at energy W^. (Taken from reference 3.)



and the directed velocities are reduced so that velocity-apace stability is

enhanced.

As far as finite-medium modes are concerned, the plasma conditions

of interest fall into the trapped-electron regime. The displaced-velocity

distributions should have no effect on the amplitude of the trapoed-electron

mode. Theory predicts that the particle diffusion rate caused by this node

is many times lees than the energy diffusion rate, so that if T £ is deter-

mined in large part by this instability, it is reasonable to expect that

T. » T , as required for CIT operation.

The fusion reactivity of the ideal CIT system can be larger than

the maximum reactivity of a thermonuclear plasma (namely, 8.8 * 10~16 cm3/s

at T. - 60 keV), and it approaches that of a beam-target (TCT) system re-
2 3quiring 3 times the injection voltage. ' For a given T , fusion power multi-

plication Q of the CIT can be somewhat larger than that of a TCT. ~ (Here

we calculate Q by integrating fusion reactivity over the D and T velocity

distributions and dividing by the injected power.) Figure III-4 shows that

for injection energy of 60 keV, Q » 1 (break-even) is attained, ideally, at

neT£ % 1.5 x 10
1 3 cm"3s and Tfi - 3.3 keV, with n ^ fc 1.5 x 10 1 3

 C B T 3 S . The

fractional burn-up of tritium per pass increases rapidly with T , but rather

slowly with W .2 At W - 60 keV, fD is 1.1% at T - 4 keV, and 3.9% at T -

12 keV.

Figure III-5 shows the 14 HeV neutron production rate from ideal

CIT plasmas of circular cross section as a function of plasma radius, a, and

W , when n T_ is such that T * 4.0 keV. For a given a, the neutron output
O © 1£ c

is proportional to n2<av>. At small W , n is determined by the neutral-

beam penetration requirement, which we take as trapping length, X • a. At

large W , n is limited by the allowed plasma pressure, which we take to

satisfy 3 • 2/3 A. Therefore, for each radius there is an optimal W for

maximum neutron output. Evidently, for tokamak plasmas of PLT size (a - 40-

50 cm), and using beam voltages at which high-power neutral beams are now

available (W * 40 keV), neutron intensities in the range 1018-1019 s"1 are

attainable.

In addition to the use of low-eneigy neutral beams and the relatively

lenient confinement requirements for significant neutron production, an advan-

tage of CIT operation is that all fueling is performed by the injected beams.
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Figure III-4. Ideal fusion power gain, Q, for steady-state CIT operation. Deuterons and tritons are
injected at the same energy. 17.6 MeV per reaction. (Taken from reference 3.)
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Figure III-5. Production rate of 14 MeV neutrons from D-T counterstreaming-
ion tokamak plasmas of circular cross section. Deuterons and
tritons are injected with the same energy. B • 4.0 T, A,<H 5.
q - 2.5 and B £ 3.3. (Taken from reference 5.)
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In fact, if this condition is violated, so that an appreciable fraction of th<

particle Influx is due to neutral recycling^ for example, the reactor perfor-

mance deteriorates, as discussed in the aext section.

B. Nonideal Effects

1. Neutral Influx

The degree to which ideal CIT performance can be attained de-

pends most crucially on minimization of the warm-ion population. The propor-

tion of warm ions depends, first, on the residence time, T , of decelerated

ions in the reacting region, and second, on the influx of neutrals and cold

plasma to this region. As discussed earlier, it seems likely that T £ T_,
p £

since the lifetime of injected ions during their slowing-down period is al-

ready at least several times T_, and these fast ions diffusion outward before
2 3complete deceleration. ' The most severe limitation on CIT performance,ljthei

is expected to be set by the influx of neutrals and cold plasma.

For W « 40 to 80 keV, about half the injected energetic atoms

are trapped by charge exchange. Each of the resulting neutrals undergoes

several charge-exchange collisions, or is ionized, before it can escape. sTM;

process results immediately in a loss of 5 to 102 of the injected power. The

steady-state density of neutrals in the reacting region due to this process is

n . *° 10"6n , which does not significantly affect the reactor performance.

A much more serious problem is the influx of neutrals from

the scrape-off region surrounding the discharge. For <n >a K 2 x 10 1 S cm"2,
6

where a is the plasma radius, one expects the neutral density to be attenuated

by at least a factor of 1000 between r » a and r - 0. If for optimal perfor-

mance we require that the contribution of this process to the total neutral

density in the reacting region be no larger than n . , then the neutral den-

sity at the plasma edge must be n ^ 103 n . % 10"3 nfi. This relation deter-

mines the vacuum pumping requirement:

1/4 nna *n Ap = Fb + V

Here A is the effective "black-hole" pumping area of the torus, F, is the
P b

injected beam-atom flux, and F is the slow-gas influx into the torus from the
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beam ducts. One can maximize either v or A in order to minimize n . One
n p na

method of achieving high-velocity outflow is by use of a poloidal magnetic
Q

divertor, that exhausts from the torus those ions diffusing out of the re-

acting plasma (v > 107 cm/s). But provision for a magnetic dlvertor is a

complex and costly affair, and divertor effectiveness remains to be demon-

strated. At this time, it seems more prudent to attempt to maximize A .

One method of maximizing A is the installation of gettcring

surfaces on the torus wall, but this procedure seems impractical for a reactor.

One possible solution is to cover about 10Z of the torus wall with baffled aper-

tures that separate the torus from large pumping chambers with (baffle-pro-

tected) cryosurfaces, or gettering surfaces. It should be emphasized that

the "temperature" of the neutral gas in the scrape-off region is expected to

be about 10 eV, so that v *v< 3 * 106 cm/s.

The effects of the slow-neutral influx are to enhance charge-

exchange loss of energetic ions and to increase the proportion of warm ions

in the reacting region. The population of warm ions in this region Is in-

creased also by diffusion from the surrounding region of colder plasma. (In

calculating Q, this inward diffusion can be modeled most conveniently by using

larger values of T /T_.) Figure III-6 shows how Q decreases with increasing
p

warm-ion population, when W - 60 keV (D ), and the injected beam power is

constant. With increasing warm-ion flux, beam-target reactions become more

Important and eventually become the dominant source of neutrons. In the

limiting case of interest, the plasma is operated in the TCT regime, driven

and fueled by injected D and T beams. In this TCT regime, the 0-value, and

the neutron production for a given beam power (for WQ -v 60 keV), are reduced

by a factor of 5 to 7 from their values in ideal CIT operation. Furthermore,
n T- must be increased to maintain the same T .e E e

In our reference design (Section III-D), we assume that the

inward flux of warm plasma can be kept sufficiently small so that effectively

T /T_ •» 1.5. When operating at T - 4.5 keV, W * 60 keV (D°), and taking

into account all charge-exchange losses, Q is reduced to about 45J5 of its

ideal value.

2. Impurity Effects

The principal effect of impurity ions in the CIT is to enhance

pitch-angle scattering, which undermines the advantage of head-on collisions.
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Figure III-6. Dependence of fusion power gain on relative fluxes of warm ions
and hot ions (supplied by neutral beams) to the reacting region.
0^ is the ideal gain for CIT operation. The limiting power
gain for a TCT plasma at the same temperature (with D and T
injection) is indicated.
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Evidently, this effect is less important when thermal ions make up a substan-

tial fraction of the total ion population. A Becond deleterious effect is

the additional Coulomb drag on energetic ions by the impurity ions and their

neutralizing electrons. Impurity radiation losses tend to make up only a

small fraction of the total power balance in this highly beam-driven plasma.

On the other hand, a small impurity population (such as Zfiff ^

1.5) has the beneficial effect that it enables the streaming energetic ions to

carry a net current that can be a substantial fraction of the total plasma
2current.

C. Machine and Plasma Parameters

A vital consideration is the choice of injection energy. In ideal

CIT operation, maximum Q is obtained in the range W - 40-50 keV, when T «
2 33-10 keV. ' However, there are several practical reasons for preferring

somewhat larger beam energies: 1) the attainable neutron intensity increases

with W (Fig. III-5), although the corresponding plasma size must also in-

crease; 2) if a substantial warm-ion population is present, at large V one

can take better advantage of target-plasma reactions, so that Q is not as

severely degraded; 3) charge-exchange energy loss decreases with increasing

W ; and 4) if Z ff > 1, angular scattering is reduced at larger V .

With the use of direct energy recovery, satisfactory injector

efficiency (K 40%) can be attained with beam energy up to about 100 keV for

Dc and 150 keV for T°, using present-day ion sources with separation of

molecular-ion components. Given a desired neutron intensity and the avail-

able magnetic field, the size of the plasma and the optimal W are fairly

closely determined. In the present design, where a neutron flux close to

10 1 3 cm~28~1 is desired, the axial field is 4.0 T, and the plasma can be some-

what elongated, the beam energies are chosen as 60 keV for Jp and 90 keV for

T . (90 keV T° beams can be produced with the same efficiency as 60 keV D°

beams and the beams have equal penetration lengths in the plasma.)

The TETF geometry is summarized in Table II-l. The dimensions

have been, chosen to give the smallest possible device that provides a peak

neutron flux close to 10 1 3 n/cm2/s, when Q is 45% of its ideal value (Section

III-B). The major radius of the plasma is determined by the minimum allowed

thicknesses of the transformer core (Chapter IV), the toroidal-field coils

(Chapter IV), and the shielding required to protect these coils (Chapter VIII).
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Host of the thermal output of the reacting plasma is removed by the water

coolant that flows in the shielding region (Chapter VIII). Inside the first

wall, a plasma scrape-off channel of 20 cm thickness is specified. As a

result of these considerations, the inner edge of the discharge column is

located at R - 2.45 m.

Under the constraints of maximum plasma pressure and adequate beam

penetration [e.g., 8 J£ 2/3(R /a) and X * a], higher neutron wall loading is

possible by employing a vertically elongated (noncircular) plasma cross sec-

tion. The equilibrium and stability of elongated tokamak plasmas operating
12at low q and high B is still a natter of uncertainty. However, it does

appear that a vertical elongation of b/a - 1.5 at q - 3 is feasible, and
13recent experiments along these lines have proven encouraging. Consequently,

our design specifies a vertical elongation as large as 1.5 with a D-shaped

cross section (shape factor - 1.44).

The plasma radius, a » 0.55 m, has been chosen so that X i» a when

the total plasma pressure corresponds to B * 2/3(R /a) at q * 3.0 and b/a *

1.5. Other plasma parameters are shown in Table III-l. The maximum field at

the NbTi windings is nominally 9.6 T, although leakage fields and stray ver-

tical fields can increase the total field strength to about 10 T. A method

of operating up to 10 T without pumping directly on the helium bath is des-

cribed in Chapter IV.

In reference design A of Table III-l, X /a » 0.9, so that considfcerab
14on-axis peaking of the neutral-beam deposition profile is obtained. This

peaking ensures that for neutral densities outside the discharge <S 2 x 10 1 1

cm'3, the ion population, over a large central region of the plasma, is dom-

inated by energetic ions.

The total injected neutral-beam power required to maintain the con-

ditions shown is 30 MW. The production rate of fusion alpha particles is

4.2 MM, and about 50% of these alphas thermalize in the plasma.

If the maximum field at the coils is limited to 8.0 T (case B of

Table III-l), then the plasma pressure must be reduced by 30%. Only 21 MW of

injected power are required to maintain the plasma, but the 14 MeV neutron

production rate is only 62% as large as in case A.

Finally, case C of Table III-l gives the relevant plasma parameters

for B - 10 T when the warm-ion influx is so large that the plasma must bemax
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TABLE III-l. TETF Plasma Parameters

Ro (m)

a (m)

A

Vertical elongation (maximum)

Horizontal wall radius (m)

Plasma volume (m3)

Wall area (m2)

Bt at coil (T), (R - 1.25 m)

B on axis (T), (R - 3.0 m)

I (MA)
r
i
<n > (cm"3)

<T > (keV)

<ng> x£ (cm~
3s)

WQ (keV) D°

W (keV) T°
QBeam power (MW) D°

Beam power (MW) T°

Beam mean-free path (m)

8 (excluding alphas)

Q

Pf (W/cm3)

Fusion neutron power (MW)

Total thermal power (MW)

Case A

3.0

0.55

5.45

1.5

0.75

30.7

131

9.6

4.0

1.40

3.0

4.0 x 1013

4.5

2.6 * 1012

60

90

15

15

0.49

3.6

0.70

0.68

16.8

51

Case B

3.0

0.55

5.45

1.5

0.75

30.7

131

8.0

3.3

1.17

3.0

3.1 x 1013

4.0

2.0 x 10 1 2

60

90

10.5

10.5

0.63

3.6

0.62

0.42

10.4

34

Case C (TCT)

3.0

0.55

5.45

1.5

0.75

30.7

131

9.6

4.0

1.4

3.0

5.3 x io13

4.5

5.8 x 1012

60

90

15

15

0.37

3.6

0.23

0.22

5.5

37
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operated in the TCT regime. While the maximum plasma density allowed for

adequate penetration of the beams in TCT operation (say, A /a 2 1/2) is

<n > i, 7 x io13 cm"3, at this value only a low plasma temperature is possible

because of the plasma pressure limitation. A larger T is preferred in order

to enhance Q. For a given T_, the required n T Increases with decreasing

r - hot-ion pressure/bulk-ion pressure. Taking T « 0.65 and T - 4.5 keV

(as in Case A), we find that <n > • 5.3 x 10 1 3 cm"3. The required n T_ is
e e j&

significantly larger than in the CIT case but still appears reasonable. The

total neutron production rate is only one-third that of Case A.

1. Vacuum Pumping Requirement

If the pressure in the beam ducts can be maintained at 10~5

torr, then using the notation of Eq. 3 we have F. - 2.6 x 10 2 1 s"1 and P -

1.3 * 10 z l s"1. Then n - 5.2 x 1015/A where A is in cm2. For the con-
na p p

ditions of Case A of Table III-l, we require that n <v- 1011 cm"3 so that

A t< 5.2 * 101* cm2. This requirement is met if 10% of the torus wall is

covered by pumping apertures that have capture efficiency y - 40%. If the

efficiency is smaller than this value, the reactor performance will degrade

toward the parameters of Case C. Met

percent are discussed in Chapter VI.

toward the parameters of Case C. Methods of achieving y of several tens of

2. Fusion Alpha Particles

The confinement of fusion alphas is not necessary for CIT

operation, although their energy deposition in the plasma does help perfor-

mance. Confined alphas give up their energy entirely to the electrons,

thereby allowing a larger T (and Q) to be obtained with a given n T_. For

our reference case, about 507. of the alphas thermalize in the plasma so that

the required n x_ for T • 4.5 keV is reduced by 7%. Evidently, the con-e a e
tribution of alphas to the total plasma pressure can be neglected.

3. Beam-induced Toroidal Current

The counterstreaming-ion distributions have currents associ-

ated with them. It is easily shown that when Z ,. - 1, the total plasma
2 15current is zero unless an external electric field E is applied. ' But if
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the plasma contains an impurity population or if a significant fraction of

the electrons are trapped in banana orbits or In toroidal-field ripple, then

Z _£ > 1 and a toroidal current can be maintained even when E " 0. The

current density that can be sustained by the beams is approximately

J « e|nT<vm> - V W (Zefx " 1)/Zeff *

For the reference conditions described above, J t» 40 A/cm2 when Z - - * 1«5.

This value is about one-half the total current density in our reference

design A (see Section III-C).

In the outer region of the plasma (say, r/a K 2/3), a signif-

icant Z ~, is established by the trapping of electrons in banana orbits and

in field ripple. However, it appears best to minimize the energetic-ion

population in this region because of enhanced charge-exchange losses. There-

fore, the beam-induced current is more likely to be found in the central

region of the plasma and depends on a small impurity content. In practice,

one can expect that Z f f will be at least slightly larger than unity and

that tht momenta of the D and T will never quite cancel so that some net

current will always be driven by the counterstreaming ions. Obviously, one

must adjust the relative neutral-beam intensities so that this current flows

in the Bame direction as that driven by the OR transformer; the demands on

the latter are reduced correspondingly. However, in calculating the volt-

sec requirement of the OH transformer (see Chapter IV), we do not take credit

for any plasma current that is contributed by the streaming ions.

D. Burn Cycle

Since all plasma fueling is carried out by the injected beams, the

length of the burn period is determined either by Impurity buildup or by the

volt-sec available in the transformer core to drive the toroidal current.

While the streaming ions are, in fact, capable of carrying a large portion

of the toroidal current, the reference design specifies sufficient volt-sec

so that the transformer can by itself support a burn time of at least 1 min.,

with Z .f up to 2 (see Chapter IV). The sequence of events during a burn

cycle is summarized in Table II1-2.
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TABLE III-2. Burn Cycle Sequence

Inject gas and fora target plasma at I * 500 kA 0 - 0 . 5 sec

Begin injection, raise I to 1400 kA, attain equilib-
rium plasma 0.5 - 2 sec

Burn (continuous injection) 2 - 4 4 sec

Shut-off beams and ramp-down plasma current 44 - 46 sec

Exhaust torus to 10"6 torr and charge OH transformer
primary 46 - 60 sec

The burn cycle of Table IZI-2 gives a duty cycle of 70%.

E. Radiation Source Characteristics

Table III-3 lists the neutron source characteristics for the

three cases of Table III-l. The increase In neutron current at the hori-

zontal midplane on the outside is due to geometrical effects and the out-

ward shift in the plasma pressure profiles. In all cases, the low

neutron current precludes the study of bulk radiation damage at high damage

levels. However, the surface radiation flux (D , T+, line radiation, etc.)

is sufficient for obtaining sputtering and blistering information in a

reasonable period of time. The power flow to the vacuum wall in the form

of particles and radiation is listed in Table III-4. This flow of 0.26

MW/m2 (averaged over the first wall) is the same as that deposited on the

first wall of an ignition reactor with a neutron wall loading of 1.0 MW/m2

(although the distribution of power among the various radiation components

would be somewhat different). The flux of particles of a given type depends

on the energy distribution of these particles as they escape from the plasma,

and these distributions cannot be accurately determined until elaborate

transport calculations are performed.
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TABLE III-3. 14-MeV Neutron Source

Neutron intensity (n/s)

Neutron power (MW)

Average wall loading (MW/m2)

Hall loading at oidplane,
R - 3.75 m (MW/m2)

Average current (n/cm2/s)

Current at midplane,
R - 3.75 m (n/cm2/s)

Case A
(CIT)

7.3 x 1O1B

16.8

0.13

0.16

5.7 x 1012

7.1 x 10*2

Characteristics

Case B
(CIT)

4.5 x 1018

10.4

0.08

0.10

3.5 x io12

4.4 x 1012

2.

1.

2.

Case C
(TCT)

4 x 1018

5.5

0.04

0.05

9 x 1012

3 x io12

TABLE III-4. Power Flow to Wall

Injected Power • 30 MW
14-MeV Neutron Production - 16.8 MW
Total Non-neutron Power * 34.2 MW

Radiation Type

Unconfined fusion alphas

Charge-exchange neutrals

Electron heat cond. and par-
ticle flow

Line rad., brema,, synch,
rad.

Ion heat cond, and par-
ticle flow

Power
Flow (MW)

2.2

6

14

2

10

Energy Range

3-3.5 MeV

10-2000 eV

10-100 eV

0.01 eV to
100 keV

10-100 eV

Flux (particles/
c«2/s)

3.0 x io12

a, 1 x 1017

<\» 2 x i o 1 8

«\» 1 x XO16
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F. Performance Testing on PLT and PDX

The PLT and PDX tokamaks at PPPL are similar In size to the TETF

reference design (but with much smaller aspect ratios) and each device will

be equipped with about 4 MB of co- and counter-injected 40 keV neutral beams.

The Injection pulses will be sufficiently long (K 300 ms) so that plasma con-

ditions will reach a steady state. During the next few years, these devices

will provide an opportunity to test the feasiblity of the most crucial fea-

tures of CZT performance: 1) that recycling of neutrals from the wall can be

reduced sufficiently so that, in the central reacting region, most of the

plasma ions are introduced by the energetic beams; 2) that the lifetime of

energetic ions can be several times t_; and 3) that Z -. can be kept below

about 2. The ability of the energetic ions to maintain a substantial frac-

tion of the plasma current can also be investigated.

In these experimental devices, it will be possible to determine

accurately the ion velocity distributions by meads of charge-exchange and

(D-D) neutron-energy-spectrum techniques. The Q-values measured with D-D

can be extrapolated readily to a D-T system.

Evidently, the crucial test will be the degree of attainment of

condition (1), which determines whether the device must operate in a TCT

mode (with relatively low Q) or whether It can sensibly approach the CIT

regime. In order that condition (1) be remotely satisfied in PLT, effective

gettering of the torus wall will be essential. (Operation of this kind was

performed successfully on the ATC device, where a large fraction of the

exiting plasma was captured on the wall and Z-- was maintained below 2.)

However, prospects for success are much greater on the PDX device, which is

especially designed with elaborate getter-pumping surfaces housed in large

compartments above and below the discharge region (somewhat as envisaged in

the preferred option for the present design, see Chapter VI). Furthermore,

the effectiveness of a poloidal magnetic divertor in pumping ions that diffuse

out of the discharge can be tested on PDX. The success of this latter tech-

nique would provide another option for maximising reactor performance.
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IV. MAGNET SYSTEM

This chapter covers the design scoping studies of the superconducting

toroidal field (TF) colls, the Ohmlc heating (OH) coils and the equilibrium

COIIB for the Tokamak Engineering Technology Facility (TETF).

The TF coils must be superconducting in order to avoid huge power

consumption and a high-cost power supply. This superconducting TF coil

system will also serve for developing TF-coil engineering technology.

NbTi is the most suitable superconductor to use because of its great ductility.

It is desirable although not essential that the toroidal-field level be as

high as 10 T in order to get optimal performance for the TETF. To attain a

toroidal field level higher than about 8,5 T, one must use either NbgSn

at 4.2°K, or NbTi operated at a temperature below 4.2°K. Glass-like britttenesi

of Nb.Sn, however, sets a severe limitation on its use in large-sized magnets

such as the TF coil for the TETF, We have chosen to achieve the 10 T peak

field with NbTi operated at about 3°K. A novel 3°K refrigeration system is

proposed which will be more economical than the usual vacuum pumping system.

The minimum goal of the TF-coil system will be 8 T peak field at 4.2*K

operation. This produces a toroidal field of 3.25 T at the plasma center.

The maximum goal of the TF coil system is 10 T peak field at 3°K operation,

which will generate a 4.06 T toroidal field at the plasma center.

The required equilibrium field (EF) for the TETF is .28 T based on the

1OW-BQ circular plasma model. The equilibrium field coils were carefully

arranged so that the vertical field satisfies the plasma stability require-

ment for a low-60 machine. The exact equilibrium field for a high-6Q and

noncircular plasma requires full understanding of the magnetic surfaces within

the plasma, which has not been done in this preliminary study. The EF coll

is placed outside the TF coil so that coll assembly and disassembly, blanket

and shield assembly and disassembly, the first wall assembly and disassembly

will be much easier. The EF coils are decoupled magnetically from the ohmic

heating coils and yet produce a bonus of 7.8 volt-sec for the plasma, thus

reducing the volt-sec requirement for the ohmic heating coils. It is not

clear that ac superconducting coil technology will be developed in time

for the TETF fabrications; for this reason, a water-cooled copper EF coil

is designed, with a superconducting EF coil system design as an option.
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The OH coils are located outside the TF coils and arranged ao that they

impose a minimum field and torque on the TF coils. It is also necessary that

the OH coil field in the plasma-column region be nearly zero so that the

plasma can be initially ionized. It is estimated that the total volt-see

required during the startup period is 12, of which 4*2 volt-sec must be supplied

by the OH coil. During the burn cycle, the OH coil is required to deliver

5 volt-sec to maintain the plasma current over steady burn period as long as

1 minute.

A. Rationale of the TF Coil Design

As shown in Fig. IV-la, the TF colls must be large enough to contain

the 1.1 m wide plasma, 0.2 m plasra scrape-off region, the first wall, a

minimum thickness of blanket and shield for superconducting TF coil protec-

tion, and a test sample region of at Liast 20 cm between the first wall and

the shield on the outside. The shield is made thinner on the inside, to

maximize the toroidal field level at the plasma. To keep the nuclear heating

of the superconducting coils at a tolerable level, and the induced resistivity

of the copper stabilizer in the reasonable range, a minimum of 90 cm is

necessary without using very expensive shield material. Access requirements

for the neutral beam injectors and for maintenance equipment between the TF

coil and the blanket on the outside, together with space requirements for the

toroidal vacuum vessel and the shield, led to a choice of horizontal bore •

3.65 m for the TF coil. The radial location, R.o, in Fig. IV-lae was deter-

mined by the requirements that the flux core of the ohmic heating (OH) coils

be large enough to provide the necessary flux swing to start the plasma and to

drive the plasma without excessive fields in the OH coil winding.

Field ripple due to the gaps between TF coils can cause increased

plasma energy loss, although this process is rather unimportant In the present

reactor. We require, arbitrarily, that field ripple be kept less than IX.

To achieve a 1% field ripple, one can either increase the number of TF coils

or extend the horizontal field bore of the TF coil. It is undesirable to

have to disassemble such large superconducting coils in order to gain access.

With these requirements, and using a set of 12 coils, a pure tension coil

shape was determined. Fig. IV-la and Fig. IV-lb illustrate the TFC design and

Table IV-1 lists the specifications and magnet characteristics of the

ANL-TETF coils system.
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Figure IV-la. Schematic of TETF magnets design
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TABLE IV-1. Superconducting TF

Superconductor/Stabilizer/Insulator/Support

Number of Coils

Coil Shape

Field Ripple

Maximum Access

Operating Temperature

Peak Field

Superimposed ac Field

Vertical Bore

Horizontal Core

Field in Plasma

Operational Current

Stored Energy (10 T)

Inductance

Ampere-turns (10 T)

Coil Winding Cross Section

Average Current Density (10 T)

Mean Turn Length

Mean Cross Section per Turn

Approximate Weight

Coil Assembly Thickness

Outer Cryogenic Shield

Support Cylinder

TF windings

Inner Cryogenic Vacuum and Shield

Coil Characteristics

MbTl/Cu/Fiberglass Epoxy/SS

12

Pure-tension "D"

0.99Z

2 m

3°K/4.2°K

10 T/8 T

0.2 to 0.4 T

6 m

3.65 m

4 T/3.3 T

10,000 A/8.000 A

3100 MJ/total, 258 MJ/coil

61 H/total, 5.08 H/coil

59.52 MA/total, 4.96 MA/coil

1872 cm2 (trapezoidal)

2650 A/cm2

18 m

3.774 cm2

35 tons/coil, 420 tons/total

0.05 m

0.17 m

0.40 m

0.10 m
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B. TF Coil Design

1. Pure Tension Coil Shape and Coil Stress

Large nonuniform Lorentz forces are generated in the coils

subjecting the TF coil to large bending moments in addition to a large effec-

tive internal pressure. To minimize the coil structural requirements, the TF

coil must be in pure tension with no bending moments.

ANL has developed the pure tension coil theory and a computer

code for designing the practical pure tension TF coll system in which there

are access gaps between two adjacent colls. Three dimensional stress analysis

has verified the Argonne pure tension coil has uniform tension throughout

the TF coll.

A cryostatlcally stable magnet design is the only viable design.

2. Nuclear Heating and Radiation Damage

With 90 cm inner shield design, the maximum nuclear heating

In the magnet conductor is 1.5 x 10"5 watt/cm3, which generates a temperature

rise of only ,001°K. The total nuclear energy disposition is 11 W per TF coil

and 408 W for 12 TF coils. The maximum radiation induced resistivity in

the copper stabilizer is 6.60 x 10~9 ft-cm. This will require an additional

202 of copper for full stabilization. The induced resistivity decreases

to 4 x 1CT10 ft-cm at a radial depth of 40 cm in the magnet winding. The

radiation induced resistivity in the copper can be recovered by annealing at

approximately 300*K*

Fiberglass epoxy laminate will be used as the conductor In-

sulation. Fiberglass can sustain radiation damage up to an integral wall

loading of 10 MW-yr/m2, which is well In excess of the value to be obtained

in the TETF.

3. Conductor Design and Coil Winding

Since the toroidal field decreases rapidly across the coil winding,

the conductor is made in 9 grades with peak field specifications at 10.5 T,

10 T, 9 T, 8 I, 7 T, 6 T, 5 T, 4 T, and 3 T, respectively. The innermost

layer conductor has the largest amount of NbTI and copper stabilizer because

of the highest induced resistivity for the innermost layer conductor. Grading
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the conductor in this manner results in a substantial savings in con-

ductor cost and a substantial reduction in the hysteresis loss of NbTi.

Typical conductor cross sections are specified and listed in Table IV-2.

The proposed coil winding scheme is helical layered as

shown in Fig. IV-2. This coil winding structure will provide good

overall mechanical integrity for the TF coil, which is very important

because of the overturning moments (the out-of-plane load). The helical

layered winding is also especially suitable for the trapezoidal coil

cross section.

The conductors are cabled since a monolithic conductor

would have excessive ac losses and helium consumption from the pulsed

poloidal fields. Type 316 stainless steel is used as the hoop stress

supporting members within the conductor. The ac superimposing field

consists of longitudinal B of order 0.2 T/sec and a transverse Bj_

of order 0.2 T/sec. The orientation of the stainless steel and the

braided cable is such that eddy current loss is minimized. A suitable

cable design for this configuration is a braided cable such as that

used in the Isabelle dipole magnet in the Brookhaven National Laboratory.

A typical 10,000 ampere - 10 T conductor cable is shown in Fig. IV-3.

The filaments of NbTi are arranged in a circular ring at equal distance

from the conductor strand axis so that eddy currents induced by B

will be eliminated. A typical strand is also shown in Fig. IV-3.

Within each strand, a sufficient amount of stabilizing copper is in-

corporated to fulfill cryostatic stabilization criterion. High resis-

tivity soft solder must be used to solder the strand together and thus

improve the stability of a braided cable. A ^.ainless steel band is used

to bond braided cables and stainless steel supports together. Wetted

G-10 fiberglass epoxy is used to further band the cable together. The

spiral wrapping G-10 provides turn-to-turn isulation as well as non-

vapor-locking liquid helium channel for a TF coil in a standing con-

figuration. Additional cooling passages are also provided in the

stainless steel support to permit liquid helium penetration into the

braided cable.
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TABLE IV-2.

Magnetic Field (Tesla)

NbTi Critical Current
Density (kA/cm2)

NbTi Design Current Density
(kA/cm2)

NbTi Cross Section (cm2)

Stabilizer Cross Section (cm2)

Liquid Channel and Insulation
Cross Section (cm2)

Stainless Steel Cross Section
(cm2)

Total Cross Section

Per Turn (cm2)

Turn Width (cm2)

Turn Thickness (cm2)

Typical

10

70

50

0.2

2.0

0.945

1.5

4.45

2.96

1.0

Conductor

9

100

70

0.14

1.4

0.945

1.5

3.85

2.56

1.0

Cross

8

130

93

0.11

1.1

0.945

1.5

3.55

2.36

1.0

Section of

7

155

110

0.09

0.9

0.945

1.5

3.35

2.23

1.0

10 T TF

6

180

140

0.07

0.7

0.945

1.5

3.15

2.1

1.0

Coil

5

195

155

0.065

0.65

0.945

1.5

3.1

2.06

1.0

4

210

170

0.059

0.6

0.945

1.5

3.05

2.03

1.0

3

250

210

0.048

0.5

0.945

1.5

2.95

1.96

1.0



300#K Vacuum Wall

Vacuum Spacing

•60 Layers Superinsulation
LN2 or Gas He Cooled Tubing
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Coll Form
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88»K Shield,
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Figure IV-2. Toroidal-field coil outer leg vessel
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Spiral G-10
Turn-to-turn
Insulation

Spiral 316
Stainless
Steel Band

Major Liquid
Channel
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Braided Cable
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Braided Cable with
High Resistivity Solder

Figure IV-3. A typical toroidal-field superconducting cable (10,000 amperes
at 10 T).
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Braided cable will not sustain mechanical hoop stress to any

appreciable extent and, as a result, the hoop stress must be carried by

stainless steel alone. Therefore, stainless steel can be utilized at higher

stress levels without affecting the strain level of the copper stabilizer.

Using a safety factor of 2, the design stress of stainless steel is 45,001) p

at 4.2°K. Since the radius of curvature of the 10 T TETF TF coil is 0.96 m

at the peak field location, for a 10,000 ampere cable conductor, the reqjiire

average cross section for stainless steel support is 1.5 cm2.

4. Centering Force and Support Systems

The straight section of the 10 T TF coil conductor is 4.26 m

long with ampere-turn totaling 59.52 x 106, the total centering force is

282 x 106 lbs., resulting in a radial compressive pressure of 8150 psi. If

the rigidity of the coil form and the TF coil winding is not taken into

consideration, and If 316 stainless steel is used, the circumferential

design stress of a 17 cm thick support cylinder is 45,000 psi. The Inner

radius of the support cylinder is 0.68 m and the outer radius is 0.85 m.

The TF coil is operated at 3°K so the support cylinder is at 3°K. The

support cylinder is supported by a fiberglass cylinder.

Each TF coil is connected to its neighbors on either side

by several cold supports. Since the poloidal field interacts with the TF

coil, exerting a overturning out-of-plane lead on the TF coil, some of the

cold supports are cold shear plates resisting the twisting forces in a

manner like a cross-bracing torque frame. Each TF coil has a torque bar

connecting to the warm torque frame.

5. Coll Protection System

If any of the 12 coils carries unequal current, there is a

large unbalanced force between adacent coils. For this reason, the series

coil protection scheme is used in which each coil is connected in series

with a dump resistor between each coil so that current in each coll will be

equal at all times. The total energy for the 12 TF coils is 3100 MJ, so: that
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the energy per coil is 258 MJ, With operational current of 10,000 amperes,

the total inductance per coil is 61 H or 5.08 H per coil. If the dumping

voltage of 1000 volt per TF is tolerable, and each dump resistor has resis-

tance of 0.1 Si, the dumping time constant of the TF coil system is 51 sec.

6. Cryostat Design and Cryostac Heat Leak

Each TF coil weighs approximately 35 tons. This gravitational

load is supported by the support cylinder on the inside and by individual

supports on the outside. The outer supports are made of Fiberglass G-10

laminate, loaded primarily in compression and transmitting the load through the

vacuum jacket wall. The outer supports are fixed to the TF coil through

a sliding joint to allow thermal contraction.

Each TF coil has a helium container made of stainless

steel of 1.5 cm in thickness. The helium container conforms closely to

the coil geometry with exception of 5 cm radial spacing reserved for 3"K

condenser and gas liquid helium volume outside the winding. No such radial

spacing is allowed, however, for the straight section coil form because the

winding must transmit the centering force onto the helium can which in turn

presses on the support cylinder.

The central region of the TF coil assembly, consisting of

the inner part of the TF coil (straight section) and the support cylinder

has a common vacuum jacket. There is a transition to individual vacuum

jackets for the outer portions of the TF coil to provide the required

access between coils. The outer portion of the vacuum jacket conforms

with the coil form. It is estimated that the total helium temperature

surface exposed to the 88eK shield is about 1000 m2. Using 65 mW/m2 as

the radiation heat flux between the 88°K shield and liquid helium tem-

perature vessel, the total radiation heat flux is estimated at 65 watts.

The gravitational support system must support 12 coils weighing

35 tons each and the support cylinder weighing 35 tons, for a total of

0.9 x 106 lbs. For fiberglass epoxy laminated with a design compressive stress

of 30,000 psl, the total area required -. 193 cm2. If the length of support

is 25 cm, the heat condition loss is about 10 watts.
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7. Estimation of ac Loss in Coll Winding and Coll Form

For a simplified estimation of ac loss in the coil winding, the

averaged cross section of NbTi per turn is approximately 0.1 cm2. This is

a rough estimation based on a design averaged current density of NbTi at

14 x 101* A/cm2 at 3°K operation. The total amount of NbTi is estimated at

0.1 m3 per TF coil. Assuming a 10 u filament diameter for the braided conductor

strand, for a field swing of 0 -*- 3 kG -• 0, we have filamentary loss per TF

coil equal to 1030 J. To estimate the matrix loss per TF coil, it is

assumed that the strand diameter of 0.5 mm is used in the braided cable and

that a twist pitch of 4 mm can be achieved. The total composite volume per

TF coil is estimated at 2 m5. The matrix lose for a field cycle consists

of linear fall with B - 0.2 T/sec and B - 0.4 T is 160 J per TF coil. The

e(]dy current loss in the stainless steel support and the eddy current flowing

across the strands within the braided cable have not been included in the loss

estimation.

The superimposing field at the TF coil has both parallel and per-

pendicular field components. The ac field magnitude varies along the TF coil.

For a worst space-averaged superimposing field, the transverse field dissipation

for a complete cycle is estimated at 1600 J per TF coil. The parallel field

loss is estimated at 1400 J per cycle per TF coil.

The summation of the ac loss in coil winding and the ac loss in

coil form gives 4200 J per cycle per TF coil. That is, the power dissipation

averaged over a cycle of 60 sec is about 70 watts per TF coil or a total of

840 watts for 12 TF coils.

8. The 3"K Refrigeration

The 10 T TF coil designed is based on the superconductor NbTi

operated at 3°K to be economically feasible because the current carrying

capacity of NbTi at 4.2°K decreases to a very low value at a 10 T magnetic

field level. This is illustrated in Fig. IV-4. To date, refrigeration

at temperatures lower than 4.2°K has been accomplished by vacuum pulping

to maintain the required vapor pressure over a liquid helium bath. For

small systems, this method is straight forward and has the virtue of adding
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Figure IV-4. J-H curve for NbTi versus temperature.
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only simple components to existing liquid helium facilities. As systems

become larger, or the refrigeration capacity becomes larger, it is econom-

ically desirable to recover the cold vapor by adding a heat exchanger.

However, as refrigeration capacity increases, the size of the heat exchanger

becomes very large because of the necessity of maintaining the pressure

drop in the heat exchanger at a low value. Furthermore, the vacuum pressure

of a pumped system is more likely to introduce a serious problem of con-

tamination because of leakage into the helium system in the recovery loop.

ANL has proposed a novel 3°K refrigeration scheme using

super-critical dense helium gas as the working fluid. As shown in Fig. IV-5,

high pressure helium is cooled to about 4.2°K by a counter flow heat

exchanger and a liquid helium bath. This helium is then run through a low

temperature exchanger and an expansion engine to reduce its temperature to

about 2.2°K. This helium which remains supercritical is then used to

condense helium gas in the closed TF coll form, creating a vacuum and

thereby reducing the temperature of the liquid helium bath to about 3°K.

The circulating helium, at a pressure of ^ 5 atm, then passes up the two

low-pressure heat exchangers to the compressor suction side. The pressure

and temperatures indicated in Fig. IV-5 represent tentative numerical

values only. The pertinent operating temperature and pressure require

detailed thermodynamic study on possible cycles, the effect of operating

pressure, the pressure ratio and on the expander efficiency operating below

4.2°K.

As shown in Fig. IV-5, the 3*K condenser is placed within the

cuter leg of the D-shaped coil form so that condensation of gas bubbles will

produce a difference between column weights of the inner leg and that of the

outer leg. This difference plus the frictional drag force which exists between

the upcoming gas and the liquid within the inner leg of the D-shaped coil will

drive the liquid helium in circulation, resulting in greater heat transfer.

To accommodate the volume of gas and the volume of the 3°K condenser, and In

order to maintain the liquid level above coil windings, a 5 cm additional

radial thickness of coil form is tentatively reserved for these purposes.

Preliminary calculation shows that the size of the 3°K condenser for a 100

watts refrigeration capacity will be approximately 1 cm x 25 cm x 500 cm

only. A total of 12 units of 100-watt 3°K refrigerators will be needed in

the TETF TF Coil System.
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C. Equilibrium Field Coil

1. Equilibrium Field Requirements

To provide the equilibrium for the plasma loop, the vertical field

must have a strength equal to

«w<m

where 8 is the ratio of plasma pressure to poloidal field pressure and is

equal to £ nkT/ (Bp /8ir). The constant 8.1 denotes the internal inductance

of the plasma loop per unit length and it depends on the plasma current

distribution over the plasma cross section. For uniform current density in the

plasma, 11 * 0.5. The I is the plasma current in amperes, R is the

toroidal radius in meters, and a is the plasma radius in meters. Note that

Beq is the neutral equilibrium field while Ey. in the following will denote

the stable equilibrium field.

For stability against radial displacement, Greene et al̂  have

shown that the vertical field component, B , must be smaller than the holding

field B e for R < Rfl and B v must be greater than Be_ for R > Ro, where Ro

is the major radius of the plasma. That is, the condition

SB
vz

3R

8B
e

3R

is needed for stability against radial displacement.

For stability against vertical displacement, Yoshikawa has

shown that the required condition Is that the vertical field lines must be

concave toward toroidal axis so that resulting force tends to center the

plasma on the axis z « o.

In the ANL - TETF design, we have Io - 1,4 x 10
6 A, Ro « 3.0 m,

a = 0.55 m and BQ = 3.4. Therefore B at plasma canter is 2765 G.e eq
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2. Design Considerations for Equilibrium Field (EF) Coil

- If the equilibrium coils are placed inside the TF coils, there

are tremendous difficulties in coil assembly, disassembly, coil support, coil

repair and maintenances, as well as the assembly, disassembly and maintenance

of the blanket and shield and the first wall. To avoid these problems, the

EF coils are located outside the TF coils.

The OH coils could induce large voltages in the EF coils, if the

EF coils are not decoupled to the OH coils. The decoupling ampere-turns

should be positioned so that they produce small anti-vertical fields and

small superpositioning fields on the TF coils.

The EF coils were designed to produce as much volt-sec as

possible for the plasma, thereby reducing the volt-sec requirement for

the ohmic-heating coils.

3. Copper EF Coil Design

To design the water-cooled copper coil, the following conditions

are used in the design calculations: (1) the EF coil is charged from

0 to 2.765 kG in 2 sec. It remains at 2.765 kG for 41 sec., then it is d£sjdi?

back to zero field in 2 see. After this, the EF coils remain at zero field

for 15 sec during the pump-down time. So a complete cycle takes 60 sec,

(2) the mean operating temperature of copper is 50°C. TheT resistivity

of copper at 20°C is 1.7 x 10~ Si-cm and a temperature coefficient of

3.9 x 10~ /°C is used to compute the resistivity of copper at 50°C, which is

1.9 x 10~ fl~cm. A practical inlet water temperature of 5°C was selected.

A water temperature gradient of 90°C was chosen to keep the coil temperature

well within a range where a conventional epoxy-impregnated structure is t&eab

(3) The water circuit design was assumed to be flexible so that average entrr

density over conductor cross section can be varied from 750 A/cm2 to about

1500 A/cm2. This low current density is necessary to reduce the I2R loss

of the water-cooled copper coil.

The instantaneous I2R loss for water-cooled copper coil is

given by

Pins " Jc 2 ( t ) p Vc
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where J (t) is the conductor current density, p is the reaistivity of copper

and V is the conductor volume.
c

Based on the EF coil design considerations and the EF require-

ments, the EF coil configuration was designed as shown in Fig. IV-1.

To produce a required equilibrium field of 2.765 kG at plasma

center, the required ampere-meters are 153 x 106. If the conductor current

density is 1500 A/cm2, the total conductor volume is 10.2 m3. The instan-

taneous I2R loss Is 43 MW neglecting the eddy current loss in the coil.

The cycle-time-averaged power dissipation is 30 MW. The cost of 10.2 m3

copper conductor only amounts to about $0.8 million dollars. Yet it is

highly desirable to keep the power supply requirement at a reasonably

low level so that expensive energy storage and power supply can be avoided

in the TETF facility. For this reason, the designed copper current density is

chosen to be 750 A/cm2 with total copper volume equal to 20.4 m3. The

instantaneous power is 21.5 MW and the time averaged power dissipation is

15 MW. The coil cross sections corresponding to this low current density

design is shown in Fig. IV-la.

To keep the voltage of coil and the power supply to order of

10 kV or lower, the operational current of 30 kA is chosen. The self

inductance is equal to 0.15 H. The total dc resistance is 0.024 ft and

the total coil impedance is 0.237 fl. Therefore the design voltage required

to drive the EF coil is about 5 kV.

The total ampere turns required is 9.6 x 106, with half of

these ampere-turns serving to magnetically decouple the equilibrium coils

froa the OH coils. These antimutual inductance coils are coils No. 5, 6,

7, and 8. They are positioned to generate negligible vertical fields in

the negative z direction everywhere on the z « o axis, thus enabling coils

No. 1, 2, 3 and 4 to produce as much useful vertical field as possible.

Furthermore, this coil arrangement generates the most volt-sec for a given

equilibrium field. The total volt-sec contributions from the EF coil is

7.8 volt-sec.

Several additional coils may be required to form a hexapole

null in the torus to localize the region of plasma current startup at the

beginning of each pulse. The filling gas is broken down in this region
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by means of a microwave pulse at the electron cyclotron resonant frequency.

The hexapole field acts as an expanding magnetic llmiter during the early

stage of current ramp-up. Once the plasma current reaches about 400 kA, these

coils axe discharged

4. Superconducting EF Coil Design

As a design option for EF Coil system, a superconducting EF

coil design was examined. If the EF Coil is superconducting, the ac pulsing

loss will be much smaller than I2R loss of water-cooled copper coil. The

design current density could be as high as 3000 A/cm2 and cryogenic stability

can still be achieved if the composite strand diameter is about 0.6 am.

Hence the winding cross section of EF coil will be 4 times smaller than that

of copper EF coil as shown in Fig. IV-la.

The 2 sec fast pulsing suggests that the filaments must be

twisted in a short pitch. The 30 kA conductor will require •»>106 fine

filaments. It is impossible to twist 106 filaments in a short pitch.

This suggests that the conductor can not be made of one strand. Cabling

conductor made of many strands with full transposition within the cable is

necessary. Cable conductors made of many fully transposed strands often result

in a poor packing factor, poor mechanical rigidity and possible shorts between

strands. Hence, a composite with a large number of filaments was chosen.

Such a composite will have a large diameter and thus a 3-component composite

with high resistive barriers of cupro-nickel between filaments is necessary

to reduce the matrix loss. On the other hand, the EF coil has a stored

energy requiring full stabilization. This means that the composite diameter

c an not be too large in order to ensure a large surface-to-volume ratio for

cooling necessary for full stabilization, A suitable specific superconducting

composite specification is listed in Table IV-3. Two 30-kA superconducting

cable designs using the specific superconducting strand are shown in Fig. IV-6.

The total length of the 61.7 A composite is 2.48 x 106 meters.

Therefore the total composite volume is 0.7 m3. For a 5 u filament diameter

and field excusion of 0 •*• 30 KG •*• 0 in 4 sec, the estimated hysteresis loss

is 2300 J per cycle and the matrix loss is 1440 J. The self-field loss is

negligible. For a 60 eec cycle time, the average power dissipation is about
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TABLE IV-3. Superconducting Strand Composite Properties

KbTi critical-current density 1.9 x 105 A/cm2 at 4.2°K, B.7

Composite operational current 61.7 A

Composite critical current 123,4 A

Composite diameter 0.6 mm

Composite NbTi packing factor 0.23

Composite composition NbTi:Cw:Cupro-nickel 0.23:0.57:0.20

Filament diameter 5 um

Twist pitch 6 mm

Number of filaments in composite 3307

Composite operational current density 2.185 x 101* A/cm2

Composite critical current density 4.37 x 101* A/cm2

Composite matrix effective resistivity 10 fl-cm
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Figure IV-6. Two ac superconducting cable designs.
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62 W at 4.2°K or 31 kW at 300°K. These loss calculations do not include

the eddy current dissipations in the coil supporting structures and in the

helium vessel. If the conductor cable is enclosed in a stainless steel tubing

with a 3 cm diameter and a wall thickness of 1.4 mm, the energy dissipation

in the tube will exceed the ac pulsing loss in the NbTi and the matrix.

Preliminary comparisons made between the water-cooled copper

EF coil and the superconducting EF coil shows a substantial power saving

can be made if the coil is superconducting. Unfortunately the technology of

ac superconducting magnets is not yet ready for such large stored energy and

fast pulsed EF coil and therefore extensive R and D will be needed if the

EF coil is superconducting. On the other hand, a power consumption of

the order of 50 MW is required with the copper EF coil.

D. Ohmic Heating Coils

1. The Volt-sec Requirement for the OH Transformer

During the startup period, when the electron temperature is low,

the plasma loop is more of a resistive than an inductive load. When electron

temperature o» 0.5 keV, the plasma loop becomes mostly purely inductive with

a very small resistive component. During the entire startup period, it is

estimated that the resistive volt-sec will be 2.4 volt-sec while the inductive

volt-sec will be 9.6 for the TETF non-circular plasma having major radius

of 3.0 m and height-to-width ratio, K, equal to 1.3. So the total volt-sec

during startup is 12. During the burn cycle, an additional core flux of 5 volt-sec,

is reserved to maintain the plasma current.

The EF coil is designed to produce as much as 7.8 volt-sec

during the startup period. Therefore, the OH coil is required to produce

4.2 volt-sec in the startup period and 5 volt-sec during the burn phase.

2. Water-cooled Copper OH Coil

Because the TF coil is superconducting, the OH coil must

be placed outside the TF coils in such a way that the superimposing

field on the TF coils is minimized. The OH coil windings must also
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be arranged so that the field produced by the OH colls is nearly zero in

the entire plasma region, and the plasma can be initially ionized in a

stable equilibrium. To achieve these two purposes as well as the required

flux linkage for volt-sec requirements* the OH coil configurations were

designed as shown in Fig. IV-la.

An effort was made to keep the total power requirement of

the TETF to about the 100 MW level, so that no major cost in the energy

storage and power supply is needed. During the startup period, 21 MW of

resistive power and 34 MW of inductive power are required for the EF coils.

Therefore, the charging scheme of the OH coils must be such that it evens

out the power demand over the entire cycle. For this consideration, the OH

coils are required to produce 4.2 volt-sec during the startup period and 5

volt-sec during the burn phase. Since the radius of the flux core is 0.S m,

the required central field Is -5.35 T before startup and + 6.37 T at the

end of the burn phase. The operational current density will be 2128 A/cm2

before the startup and 2534 A/cm2 at the end of burn phase. The conductor

required is 270 x 106 ampere-meters before the startup and 321 x 106 ampere-

meters at the end of the burn phase. The total conductor volume is 6.3 m3, so

that the instantaneous I2R loss is 54 MW at t - 0 and 77 MW at the end of

the burn cycle. The inductive stored energy in the OH coil self-field

system will be 82 MJ for the 5.35 T central field and 116 MJ for the 6.37 T

central field.

If the operational current of 30 kA is chosen for the 5.35 T

central field, the self inductance of the OH coil is 0.182 H. The total

dc resistance is 0.06 ft and the total coil impedance is 0.292 R. Therefore,

the design voltage required to drive the OH coil is 5000 volts.

3. Superconducting OH Coil Design

As a design option for the OH coil system, the superconducting

OH coil design was examined. The high current fast pulsing superconducting

OH coil requires a similar cable design as shown in Fig. IV-6. With the

6 mm diameter strand, rough estimations shows that the cryogenic stability

can be maintained even if a conductor current density as high as 3000 A/cm2

is used. However, if the OH coil is superconducting, the flux core size will

be 0.56 m in radius because the OH coil is placed adjacent to the support

cylinder of the TF coil. Consequently, the central field before the startup
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is -4.28 T instead of -5.35 T and the central fields +6.37 is replaced by

5.1 T. This reduces the stored energy of the OH coil system. In fact,

because the ac pulsing loss of superconducting magnets is very small, it

is not necessary to have a charging scheme described in the previous copper

OH coil section. The sensible charging scheme for the superconducting OH

coil is the one in which the ampere-turns are minimized. That is, the

negative swing central field will be equal to the positive swing central

field and both are equal to 4.69 T, a desirable field range for the super-

conducting magnet using NbTi as the superconductor.

To estimate the ac pulsing loss and compare this with the I2R

loss of the copper magnet, the calculation of conductor length is based:hm t

winding dimensions of copper OH coil as shown in Fig. IV-la. Using the

61.7 A composite strand of diameter 0.6 mm as described in Table IV-3,

the total length of the composite strand will be 5.2 x 10b m where the con-

ductor length for the central field of 6.37 T is used. The total composite

volume is 1.47 m3. Using the 5 y as the filament diameter and a field

excursion of -6.37 T -»• + 6.37 T •*• -6.37 T, the hysteresis loss over a cong>l<

fusion cycle is equal to 29930 J. The matrix loss for a field swing of

-6.37 T •*• + 6.37 T -»• -6.37 T with B - 6.37 T/sec and filament twisting pitcl

of 6 mm is equal to 11500 J. Therefore, the total ac loss from the conductc

over a complete fusion cycle is 41430 J. For a representative cycle time oi

60 sec, the average power dissipation at 4.2°K is 690 W. The required typfri

eration at 300°K is 345 kW. It is clear that superconducting OH coil will

have less power loss than the copper OH coil. On the other hand, the

superconducting OH coil will require more R and D than the copper OH coil.

E. Eddy Currents in the Shield

The time-varying magnetic fields from the equilibrium coils and

from the plasma currents cause eddy currents in the shield. The magnetic

fields produced by these eddy currents may disturb the plasma, in a manner

which depends on the magnitude, homogeneity, and time delay of these induced

fields. In addition, there may be unacceptably large forces, torques,

stresses, or energy dissipation in the shield.
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The eddy currents and their effects are diminished by breaking the

shield into pieces, electrically insulated from each other. Hie shield,

as described in Chapter VIII, consists of twelve units, each positioned

between two neighboring TF colls. Each unit, in turn, consists of nine

blocks. For computational purposes, these blocks were taken as rectangular

stainless steel bricks, aligned parallel to the coordinate axis. The eddy

current distribution in the bricks and the field resulting from these currents
2

were calculated by a method described elsewhere. The peak induced field

in the plasma was found to be 0.34% of the final equilibrium field, or 9 gauss,

which is judged to be acceptably low. In so far as the average electrical

conductivity of the blocks is actually less than that of stainless steel, the

induced field will be reduced proportionally.

The eddy currents produce torques in the shield. The torque,

acting on each of the largest blocks due to the 4.0 T field from the toroidal

field coils interacting with the eddy currents, is 46000 ft lb. The blocks

must be restrained to resist this torque.

F. The TETF as a Magnet System Demonstration Facility

The TETF is a prototypical demonstration of the superconducting

TF coil system that must be developed for the EPR and subsequent tokamak

reactors. The TETF magnet bore is about one-half that of the EPR, and both

have a pure-tension D shape. Conductor design, coil winding, coil protection,

cryostat and 3°K refrigeration system for TETF are prototypical for EPR.

The superconducting EF coil and OH coil options for TETF would be

prototypical of pulsed poloidal coils for EPR and future reactors. However,

the copper coils, which are currently the primary option, would probably

represent a technology culmination in the tokamak program, with no further

extrapolations in future reactors.
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V. NEUTRAL BEAM INJECTORS

The neutral beam injector system for TETF consists of eight injectors,

with two beam lines per injector. Four of the injectors (eight beam lines)

provide 15 MW of 60 keV D° beam; the other four injectors provide 15 MW of

90 keV T° beam. Each beam line consists of an ion source and accelerator

followed by a double focusing bending magnet to separate molecular ions

from atomic ions, a neutralizer for the atomic ions and a second bending

magnet to remove ions from the beam emerging from the neutralizer. Direct

energy converters are used to recover energy from the ions removed by the

first and second separators. The two neutral beams from each injector

converge toward an 0.55 m wide, 0.8 m high aperture in the first wall of

the torus at angles of 6° above and 6° below the horizontal median plane of

the torus.

A. Ion Sources

The preliminary design for the TETF neutral beam injectors is based

on the use of state-of-the-art CTR ion sources. The final design will take

advantage of any improvements that occur prior to the design freeze date.

The assumed ion beam composition is typical of present-day LBL

sources. Water-cooled multiaperture grids capable of dc operation will be
2

of the type developed at ORNL. Circular apertures will be used in preference

to slots so that the horizontal and vertical transverse beam emittances will

be identical; this will simplify the design of the double focusing magnet

used to remove molecular ions from the beam entering the neutralizer and to

focus the atomic and neutral beams.

The design characteristics of the ion sources are given in

Table V-l. It is assumed that the extraction electrode spacings and voltages

are the same in both kinds of sources; therefore, current densities are

proportional to M"1'2, where M is the effective mass number of the beam.

Ion beam current requirements are given by

P /V

-
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TABLE V-l. Ion Source Design Characteristics

D + (T+) fraction of I+, T\

D, (Tj) fraction of I , To

D, (Ta) fraction of I,, Ta

Plasma Ion Emission Current Density, J (A/cm2)
o

Type of Grid

Grid Transparency, T

Ion Beam Current Density, J, • t J (A/cm2)

Gas Efficiency, n

Pulse Length

0.75

0.18

0.07

0.300

Multiaperture

0.45

0.135

0.45

dc

0.75

0.18

0.07

0.245

Multiaperture

0.45

0.110

0.45

dc



In this expression, P_ is the neutral beam power; V + is the ion beam voltage;

e_ is the reactor capture efficiency; 1^ is the atomic fraction of I+; f1Q is

the power efficiency for D + •* D° or T + •>• T°; e " ^ 0 1 0 is the fraction of the

D (T ) beam which reaches the neutralizer, the remainder (1 - e~*+°10' being

lost due to premature neutralization along a curved flight path while tra-

versing a gas target of n atoms/cm2; e~ 0 01 is the fraction of the D°(T°)

beam, which reaches the reactor plasma, the remainder being lost due to re-

ionization in a gas target of IT. atoms/cm2; a is the electron capture cross

section (cm2/atom); and o Q 1 is the electron loss cross section (cm
2/atom).

In terms of average pressure p (Torr), path length & (m) and gas

temperature T (°K), the gas target density is given by

IT « 1.94 x io21 pA/T atoms/cm2 (2)

B. Atomic Ion and Neutral Beam Transport

A preliminary D°(T°) beam line design* is shown in Fig. V-l. M-l is

a double focusing magnet for D or T with field index n - -(R/B)dB/dR * 1/2,

bending radius R * 1.5 m and bending angle 0 • 45°; for a 60 keV D beam, the

gap field BQ - 333 gauss. Field variation with R is given by B - BQ (R/RQ)' 1^ 2.

The ion beam emerging from the accelerator is assumed to be cylin-

drical and axially symmetric. Beam transport calculations for motions of

atomic ions and neutrals in the transverse phase spaces (x, x"; y, y") have

been made for several values of emittance e « e • e . e is determined by
x y

the initial beam size 2r • 2x • 2y and the maximum initial beam-

let half-angle divergence r* ^ - x£ ^ « y- ^ The area of the trans-verse phase space ellipse at the exit of the accelerator, where the initial

conditions occur, is given by

V o + S0 iT? 2 - e - ̂  - (ro max> <ro max> •

which gives the relationship between e, rQ max and r* .

We are indebted to T. K. Khoe of the Accelerator Research Facilities
Division, ANL, for the design of the separator and the beam transport
calculations.
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0.3m•,

Figure V-l. Preliffiitiary D°(T°) beam line design, R i s the bending radius, 6 i s the bending angle in M-l.



Results of some transport calculations are given in Table V-2 for

D and 0°. The results apply to T and T° beams with the same initial beam

sizes and divergences as veil. However, the T beams will be smaller than

the D beams and will be considered separately for design purposes.

C. Molecular Beam Transport

For the purposes of this discussion, the plane defined by the x-axis

and the beam axis will be called the horizontal plane (plane of the paper in

Fig. V-l) and the plane defined by the y-axis and the beam axis will be called

the vertical plane. For the molecular ion beams, the bending angles are not

equal to the magnet angle. Therefore, the molecular beams experience vertical

defocusing and horizontal focusing at the downstream edge of the magnet.

Results of transport calculations for D_ and D. are given in Table V-3, where

S is the distance from the downstream magnet edge; initial conditions are those

of Table V-2.

D. Injector Power Flow and Overall Efficiency

The injector power flow diagram is shown in Fig. V-2. Ion beam

from the accelerator enters a magnetic separator, M-l, which removes molecular

ions from the beam before it enters the neutralizer. The molecular ion beams,

with some attenuation due to charge-changing collisions and dissociation, go

to a direct energy converter where their energy is recovered with an effi-

ciency n, £0.85. A detailed design of a direct converter for TETF has not

yet been done but preliminary considerations suggest that a space charge
3 4

controlled converter would be more suitable than an immersed grid converter.

As noted above, in the discussion of Eq. 1, there is attenuation of

the atomic ion beam due to premature neutralization along its curved flight

path and attenuation of the neutral beam due to reionization.

In a field-free region, loss of D or T , i.e., growth of D° or T°,

is given by

.F - F [1 - e-^Ol + 'V] (4)
0 0°°

where F is the equilibrium (thick target) fraction of D° or T°. Similarly,

loss of D° or T° (growth of D or T in a beam that is initially neutral)

is given by
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TABLE V-2. Results of D*, D° Beam Transport Calculations for the Beam Line of Fig. V-l.

Initial beam radius, r (m)
o max

Initial beamlet divergence, r' (rad)
o max

Transverse emlttance e (m-rad)

Maximum beam size In magnet (in)

Beam size at neutrallzer entrance (m)

Beam size at neutralizer exit (tn)
00

H Distance, magnet exit to beam waist (m)

Beam size at waist (m)

Beam size at first wall of torus (m)

caae I

± 0.15

± n.020

3.0 x 10"3

0.301

0.241

0.158

2,65

0.149

0.404

Case II

± 0.15

± 0.030

4.5 x io-3

0.301

0.252

0.236

1.965

0.205

0.512

Case III

± 0,13

+ 0.030

3.9 « 10~3

0.261

0.223

0.236

2.046

0.199

0.491



TA3LE V-3. Results of P.. D Beam Transport GalcMlatioss for the Bean M a e of Fie.

CO

D£ horizontal beaa size (s)

D vertical beaa size (s)

D_ horizontal heaa size (a)

D3 vertical beas slse (ra>

S * 2 m

0.182

0.294

0.196

0.341

Cage I

1 S e A ©

0,174

0.328

0.1?8

0,497

Case

0.223

0,333

0,236

0,379

I I

S * 4 m

0,263

0.412

0,264

©,,485
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In magnetic f 4^*4 regions, particles that undergo) charge changing col-

lisions mm lose item eh® hmm* In fueh cagioiw, F ^ * I..0 in Eq* 4 and

!,„ * I,§ t» I«* 5. If. 4

F • 1 - e 01 CS-AJ

c«egees» i.e.* evcc^ilsefe in eh# B6«ep«l hem tojesee? txstpft

Eqs, 4 and 4«A m«y b« uMd int«irch*ngt«bly» withcut

regard to the presence or sbatitc* off mgn«e£c field; Kq»« 5 and 5-A alto

yteld virtually identical results. H M of Eq»» 4-A and 5*A for both

filsld and f±«ld-fr«e regions in Fig. V-2 ha* r«iult«d £n « flow dlagran

far iesB complicated than It would otharvlta ftmm tM*n.

A nu»ber of cros* ««cttotis for ch«cg« changing colllalons asd

dtfseeiaeiQii apptar in Fig. V-2. Sines th» v*Ioettte« of 30 k«V hydrogtn

particles, €0 keV deuterium particle* and 90 keV tritium p*rticl«» tilth

the same number of nucleon* per particle are equal, their croas «eetions

are also equal. Thus, the suniwtJ.ons In Fig. V-2 nay be written out for

30 keV hydrogen, particles and then uatd for the corsttpondlng 60 ktV

deuterium particles and 90 ketf tritium particles:

3 H B
2 2

Values for all of the cross sections» measured for 30 keV hydrogen par-
ticles » are given in Table V-4.
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¥-4. Croaa Sections for Ch<rpe Charî ing C^lilslons *nd DlssociatlQn for 30 keV Hydrogen,
60keV Reuterlun and 90 k*¥ fritiua Particle•

Particle Cro«» Sections Refereni..e

30 keV B or H° or («2/*to«»)
• 19,3 5

5

30 keV H* or «quiv«l«nt

7.8

l.S * 10"

6

6

30 ktV K^ or equivalent (ce2 Molecule}

• i.w « JO**1*

6

6



the values of « l Q and <rol in Table V-4 *?• averages of several

v*lu*« ce«ftil*d by S. «C. Allison and M, Carcin-Hutw*. Valuta of F and

tfm ate ilia gtv*« in ref*t*nc* ft Cot 30 k*V H , *{, • °«
7

0.014,

fh» gas flew diagram for tITF 1* ehewn in Fig, V*3, thai

gas lead* ar* dftfined in Table V-5.

tht fr«ct;ion*l b«ai Ioit«» 1 - mmW*9U mnA I - «*iO^et d«p*n4 on

tht pr«««un'« <it«erlbution» in CHanb«fS X and I t of Fig, V»3, ftvt pyppin^

In th* region of ft-l wi l l b* conductjuws^linittd to a valut Eh*c will

ptntlt *rbttr*ry reduction* in prtnur* *iwj b#iui iof» for « given «tas

load.

All of eh* gt i frcMi th« «cc«Ur*tor and eh* ntueratiivr enters a

boundtd by th« «xit pi*n# of eh* *cc*l«r*tor, eh* plan«t of th«

and eh« pl*tm defined by eh* inerane* fact of eht ntucralJr.tr.

tha gat i«ava« ehi« voluia* through th* unobieufad fraceloo of eh* bcnM4lng

aurfact, which i t Mxiiaiicd by uilng aa op*n "C* typa b*adinK m*gA«t rathtr

eh*B » "window fraatt" typ«, Tfw art* of chi» fraction ia aatlK*ead e« b*

2.$ mz for th* b*«M line design of Fig. V-i* For dtutcriu** ch* room ta«-

p*ratur* conduceencc of this art* cocip<d*r*d aa an apareer* l* 7,8 * 10s

Utar/a«c. For s Chiuabar I pumping apcad of I * 10* l i u r / m c , ie folloya

ehae eh* *ff*eeiv* t conductanca-iiMicad punping apaad S in eh* M-l ragion

b* ^ 4.4 x 10s l ie*r/a*e. Thut, eh* av*f*g* prcigur* p^ along chc
curvtd 5* flight path vili be

(1/S) C % u e • 1/2 QHI - 2.3 • 10-* (Qout + 1/2 QJ Terr (8)

The neutralise? cargae chlcfcn*** for a power efficiency fl0 "

0.95 F Q s ia 5.80 * IO"
S Torr-«*Csr/*K. For rooa t*np*ratur* D, gaa *nd a

nauersiizar length of 3 m, p^ - 5.67 * I0"ti Terr if P9xit
 m *».! pc*neer'

For a ncutr«liz«ir radiua of 13 cm le fellows that 1/2 QN • 3.5 Torr-litcr/aec.

Subttitucing known v*lu«* of P R (15 HW>t V^ (O.flfi MV) and r (0.75)

inte Eq. 1 and etsuaing eR • 0.95, fl0 * O.«8, *-**°lO - 0.94 and •

°
* * 0 f l f0 f l f0l

°0.98* v* find I + - 560 A. For • tingle D° b*an line, I + - 560/8 and Table

V-5 give* Q - 10.7 T6rr-lie*r/aec. Thu*. Q. „ + 1/2 % - 14,2 Tort-liter/

c p*r b«*ft line and Eq. 9 gives p + • 3,3 * 10~
5 Torr, which ia eonsiseent

with tTv*a\Q • 0.94.
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TAIUE V»5. Can. Lo«da to 1»..H and, rha Torus
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Figure V-3. Gas flow diagram for TEI?. the various gas lemds sire iefised is fatle V-5.



From Table V-5 w« find that the total £as lead per beast in Charter I

is 1/2 Qf • 22.S Terr-liter/aee,. Thta give* a« average pituurt P^ • 2.3 a

IQ"5 Terr in Chamber I for th* design pusping speed of 1 * W6 liter/fee per

beam line.

From Table 7-5 we find that the total gas load per beast fc Chamber, II

ta l/t Q., • 5.1 - 1/2 Qw Terr-»ll€er/s»e»where Q-. is the slow g«» flux to the
•t-% ten '^2

Eomia. The neutral beans duct between tfas injector and the torus is. 2.25 a long

and0.55 swldfc; tc camera from & height of 0.9 m it thm titj«ctor eod to a

of §.8 « ai th» first wall. Suing tl» equaiien givtn ia f«M« V-5 for
of a, rece*ng«I«? duct, Qw • 4130§ 4P and QT_ * 10.2 - 41300

SF Torr-ttter/sec, If we assume p^j •v P t g T O - • I * M T
5 TsKr, Q £ I - W»2

Torr-lie«r/aecj. ehe- pumping ap««d required t& BMiintaln a pr«i«ur# of 1 * 10"s

Tow in Chanter 11 ia l»0 * l # liter/ste.

It was aaiumtd above that the neutral injector duct has a- width @f

0.55 B and * height of Q,8 a at tha first wall. Tf.bte V*2 shows Chat • fee*

eartgulat ceets section of 0*55 » Q*5S m2 would b« adequsee. The conaequinc** of

reducing the helghs to0.55 mar* being considered.

Molecular ions traverse a path of ^ 1*5 B with an average pressure

of 3,2 * 10~5 Torr, or 4.8 * t<T5 Torr meter of g*s» In th-i conductance-li«lted

region of ehe M-l magnet. If they travel an additional 1.5 neters. to reach

the direct converter, is a region with the average chamber pressure of 2.3 *

IV$ Toff t or 3.45 * 1<T
5 Torr seters of gaa( the total ga» line density is

8.3 * 10'*' Torr meter. Using the cross sections of Table V-3, we find that

the fractional losses of D 2 and D 3 are identical and equal to 0.18. The total

power recovered (see Fig. V-2) Is thus

PR - 0.82 nl(F2 + F3>P+ + TI2(1 - 0.68 - 0.014) * 0.94 FjP+ MM

where nuserlccl design values for t.Qt F- and e~w'*Ql0 have been used. Using

the r values of Tabli V-l, this reduces to PRAP+ " 0.22 (n. + « >, The overall

neutral injector powtir efficiency Is given by
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Using eh* design values of PR (15 MW) and P + (33.6 MW> and gigusing fc • 1.1.

nl * n2 • 6.8© we find e«, • 0.59. The sore conservative act k « 1,1, ft *

nz • 0.70 gives em • Q.5S.

& derailed design of the second separator has* not yec been done.

U«# of ait in-line converter ha* twin cqnsi4§r*4 and tentatively rejected

because the currant dansiey of cha D baa* aaarging fr©« the neutrsllzer

(% 0,033 A/em2) IK toe high fof efficient enargy r«cov«ry (t«e Fig. V-2 and

Eq, |S of rafaranc* 3). A bending signat (M-2) wtll, eher*fo?e» be ussd to

ipftti the 6««l out ftt i* don* with th* Molecular bawna in K-l. A larger

bending angle will be used In the H-2 npart ̂ 07 to safe* mor* afflelent u«e

of apace.

Th* neutral bsan injectenr dailgR £• it»iMciztd in Table ̂ -6.

i. Layoutp

The TEXT haa eight neutral b«am tnjactton ports «• can be feen in

F'gt* XI-1 and XI-2 • Four pairs of bciwtt inject clockulie and four

Inject countar-clockwit* in % synetrlcal pattern* Each port £• fed by a

dual baas injector unit whose b*a*s spread 6* above and 6* belou the hori-

zontal reactor centerline converging into a rectangular aperture .55 ss wide

by .8 A high at the vacuum veaacl. The horizontal beast line is tangent to

the poloidal plasna at a point half way on its inner canterl:£n«, ̂  2.75 a

radius* A baaa d\»q> will be provided on the outer vacuun wall in line with

the beam entry*

Reactor portion* of the neutral bean pore extending from the vacuum

veasel to the disconnect point at the edge of the outer magnet coils include

the following five components. A stainless steel rectangular duct is pro-

vided to channel the bcaa through the shield for a length of -v 2 m. The

duct is water cooled with coils on the outer surface. Spadsl shield blocks

are provided in the reactor taagnet shield to coacantate for the neutral beaa

volume lost to the shield as well as the rcarrengencnt of shield block struc-

tures required for assembly and support. A apodal shield Is provided on

the duct beyond the reactor shield*

A quick closing full port valve is provided at the cuter edge of

the shield to accowwdate any pulsing modt of operation anticipated that

sight require isolation of the neutral beam injector. Beyond this valve is
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tteutral torn St—«y

ttttttCtl fraction* F'CSB,

Wmmt «f f tc i*«cf far B* * 0®, ?* *

fe r
f|0 • 0.

atga« t£nc

DP, T0 (raeetoul la§*» I - •

Ot, t | fneClOMl laMv I - •

of, Tj fnectaiwt Ieit, 1 - *~1tiECwlei*>3

efficiencye
Ian beam, compoateton (Fj» F » F )
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Ion t J
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4

2
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TAKE V-6. Neutral Beas Injector Design Simacy (Continued!}

De

enitwnee, e C*-racI> 3.9 * W3 2,45 *
Assumed k value (fi« Fig. V«2> i.i !„!

0,7-0,8 0,7-»§,
I

e M 0.56-0.59 0.56-0.59

n 0.45 0,45
tnput far 8 «QUfrc«c* 0s. (Toxr*ltc*r/Me> 156 tQ5

H
Cat equivalent ef nsutcsl beam, from 3 beam t£nest

25 16.7
•/hr)

f««4 rate to 8 ntutraliasc*, 0,75

fetd r«e« e@ 8 «Qu?e«»» §.7$ A (g»-/hr> - ©t?5 » 122 • 91,5*

w - 0.?S * 37,® • 28.4

iuB to topu« far l&? A of Te, 0.75 nL
Cgss/ht)

duty cycle of 0.75 t* atstned.
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a sec of flang«» d*gign«d for a r«ota dtfcotmiet. The U»§«d couaactloi*
la fetllotMi by * MctanfluUr f l« ib l» bellows and « gat«-typ» Isolation
valv* vtth. a r«aot* ap«r»tor* Th« &ml b««i Injactor follow* «t thi« point

at pe«a«ne i t in in tatty utage of coocaptu*? 4es*^s-

f « e facility em Hi m s to fits* XI-1 i s i Xl-I.
cell f£g|«i wfRlt iQ î d*p«nd«nrr powar supply,, dlagnoatlc sqixipmse and
tfiwt Is pfo^ttfti m mm. th*. B.i«6f»l fctts fujtitei* t« ttqaifii, fleer w
and th* ovifhiad cran# «rt uwid; to man«iivir th« tnjgctgr* In aM cue of
e@se£ng aica. Whit* to etw e««e sir**,, bach floor mMm »nd «a ov*rh«ad
moy;.'vta«i robot wfll fts?v« to haok up, ft;«f7 «ni awinttln; th* unit.

Fewr supply tqulpMne vt l l %• mlncs'lnsd iralnme'ljr outildt ch*
#liii» Ihe v«gy Mglt volttf» €«j»fpw«i «n4J ffful

wi l l b* ptrasncatlf f fx t i In «n fi&laiton *r«* tijtente ta #«cb of

. ln|tet€Ta* t«*d li.n« linsth* ires Ch« l?vj*ctef» fehtough
the cooe*tni»ftt *h*ll to th« atli» powr nuppllit h»v« Iwttt stnliiiitd* Spict
allocation* for cjyoi#nlc «qu:tp«aat for n«utr*li b««s

mutual b*a» vacumi cryo#«vptioft pan«l« h*v*
for th* vteaus ay*t«« will b« pl*c«d Its th* «tt*cb«i f@mg

mite building wh«n«v«?

G. Hautrat B«IM Vtcuuw Sy»tiwi
Piwping r*<iutf«»intt for *aeh n*uts«l

betwetn two cha*b«cs» Cbambar I and Gnanbar II. Cha»b«r I it oa tn« itiltt
aide of the nautr*tl±2ae and Cimab«r i t i s on th« w i t aid* ol th»

The Qz g&s load] in Chambar I £n ealculatid to b* 45.4
A»su«ing an avarag* pstisute tetucca 2 and! 3 * 10"*s Tert1 cs
Changer t» th* caqufrtd puaping ip«d ffiuae b« about 2 * l # litttf/lie* This
pumping spcti r«quit«s 40 m2 of ctyoiorpticts p«n*£« fit (Slumber tl» th«
g«s lotd will b« 12 Tort«Xtt«ir/gtc. With an avesags petiiut* of 1 * KST5

Tcrrs the pumping: speed; required v i l l to 1.2 » IO61 l i ttt-ate. Tvtaty-fowr
(24) a2 of cryoiotptioa panel «t l t be required to provide this speed, h
total of §4 «2 of cryoserption panel will be used for aac?t bc*ia line. Pumping

for 1° injectees &t& sdtntvhat less (ste fable 11-8).



Impedance of the gas flow to the panels must be avoidedt and this

is aceempltshei by placing the panels within the neutral beast enclosure itself.

Utilising the vertical aide walls of this enclosure appears most appropriate.

the pumping swrfiace equally between both sides of the enclosure will

more unif erm pumping.

Regeneration of the eryosorp"tio*? panels will be necessary period-

ically* To avoii interruption of reactor apexatiea ae ebis time, cryt,sorptior.

panel area eais be dmibleci and the means provided* for Isolating half of the

axes got regeneration while the other half is pumping. Qtje. way of accomplishing

€h£s we«JJ fee ee p«t half the pumping panels cm movable vertical walls an* the

other half on the netttral beam enclosure vertical aide walls. Klsei* the movable

walls are down, they isolate the enclosure side walls, tftue pernfitting them to

be regenerated, Wjen the movable wailg recpsire regeneration, they ars pulled

upward into poekets where they are regenerated. Fwlling them upward exposes

the enclosure side walla* which have been regenerated an<J are ready for pumping.

H. The TETF as a Neutral Beam littjeetar Technoloay Demonstration Paeilicy

The experience gained with TITF neutral beam injectors will provide

valuable and needed design input fot paver-producing reactors such as EPR.

This technology can be demonstrated in several areas: the separation of beam

components* the optimization of beam lined to maximise transport efficiency,

thus minimizing ion beam and gas requiremeiats* the technology of Hrect energy

recovery, and the matters of lifetime and reliability of various source,

accelerator and injector materials and components in dc reactor operation.
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Optimal performance of the plasma in the CIT mode plaeed quite stringent

«pon the toroidal vacuum system, A "conventional11 vacuum systems has

examined and determined* to be unable to meet these demands. The conven-

tional system ts presented her© te> qptieeify the problta* Several alternatives

4itcussed,

Ifte eeiweratiansl ceaecor vscwm system] pasping arrange®'nt is shown in

l^i spti Il»i asi ts gERBtsirtzed la fsW© VI-1. leenty-fawr ports of

<J«?5 m gtsmecer poaifeionei ̂ er-eieailf between njagnetse feoth above and belew

tlte ̂aauQiffi vestel, ppe^fie aeeess f»p p«mplng. Enefo of Che poree is fitted

«6efe a p-teg valve,, extension Y-CJFP© i«cts an# a get ©f ftw@ cryosorf tlon

panB«—«ach «teh am Isolation valve. QSIF ©IS© poaip at a time is in service t
wltfile tto setter fs fteing regenerated, Th© a^atesj ts stiggO'fftei frora either

the magnet support/torque frame or the floor base* M l associated components

®g% difsignei for remote disassembly and ffiainttensnee*

The v«c««» venel nossste t® Jofeei to a shield-plug sappoet koastog

vhtcjh tnaludt* a flexible (bellowst) «Hgnatnt joint. M l materiel* exposed

to the plains chamber are stainless steel. The. duct is placed into position

after the shielding, blocks are In position, and seal-««lde<i to the vacuum

vessel* A shield plug ̂  @.S5 m diameter by 0,9 m long* complete with cooling,

appropriate thieiding materials* and outer pitton-type valve plug are mounted

in the center of the housing* forming nn annular path for gas extraction.

Ihe shield plug aaaambly has m* Its outer fitting a housing containing the

plug valve seat and a remote flange connector to the cryosorption pumps.

M l parts are designed for ease of maintenance and replacement. Ancillary

systems include the valve actuator power supply, coolant lead lines and

seals* annular shield plug support, and supplementary shielding.

Th* shield valve component is followed by a Tf-extension duct, an

intenwsdiary unit used to maneuver between the surrounding toroidal coils

to the dual eryosorption pumps. Ihls unit is flashed at all three ends

and supported with positioning brackets.

The cryesetption pumps are parallel mounted on remotely adjustable supports

fastened to the magnet support/torque frame (upper units) or floor supports

Clover units). Each pump h&s an Isolation valve» flexible alignment meabrane

(bellows) and a mating remote coupling flange. Ancillary equipment Includes

the cryogenic supply leads» supplementary roughing pumps and blower connections,

regeneration heaters, and system lines for containment and recovery of fuel.
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M l mad©? vaetnns equipment sill be located witMn the reactor containment

y with tbe exception of ';he helium compressors. TMs is a safety

Co alufffilse

TMZM vi-*. mow

WtaM
garfae^ area

Number ef pumping port®

Diameter ©f port

Ku&trer of eryosorptie® pump

FuBif. speed Wor hydrogen) -

Toroidal

m
. pump

Effective gpe«d (duct conductance

for fceifctuffi)

Fumpdomi t ine from 1Q*3: t o

af ter burn cycle

Secondary Fuasps;

KiflRber ef 1,300 CM blower

Number of l»4Q0 £/&%o tarbc

Continuous Pumping During Burns

Gas load

1 Q r 5

stations
jpwrap®

Vacuuut Systera Sunntary

18,1
131

14

0.7

24

350

26?

10

6

6

60

S mi

C48 for aniline regenaration)

0 2/aee Crated)

'5 ft/eee

- 15 sec

Tarr £/'sec

Optimal performance of the plasma requires a neutral density In the

fE channel that will net exceed 3 x 1Q11 stems per cubic centimeter

(Chapter 1J»!-B), This density corresponds to a pressure of 1 x 1(OT5 Torr

at room temperature. Such a pressure with a gas load of 69 Toer £/sec rcq«irca

a punspSng speed of 6 x 10s £/sec~a speed much greater than can be expected

hj the above system.

Conductances and pump speeds depend linearly on the mean molecular speed,

and thus scale as / 1/293 . If we consider the average energy of the

molecules as 10 eV (̂  !16»0OQeK> and the esfstiag entry into the duet (with

waive removed) as an aperture with a diameter of 0.7 m, the conductance Is:
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C * 3.64 A / -| y A - Area in cm2

3848 ^ T .

C * (3.64) (3848) (170) (0.86) N - 4

C * 2,051,322 a/see y • 0,86

With appropriate pumping surfaces* it geens possible to maintain the

required density—providing the means is made available abov* the aperture

to de-energize fast neutrals so that th«y can then be pumped. The pusping

speed required above each aperture to collect the neutrals would be > ' -

259,000 )l/sec. Five m2 of eryosorptten panel could provide this speed.

Interposing another set of water-cooled baffle*, however, to handle sputtered

particles would Impede the flow to the panel. Asiuming a tranraiislon probability

of 0.25 for the water-coelcd baffles, 20 n2 of cryoiorptlon panel would be

necessary above each aperture.

Rough calculations suggest that the power requfred to aaintafn a 4*K

temperature O R the cryosorption panels In the face of high neutron flux would

be prohibitive,, It may, however, be possible to use getterlng surfaces such

as titanium or zirconium to aicenpllsh the pumping* The energy entering the

gettering surfaces could be uted to maintain the surface teapatature at the

level required to activate the getters for efficient capture. Water-cooling of

the walls or interposing baffles in front of the walls m»y be necessary to

control or maintain their temperatures at the sost efficient level, k separate

source of heat would also have to be designed into the Bettering surfaces to

initially activate the* and also to regenerate the**

The experience gained fron operating the TfffF vaeuua systems would be

useful for the EPR and other advanced fusion reactor*, primarily la demon-

strating techniques required to t*iap high gas loads* Xe is expected that the

pumping speed required for T£TF is tn order of magnitude greater than for EPR;

but if the vacuum vessel internal design* first vail materials and/or neutral

beans contribute higher than expected pas loads, the IETF experience would be

invaluable.



T U m U M PROCESSING AND COffTAlSHPtT TOW. 1H1 T U P

With th* exception of a set of imiqufc tritium handling problems associ-

ated with the T° neutral injection system,, else tritium processing and

eontaiwuesst re«iuienMnts sm4 o&jeeeivt* for tls# TifF are largely the sane

a* Chose previously described for a Tokamak Exp*rinwrtt8l Fewer Reactor

in, Chaste? ?II of rcfe?mce I. If ©laisfcefc processing technology Is

limited testing of promising blanket concepts with tritium breeding

and reqqv«&¥y eauld be accomp2,t»h«d to fSSF. Hov*¥«rt blOTkee tritlusi recovery

ft net cornier ad to b@ s malnlttue dettilt feature of the T1TF facility and

wili not b« 4iscufl»eci fureher ta CMe prellnJin«ry scoping document. Instead*

th* renstnds? of thi# chapter will feeua on ieceFtpeiens of design

ment» for th* .mjor tritium handling subty«t«»s that are CEaentlal to

IETF' operation und^t1 iph«r«nely safe and reliable

A. Trltlam Inventory and R«aetor Fwltng f

Except for a final! quantity of tritium that say have to be

admitted to th* torus during the portion af the startup phase where a low

density target plasma is established, all of the e-ltiusn entering the

plasma daring the burn cycle is supplied by the eight 1° neutral bean

line** The tnjecticn requirements of 110 A of 1° at 90 keV coupled with

a 7$% duty cycle leads te a flgmra of IS gram/hour for the total trltluss

<!ellv«rsa to the torus during periods of continuous operation. As was

pointed out in a previous section (Chapter V) the tritium input to the

injector system that is needed :o sustain & 15 gram/hour 1° Injection rate

Is on the order of 120 grans/hour (when T'2 is used! in the usutrallzer as

well as the injectors). If this 12.0 grata/hour is evenly distributed ovitr

the eight beam lines and. the beam line pumping system is turned over once

an hour, the average amount of tritium tied up in any one been line could

be i- 15 grans*

In order to develop a figure for the total tritium inventory needed

to support sustained operation of the IETF, it is necessary to make several

assumptions about operating practices. The tritium collected by the neutiral

injector pimping systems Kill probably not be contaminated significantly

by oat* tvo, or perhaps even a dozen cycles through the injector; therefore,
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processing of the tritium recycled froa the injector pump* (to remove B» »»

and other iapurities) say have to be performed only once or twice a day.

Taking the case of twice a day processing and assuming Chat the injector

system cleanup can be accoaplished in three, hours* ene processing unit

would contain IS grams of erteiuiB at as? time and would service four in-

jectors as shown in Pig. vTI-l« Allowing for a loaded stand-by processor, a

ĉ itiuffl; reserve in storage equal e© the injes.eor aymem captctfiy* sad ̂  360

grams of tritium lis ehe plaama exhaust processing aysten (t» 24 operating

hours worth) we arrive st the approximate esteiuas inventory diipotition

ahown in Table Vll-1,

Table V1I-1, Tritium Inventory Bisposltion for She TE!FF8

Trlfeiuw Isventosy
Location i ____
Neutral Injector Systems (8)
Processors for Injector Recycle (3>
Plaama Exhaust Vacuum and Processing System (2>

Reserve Storage (I)

Total Inventory

aNumberis in parenthesis indicate the number of etrcU systems.

Because tritium breeding is not a detlgn feature of tt» TETF,

initial tritium Inventory and subsequent trttiua sMpaenta needed to off«*t

the burn-up will have to be supplied by an outside vendor. Sup«ri«po»ing a

&t% plant factor en the 75X duty factor, using ttm projected erltiu* costs

froa reference 1 ($.30 to $.90 per Cut it)* *tvl taking * burn-up fraction of

1% per pass, the cost of the initial inventory (* 650 graas) !• b#tv*tfi 2

and 6 mllllen dollars, the tritium consumption rate is 880 graM/vtar* and

the tritium make-up cost is between 3 and 8 alilion dollars p«r yt«.
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B, Fuel Processing ggg_

•Ehree types of fuel process-fog systems are required for the TETF: one

type e»»Ji f<*r the TQ injector pump exhaust* the D 0 injector pump exhaust, and

fe plasma chamber eahauatu The 1° injector pesip exhaust processing is seen
aa & fewo> step Qperatios %vt which the pump effluent (mostly Tt with seme R» B,

and ether itGiunetallie elements like Ot M» and CJ is first gettered to ren&jue

the mpMy&XQgmam impurities! ani then sent to a single cryogenic if stills! ion

where most of che B and © (presumably present as Hf uni W ) are removed

the eop of Che CQlumR amdp seiste @ B io ara appropriate feed plate to the

distillation cascade thac is past e»f the plassiia eqehattst pfpcesging systero

(PEFS). Most ©f the tritium i> 97%) tot enters the prcceteor eomes off the

boetora of the dsistlllatiou eolumft and is retu»rme4 to the lP iajector system,

The &0' injector pump exhaust pvoeessor Is a tisee step operatlan in which

l> the neffinetallic imparities are gettered e«t| 2> the hyir^ggsi stream

P2 with aome \m and DT) i© sent te> en® sirsfc of tw@> cryogenic dlSsttllattoa

c©lunw& wherete the HBS which ie separated at the tep>» is aent t© the PEPS

and the bottoms (containing. Dj. and Di^are sent to the second column; and

3> the DT» which is taken off the bottom of the second column, is sent to an

appropriate feed plate in the PEPS and the Oj from the t«p ©ff the second

celum is returned to the D° injector systems* Schematics of the i>° and T°

exhaust processteg systems sre shewn in Fig. VTEI-2.

The plasma exhausc processing system (PEFS> contains an impurJity removal

wherein n^nmctallic elements and othar impurities are separated from the

plasma exhaust, leaving a hydrogen stream containing roughly equivalent amounts

of D and T with some t! impurity. Because the TETF Is a totally beam driven

device* the hydrogen isotope separation® requirements Imposed on the plasma

exhaust are significantly more complicated than these described for the

fEPR in a recent report « All of the deuteriums amd tritium exhausted frow the

torus must be separated to the extent that 1) the dcutasium^rtcfi stream is

contaminated with less than 3S tritium, 2> the trlt!«m»rleh streia contains

less than 3£ d€ut&riumt and 3) most of the prefctust has b««n removed frost both

otroams. To do this separation will probably require sn extensive cascade of

columns with sevsr&i stages of isotopoacrie equilibration. A plausible

enrichment cascade scenario for the PEPS is shown in Fig, VII-3* Colusns 1,
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2*, 3% and 4* together with thei* etpllthratrfqiE* stages provide the 9? atomic % t
that ?eew*as to the I 0 injectors. Columns 1, 2,, 3, 4» 5, and! ? together

their equllibrstiero stages provide the 9? stsssie S © stream that returns
*<•» the B>* injectors. Columns 5» &» 7* ami S,. witts ttt&tt equilibration stages

wple together 6® minimise ehe amount of tritium leaving the top of

s,

» Fugl Storage Syatem

w i l l fa* e^ufpirgi w:lelt a fa*l-ssfe feel »eeiraae svacem
h©M the coBelijgeircf reserves f@r the I® Snjeeeofs* A?,though) tMs

would conEatH less ehaa 206 grama torlng, ncurmal aperattoa,, tc
have te be desfgnei ee< holi tfce ©aetiee WW tv&t&m Ijiwetseory in order

estessive maintenance operations ea the neutral &eant Iroiieetsfrs
provide a gt^raie reeeptaeSe tan this, in i t ia l trltlmu Jtroentery J««e prior to ;

startup, Ihe cescrete-barrtcadetl vault appvoaeh described fa Cltapter VII ©f ;
reference I fer th* 1EPR would probably suffice for the TBTF a® well. Ttet» !
vault would contain several independently controlled getter-t^fe storage ce:tll!&. •

0. Fuel etrcalatlais

network of systcaw that ceaprliie the 1ITF trltitam ttandllnn facility
are Interconnected by a series af ducts* valves, compressors,, ptimp»t a«cll
monitors. These ancillary components art herein lumped together under the ttesdlRi
fuel circulation ay*ttm» Also included In this system Is the overall facility-
control center which checks and balances the integrated operation of the entire
facility* Considerations pertinent to the T&TF fuel-circulation systemi are
much thus sane as those presented in Chapter Wl of reference 1 for the analogous
TEPR system. For the IETF* this system must service three separate fuel cycle
processing systems (for the B° injectors, the 1° injectors, and the plssma
exhaust) and must couple with the purge Jacket and atmospheric clean-up systems,

E. In-Plant Containment Syatea
As was done for the IBfR,1 consideration la being given to three levels

of trititm containment. Where i t i s possible to do so, construction of al l com-
ponents that cose Into direct contact with t r i t iua should be tnade with low-
peraeabllity materials (e.g., selected alloys, metal composites, eeraoie barriers),
particularly in elevated temperature (> 200*C) regions, i t may be necessary
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to provide m external» closely-fitted jacket wltfc provisien for fR^j
purging srcj«ii<$ those tritium facili ty components that: 1) are susceptible to
failure,, 2> operate at e levate eesperature,, and/at S) contain relatively
large quantities of tritium* lu addition, the main, reactor hall and the other
buildings that house eritfoaHtaiMBg systems wfll be designed t© include
hettsegie sealing (itou the e«vteoQ!«effiCji asi aa inere csnefnuoaaly

Ttie purpsge of this system will fee t© tmnmrnm ertef^p from both the
Jscfeetei ani whole-remw paege strearasr Fesides rewewing tfftfam fre»
P-tt?ge gereaffl© uadler aozmsl operaetag e^iriftieia** I t wauld have %& M
af hasiliug, a l l plausible formg e-f Mghi-lewel tirttfeas relesie. flie reaater hsll
acnsspltecie c.lean»«jp iystgii could fee ftQatei to a» adijaeent h«fl#tegt ami

# tnaie t@> prccese ete enttre leaoipltere im tfei,* ancillBirf fealliing a®
Both, eht rtsetQ'7 building C'toeludtteg «h« if«act«T ls«ll ani a l l
areas) and the auxtlfery build housing the mairt fttmospheeic clean-up

system: would be peesstsr® vessels dlesigned to permit «v«cu«tion to severs! psi,,
@p> that massive clean-up eperatlens cais be p«rform«ii If r*p«*te<My flushing, the

rooms with air» drawing off th® fluthedl s i r , tndi storing i t Ca®
g@s> for sttbie^eitt p^eesssing, to r«mQV© trftidatc In this v*y»

the trJtclumt levtl iti contafflinaCsd teemi «taofph*r«* can be ftducedl LC? acceptable
levels fcfiilowlng an acc:td«nC*l release,, without having to en'iip the fSIF wttfr
a maas£vec hish-instancaneous-throughputj tritiumi stripping facil i ty.

G* Safety Implications, andi Eft-tflronaantal Impact
Salaf d to Ir i t tu* Haadltog...jp

Based upon the prella;£n«y and relatively inco^lne* d'«»ls» point
described in this seeping document,, i t 1* not possible to provl^ft ^
analysis of the tritium-telattd e*<lielofle hs?*?. J # that would1 be
with a device like the IETF, lfo«rftiiert an attesipt Ima b«tft issde to define
the magrnitude and impact of several plausible psebleias that eoultl develop

the deaiga cofldtfciotss discussed! in this chapter and te Chapter



t*e* the coaaeqitenees of 1) tritium permeation lista a water cooled first wall»

2) a large accidental release of tritium, and 3) the release during normal

operation of 100 Curies per day.

1, Tritium AceHKBlattoft in the TBTF_First Wall Cgollng Water_ i

•Jhe preliminary analysis of tritium permeation into the first wall

coolant was baaed, em the cooling panel design aisi related operating parameters

described in Chapter VIII. Ferraeatioiv was assumed to scaur through the front

surface ef the panel only (the surface facing the plasma). Because the back

is at a gigsifieantly lower temperature miA msy either be differentially

to keep tritiaffi pressures lower than in the plasma chamber or completely

sealed off from the plasma chamber by welding of the entire panel perimeter,

permeation threagh it was neglected. The front surface of the panel was taken 6©

be 0,5-cm-thick, 3M-SS and the ares available for permeation was assumed t©

be 106 «m?. To be conservative: I) two temperatures that bracket the

upp«r limit of the average peak temperature tttaehsd in the 316-SS panel

during the bum cycle (i.e. 200 and 3GO*C> were used in the calculatlone*

2) the average value of the tritium partial pressure seen by the panel
-3

was taken to be 10 Torr, and 3) a zero tritium back pressure was assumed to

exist in the coolant circuit. Permeation rates were determined using the

formula:

* - (A/X) C/P^r>.*°.exp <«Qp/RT)

where

* • permeation rate In cc(STP)•mm/cm2«T»r*atm

A • Surface area (105 cm2)

K » Panel thickness (5 mo)

P<P2 • Tritium Driving Pressure (IO~ Torr)

*° » Permeation constant (l»150 cc(St?)»mm/ctn2»hr»otm1'2)

0 • Activation Energy (15,600 cal/mole)

T » Kaivin Temperature (573 K in Case A and 473 K in Case B)
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tthe valuer of * ani Q' for 316-SS were takes from data in reference 1 forop
hydrogen* For additional eatsservseiim na correction was made for B/T isotope

effects.)

Results of the permeation calculations are summarized In

Ftg. VI1-4. The concentrations of tritium in the first wall cooling water

circuit (capacity « 10* literal for the TJETF, after a period of about two

years, are fe^nd to fee no greater than those reaehsi in the primary (0,0)

ef typical escperimeneal heavy water reactors* Eves for a cir-

cumstance where the actual permeation rsee is ew£c« tfesc

3Q0*C (Case A>» the iavetttary of tritium- tu the esoling water should s t i l l

be manageable using practices employed its exieelisg heav^ water reseters,

fhe drainage, eonss-lidstiQi*,, ani (Jispesal of the e«tire first wall eeeling

water itwenttsry Cl©1* liters) every two t© three year® should poae n©

problems, and is probably preferable (from an

t) to :

coolant.

3to installing a tritium* extraetiQJi plant for the first wall

2. Accidantal Tritium Releases

In order to make a preliminary evaluation of site-boundary dose

commifiments due to a large accidental release of tritium from the IETF, the
2

criteria* «nd results developed in a previous publication dealingwith the ANL/TEPR were used. Taking the case presented in reference 2 for a

location similar to ANL and assuming an instantaneous release of 4 x 10 s Curies

of tritium C** 2.551 of the to^al inventory), &11 as 1110 or T O , the dose coa-

mitmencs were ̂  24 rent (whole body) at 500 meters from the release point

and 'v 8 n o (whole body) at 1000 meters. From 10 CFR 100, the guideline

for tota* body dose equivalent in an accident situation is 25 rem. Neither

case (SOU m or 1000 m) exceeds this exposure limit, but clearly the greater

source to boundary distance is more desirable.

3. Normal Operating Re-ease of 100 Curies per Bag

The case of a 100 Curie/day release was again treated in the

aame way as described in reference 2 for the ANL/TEPR. Based on x/Q values

developed for two typical locations at ANLt the values for the uncontrolled

concentrations at 500 and 1000 meters resulting from the 100 Curie/day
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release were <v 5 x NT9 Cl/m3 and 2 x IG~* Ci/as31,, respectively. Although

the uncontrolled; concentrations galde (ERBAM 0524 » Reference 6> specifies a

limiting value of 2 x iO"7 Oi/st3» preference should! again be gives t<?

locating the I f f farther away from the site-boundary. While the above

values satisfy current ERD& requirements,, practices, presently in force at

ANL wedd require effluent monitoring if the off-sfce concentration exceeded

2 x 1Q-9' Gi/m3'

B. The jBEFaa a Tritium Technology_ Pemcnstratton Faetltty

It is of interest to examine che tritiBB-relafeed reiesreb aui

developmene ieema i» terms of their singular impertauce to the TEW and

their longer range applications ce Che GTR prograns. There are a turaber of

develepinent problems associated with tritium circBlatiPis ani coratainmest in

Che IP iujeetor systems• Unless such iujeet©rg are re^uirei by EfRs, DFRs

and future conaaereial pewer plants» which presently is not anticipated^ At

is likely that the rather gyfegitaBeial technology needed to aolwe these

problems will not see significant; further use. It is also worthy of note

that the isotope separation requirements for the IETF plaaaa «xhau»t

recycle system are in line with hut. more stringent than those anticipated

for EPRs and subsequent devices* (Nearly complete isotoplc separation of

the D-T mixture is required for reclrculatlon of the 11IF plaisa cxhsust.)

Although similar Isotope separations methods (e.g. cryogenic distillationt
thermal diffusion) are likely to be employed in all tritium burning devices,

the enrichment cascade designs and operating practices used on TETF will

probably differ significantly from those required for subsequent device*.*

IETF tritium facility features covering 1) non-metallic impurity and debris

removal from plasma exhaust; 2) fuel circulation* monitoring, and control;

3) in-plant containments 4) purge and atmospheric detritiation; and 5)

fuel shipping, storage* and retrievalk all appear to be directly relevant

to EFcts and follow-on devices. The prospects for performing meaningful

tests of blanket-tritium handling, recovery, and recycle on the lEff appear

to be excellent. In short, the TETF described herein would seen to demon-

strate many of the tritium-related technologies required for future C1R

devices.

One exception to this generalisation is the Intense Neutron Source (INS)
currently under design at LASL. The INS also requires continuous enrich-
ment of a B~T mixture to produce tritium of sufficient purity for recycle
to a T+ ion source.
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VXII, TETF PIKST WALL AMD Hafflgg SHIELD

A. Introduction

For th* purposes of ehi* report, th* region between th* plssM aad

th* toroidal-field coils of tit* TETF is aeeuaed to be occupied by a water-

coolad wacuwt vassal (the first wall) surroundad with stratified layars of

•Maiding assterial. Bataua* th* production of sensible heat is not a sujor

objective of th* TETF, no li»itatton* v r n inpoMd on ulniwm optracing t««-

paratura*. Tbm principal rcquirviMnts dtfin«4 for th« TETT first wall and

ihteld »r« to: 1) provlda th* raquiaic* vacuum anviroiawnc for sustsinsd

pl«iiui op«rattonj 2) protect Cb* suparcanducting toroldal-fi*ld coil* fro*

icxces*iv« tnirgy dapoittion and daaagt by nauijton and gaiau radiation; and

3> accoanodata acc««« panatration* for nautTal-b«ait injaction, avacuitton*

coolane Inlat and rtnoval, di*ino#cica» Baiotawmca »nd «xp«f|iitnCaeioii. In

Qftlat to exaaln* tha feasibility of Mating than* *squir«ant»t praliKinary

designs w«c« davalop«d tot both th* first wall and tha shield* Thas« daaffRs

ware then analyzed in suffieiene detail to evaluate Che validity of th* TETF

concept* identify major problem areas end uncertainties, and provide a point

of dspaetus* for s max* compTahenaive conceptual design stvsdy in the; future.

8* Analysis of th* TETf First Wall

In this section,, an evaluation i« aade of the con*traint#

iaposed on the TETF first vail dasign by: 1) wtttEiala taapontea to the

anticipated neutron, particle and radiation environaant ac set forth in

Chapter III and in Section C-l of thin Chapter; and 2) structural require-

•ante detsmincd by nechanical loading of th* vacuim vsssel. In the light

of these constraints, s preliminary design description 1c developed for e

TETF first vail systw that could: 1) be constructed tilth existing tech-

nology; 2) be maintained for m rcsaonsblt lifetime; and 3) provide th*

requisite environment for austeinad TETF pleene operaf-lon. Harcafter, th*

thernel and mechanical rsaponte* of thlt preliainary design to th* proposed

TETF operating cycle are examined in th* context of defining first wall per-

formance.

l* gllLtt Well Hat*rial* Coneidsraftion*

On the basis of available fabrication technology, materials

property data and cost, type 316 stainless steel is considered to be th*
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prime candidate for elw Tiff first-wall structural material. Materials

properties of the stainless steel that pose lifetime limitations in the

radiation environment relate co aoeh mecltanical integrity, e.g., mechanical

strength, and ductility* and to dimensional stability, e.g.* void swelling

and creep. Because of the relatively low neutron wall loading (v $.2 MWf/m2)

and the modest wall temperature (<? 40®*S) the bulk radiation damage to the

first wsJUl of Clue T1TF will not be severe.

Void swelling, should net present g problem since the proposed

IETF operating Cenparaeurew are well below the maxlmem swelling temperatures.

The tots! swelling for five year* operation is estimated to be < IS. The

% 100 ppm httlium generated ;tn th» seael after five years is not expected to

significantly affect the availing,, the tecs o>€ ductilityt which £s a major

cenccvn for seainlcts steel tti a power reactor» does not appear to be

critics! for the TETF because ol the low«r wall temperature and limited

n«utron fluenc*. A uniform elonRfttien i %% i@ r^taiised @?nn after « five-

year lifttln*. the ctrtngth proptrti** of the steel also remain high at

the lev operating temperature. Thermal creep should be insignificant and a

predicted radiation creep of < 2% appears acceptable. First wall tempera-

tures in the range 260 to 300*C should be adequate Co permit hydrogen to

diffuse out of the steel thus alleviating any hydrogen embrletlement

problem*

A major materials problem that will be particularly critical

in the IETF is related to thermal fatigue of the first wall. Because of the

characteristics of the plasma, an unusually large fraction of the plasma

energy will be deposited in the surface regions of thct first vail. The

cyclic nature of the plasma burn and the high surface energy disposition will

produce relatively large cyclic thermal stresses In the first vail. Careful

attention to this problem will be required in the design if acceptable life-

time is to be achieved. Sections B»2 and B-5 of this chapter deal with the

first wall stress and strain problems In greater detail.

A low-z coating on the stainless steel first vail is proposed

as 3 moans of controlling the high impurity concentrations in the plasma.

This concept has also been proposed for the ANL/TEPR design. Potential

low-2 coating materials include beryllium, beryllium oxide, boron, boron

carbide, boron nitride, grap ite and silicon carbide.
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Bulk properties of major concern for Che coating* include

chemical and radiation stability. As dlicuutd sb<jvet the

first wall of IETF will be subjected to rather severe tharwal cycling. Th#

coating must, maintain it» adherence and mechanic*! integrity under these

thermally induced cyclic stresses at elevated temperature. She chemical

stability ©f the coating with both the stainless steel substrate and the

plasm ahauM be adequately dtiwnatratsd prior to us*> Th*

high radiation-induced gas production (helium and hydrogen) rates,

which are eotMen; to the lew-Z materials,, may infltwaee eb» integrity ef the

coatings and, fcenee. limit their aieful lifatims, O^timtzition of gas re-

lease tseehaniama by selection of appropriate aiereetruetural and morphological

chavacteriseics. should help to alleviate this problem*

Surface radiation effect* en tfse first wall of efcc Tiff are a

major concern because of the high particle fluxes (particularly 1) and X) to

the wall that result frees the relatively poor confinement* fhysleel sput-

tering of the first wall by deuteriuro and tritium will be & major

plasma contamination* Calculated erosion rates of & low-2 (Be) «td

(Fe) material produced by physical sputtering front deuterons Kith moneener-

getic and Kaxwelllan energy distributions are given in Fig. Vlll-1 as a

function of average energy. The predicted erosion rates for the f&sxvelllan

energy distribution* which aore nearly represents the actual case, arc

decreased slightly from the nonocnergctlc curve* in the energy rangm of priaaey

interest* vlz*t 0.1 to 1*0 keV. Since the effects of plasnc impurities are

strongly dependent on their atonic number, one would conclude that superior

plasma performance could be achieved with c low-Z coating. It is antici-

pated that exfoliation resulting from helium Implantation in the surface

can be maintained at acceptable levels by appropriate nlcrostructural pre-

paration. The gas desorption problems encountered in present day physics

devices will be substantially different and probably less severe for the

IETF because of the higher wall temperature.

2. Stress Analysis of the TgfT Vacuua Vessel

la order to obtain an estimate of the wall thickness requited

eo withstand mechanical loadings of the TETF vacuum vessel* the toroidal

shall with its oval cross section (Fig. VliI-3) was approximated as a straight
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Figure VIiI-3. IETF vacuum vessel (material - stainless steel) 1 of 2
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Figure Vlii-3. TETF vacuum vessel (material * stainless steel)
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ell iptical shell having a s i s l l a r cross section. This shell was assumed to
hase « unlforwthtcknasft vail and t© be supported along Che top. Fig. VXI1-2
above etreaaea at the cop of the shell as a function of wall thickness for a
2.2 % by 1.7 m elliptical crafts geeetea* fhjta« Includft th* bending etreae
reaslting item the- weight of the? aftali., elm banding «tr«»a resulting from
mttxnzl a&BQipherfe pressure;, the membrana sEraa* resulting from, Che same
preaaure, and thm total ef the th?ee atreasea* &Rifc)5ago«a; scan t s &tm alto
iho*m fer a, ctvcu,la,v ahell wtth eh< aaise croaS'-feeeSaiia]. arts* fbe* concl«Hian»
cam ft* dcanm f*ow f ig . VlU-2;s 1)) «««is le-wtla 1® &m t l l ipelcsl Cor ©vtl)
cxett aactlq^ a?a much higher ehara chose In the equitfalittt ctreula? eraia

i | and 2> « wall ettfekneaa of •bemt 4 e» voyli be required if the
«» iv about tW3-«Mif<i» of ttM ?teld sevwa. Go?j§««ptHelyt a

thtnn«? ahell wall supported: by rings aisi strfegirs wou.M be a

Stieuetwal t tabil ley ia @fe«i» » I'tm^eing, faetQ? in
Buckling ptasstitt! for rlsî -ftt:!i«?«n«i4 cllfifetcal ih t l l s umd!«r tx-

pramur« ara glv«n in ccfeE«ttc« 2 as a function of shree diswnjiionltt
derived from the major *nd sd^e? ilameter* of the cross teetioa. the

wall tMcknca* and the distance betv«is rings. For a major diameter off
2.2 n t & aines diaaaeer of 1.7 as, a wall thickness of 6.4 m (1/4 t u . ) , and
a 1 o distance between rings* thtt buekling pecsaare is S3 pal, whdeh is
about thrae time* the dtslgit pr#»»ucft* Tbis i» at rfeasonsble factor of
•a£«t? fo¥ analytically tlatarminttd! buckling lettitm £or shell stsitetureai.

3. Design Betcritftlora of the TRTT First Wall
The stain-less steel c&?*ltlal vfflcuura ehaaber mttown in Fig.

VI11-3 i s made up of 24 segments whose cross seeteleis i s m ®val, 2.2 n in
height and 1.7 m wide, Each segment forms m tnmc«t«d curved IS* toroidlal
section bounded at cads end by grenwed! flanges- Tii* sections arc clamped
tegether to fosss an Irregular tos«® whose aaj<se dliametet ia 6 ra* Wi* wails
of the chaai&er are formed by two lajreys of Integrated eeolant panel as
shewn in Fig. VlH-3, The flat plate section of the interior panel i s
- & nm thlek, facts the plsama, and is covered with the tmt-Z caaitlng*
These inner panels carry none of the structural load and io not provide
the primary vacuum boundary. This principal function is to absorb and
remove the radiation, particle* and most of the neutron thermal loads that
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strike the f i rs t wall. The flat plate lection ef th« outer paael Is also
* 6 mm. thick, arui faces away front tfe* plasma. These oute* coolant panels

teeeraa aneEgy, They are welded to th# wsefng etui flanges, are
with spars,, aci $s atteb p?owli« the structural iupport and

vaetsum Boundary* Itgtniteg. o® sessiierstloita relatei to theinsal
stresses and reaaltlnR strains* the iriser panels, cssi either be batted to
th@ CfesKget aiti apara a? completely *?eM«fl tot® podttfott^ The oveirsll thick
mm ef efee f feet wstt assembly,, fecluiteg loth Ismer and euter eo©Mag

the aiippe^t ef escfo fifst wall stgmeaft Ĉ  35Cf§ Ifee.) f*
tbraogft the base of the aweQtiftdifcg sMsM frleeto «Ss elte i;ar«. The

€i to- Jolro the segments eooesiro Istfe rteg teals m<& m bellawB m«m-
e seal. As- altfflWK £it Fig. Vlll-S* iasl ie«l rfegs air© usei to sl-lgm tfet

art t© prevtde a htgts vactiuiu seal, A tfeirf fcwi seal, i s ma^e by
the. flexible meta-ttte raea&ffaoe that t® weliei :£ss pe»J«Sw» after the flaisges

clamp E&sg. as shows to fig. VIII-3. Beth t te teal tnsSd£ng ef the trcHlovs
eh© installations of the clamp elngffi caa. %@ d'cwie remotely wfteh existing

the-art technology. Acces® po«s ae« prov^dedl at two positions in
set of flanges s@ that the eeal effeetivenets cm be monitored ami

differential ptiuvplng can 6© applied e@ offset low level leakage. Tfc© ef
eh® 24 flanged! joints connecting the first wall aegmeate are ipeelally

with electrically Insulative eeaftiBgo em a l l csntacft aurfsees to
a f i rs t wall currant betsatrerv llkawise» the beliefs membrane in

these current-breaker joints i s formed' hy two- insutlatedi lapped aeetiotts.
All access ports are designed with reinforeedi neseles and!

appropriate ceoltag, s-ys-tstss, 5?QSSI© extensiens will %e %olt«i for
and seal welded on the inside of each penetration t«r prevent leakage.
penefreatlon® consist of: 1) twenty-four §.?S m> diameter holes located! vss?-
tlcally and equally spaced between the tmroidaJL-fieldl coils to accommodate
she reaeter vacuum systems 2) eight rectangular ports, 0.55 m wld« by 0,8 n
high* located on the horlsontal midplone for neutral feean iiff^^ttep* otn-.1?
3> four 0*8 m tllaniater ports leeated oa the tal^plane cs a l l" / o w e iiea-t:
access to the vessel ff©r esepsrlmental apparat«s or fwifi.icirJ.eo of equlptrttnc.
In actditicin, approximately 40 a2 vestal wall space la accessible ffoir p-.̂  -
trations Rousing experimental assemblies.
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As described above, both the inner and outer walls ef the

first wall structure are fabricated with integral coolant panel systems. The

coolant panel walla have header channels paralleling the flange ring with

supply and return coolant nozzles extending to the outer surface of the vessel.

Parallel coolant channels extending from flange to flange remove heat generated!

in both the inner and outer panel walls of the vessel. The flanges and

spars have individually tailored coolant systems and each segment is cooled

independently of the others.

Provisions are made for both space allotment and cooling of

plasma limiters. The specific design has not been investigated in detailt

however* circumferential (peloidal) strips of limlter material containing

m high performance cooling system can readily be mounted in the vicinity of

the segment flanges. Both access space and eaolant are also available for

neutral beas dump*. Specific design has not been made bet no acute diffflcttl-

tics arc forsesn even to the extent of having seme on-line adjustment potential.

This preliminary scoping design of the TEIF first wall has

been predicated on concepts and features that would ease assembly, mainten-

ance end repair operations. The four M n diameter entrance ports are In-

tended to aceoMBodate mobile inspection and limited repair machinery. The

vacuum vessel itself could be disassembled in a straight-forward manner, such

that the tine Interval for removal and replacement of a vessel segment would

be less than three weeks. Planned replacement of an experimental vessel seg-

ment could be carried out in the same way and on much the same schedule, there

Is sc«e need for development of in-sltu diagnostic instrumentation and remote

inspection equipment co aid in the location and examination of structural or

twehanical faults. Some of the major assembly and repair items required to

support maintenance operations -an the TETF are: 1) mobile in-vessel inspec-

tion vehicle with remote television and related diagnostics, 2) automatic

flange seal welding and cutting machinery, 3) automatic flange clamping and

dcclaaplng mechanisms, 4) an assortc ric of special welding and cutting tools

for the various types of penetrations, and 5) heavy duty manipulators for

the cycling panel sections and other vacuum vessel components.

A. First Wall Thermal Analysis fog the IETF

A transient heat transfer analysis of a coolant panel con-

figuration similar to that shown in Fig. VIIi-3 has been carried out for a
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45 agecind burrs palse followed by a 15 second exhaust and replenishment

phase, as described in Chapter III. The flat-plate portion of the inner

cooling panel facing the plasma receives heat loads from radiation, particle

transport and neutrons. The outer cooling panel and the §Meld region

beyond tt receive only neutron heat loads? hencet the inner cooling panel

serves tto protect ehe remainder of the first wall and the shield frca the

eonseipejiees of large accidental energy drapa. The results reported itt

this section were obtained from one-dimensional calculations carried eafe

using, ft finite difference, time dependent heat transfer- code. (Ktsulte of

preliminary three-dimensional ensly-see ap© very similar to the one-dimensional

results presented her«.>

In keeping with the concept of asing a low-E liner ssterlal to

redwee plasma eontamination problems, the first surface was ssiucsed to be

eested with a ̂  100 w» thick layer of graphite * Based on date fro® reference

3, @ value of ̂  5Q0 BtB/hr»ft»'F was developed for the remittance fee fteat

transfer at tht coatXng^aubatrace boundary* Thl» resistance is likely Co lie

a function of the age of the first wall, i.e. the number of burn cycles, but

was assumed to be constant for the present analyses, k best trsnefer coef-

ficient of 500 Bt«/hr»ft2»*F between the steel and the coolant was assumed.

In several early designs Che percentage of the backside of the flat plate

surface actually contacted 1>y the coolant was amall and, as & result* heat

removal problems were cxauctbated. The design in Fig. VlIi-3 allows ?S% ta

SQ'%. of this rear face to be in intimate contact with the coolant fluid. How-

ever, for surface coefficients greater than 300 Btta/fir»ft2«"F, the controlling

parameter is the conductivity of the steel rather than the interface heat

transfer coefficient.

Figure VIII-4 shows the temperature distribution through

a portion of the coating/steel interface region on the inner cooling panel.

The lower and upper curves represent the temperature distribution at the end

of the first and sixth burn pulse* respectively» after an initial cold start-

up. In both cases the temperature drop is approximately 55*C (IQO'F)* This

information will ultimately be of value In determining the ability of the

coating to withstand che thersal cycling.

Figures Vlll-5 and VIII-6 show tne temperature distribution

through the entire surface plate (with coating) after the first burn pulse,
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for *<oth the coolant inlet plane and the exit plane. The temperature dif-

ference through the piste is shout 20O*C and the temperature difference across

the plate is about 1CI*C. Fig, VIJI-6 shew* the aame type of data for the end

of the sixth burn pulse* i.e., after 345 seconds. The data obtained fron

these calculations will ultimately be used in the thermal stress and expansion

computations needed to support the design of the first wall inner cooling

panel*

Figures V K H and VtII-8 show the transient temperature bl*~

caries for the inlet plane and for the exit plane, the upper curve is fox

the f?vnt surface of the coating facing the plsmai the middle curve is for

the stainless steel at the interface bztmm tlm coating and the steel sub-

strate; and the lover curve is for the interface between the steel and the

coolant. The most striking point brought out by these histories is that

steady-state thermal condttlona are reached essentially after the first

burn pulse. The temperature variation during any given puls<* is approxi-

mately 140*C (250*?) with the maximum temperature reached by the coating

being approximately 400*C (?50*F). The stainless steel reaches a uxisun of

only 290*C (550*F>» The coolant enters th« inner panels at 38*C (100"F) and

exits at < 100'C (< 212°F>.

S. Strain in the Inner Coolant Panels

Coolant panel strains were estimated for the steady-state burn

cycle shown in Fig, VH1-7. The upper set of curves In Fig. VI1I-9 shows

temperature distributions at the coating side and coolant side of the panel

for a typical 6C second cycle. Shifting the temperature scale does not alter

the strain variations so the strain results pertain to panels at other

temperatures as well, if the shapes of the temperature variations are the

same. The middle set of curves in Fig. VIII-9 shows the corresponding

mechanical strain histories if the coolant panels are restrained against

bending and expansion by restraints that are maintained at the average

temperature of the panels. The maximun cyclic strain range is about 0.35%.

The lower set of curves in Fig. VIII-9 shows mechanical strain histories for

panels that are restrained against bending but are free to expand. The maxi-

mum strain range here is about 0.15%. The magnitude of the strain cycling

can be reduced by reducing the constraints on the panels or by reducing the

variation of temperature gradient through the panel with time.
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C. Analysis of the TETP Magnet Shielding Systems

This section contains the results of a preliminary scoping analysis

of the magnet shielding systems that would lie betwees ehe plasma and the

toroidal-field; coils of the tiff'. Because the design of this system is

governe* largely by censtd'eracions of nuclear peTfotroanee and materials coa-

&6ra*Bte» these aspects of the IETF shield are diseasaed first. Following

efteae (Jiseusgionfi, an attempe is made Co evaluate the thermal behavior of

& relatively low temperature sMeli using energy deposition profiles deter-

mined fro» the nuclear analyses. Finally, guided by tits Implications and

conclusions drawn from the nuclear, thermal and! materials studies,, a P^®~

llminary design description is developed for the shield* which would lend

itself to both assembly and maimtenanse in s practical sense.

1, Nuclear Design of eftft IETF

h schematic vertical section view e£ the HETF ihewing the

layout of the £irst wall and shield1 between the plasma and the toroidal-

field ceils is given in Fig, VII1-10. T M oval-stiaped plastaa has a miser

radius, of 0.55 m. and an elongation factor of ^ 1.5. The noncireular first

wall surrounding the plaama allows for an 0.2 m thick scrape-off region and

ie extended on the outside to provide a test region of ^ 0.2 m for experl-

ments requiring, exposure to the plasma.

The space between the first wall and the D-shaped toroidal-

field (TF> coils is occupied by the primary (magnet) shield. Since no ther-

mal-to-electrical energy conversion is contemplated for TEEF, the principal

function ot this shield is to protect the superconducting TP coils from

excessive energy deposition and radiation damage by neutrons and secondary

gamma rays. However* the power density in regions immediately surrounding

the first wall is high enough to require a heat removal system similar itt

many respects to that of a power-producing device. A requirement on the heat

removal system is to reduce the operating temperature at the first wAl Co

< 4Q0°C and la the shield to < 2Q0°C. this would help to mitigate the effect;s

of radiation damage en structural materials, which would extend the useful

life of the TE1F as a test facility and reduce maintenance requirements.
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Tables \ r t l l - l and VII1-2 shot fc&« dimensions aati material
of Ehe msgnet sMeM to th% wldplane erosa agceian. fable VIH-1

is for the inner shield (the sfctelet isfcHgeu the piauua and the CUBS':

eff t te O-i&a?ti IF e@ttl ulaog Miss CNHI fa Ftgs \?II1-1&. TaMe
a«sc?ttee. ete ®mm gWteli slsng l*a» ©-R-'F-S-H. Kisecenies m&

analyses were earofei oae sttfc ef» e«leelae4eBJrt. stt f tei* aui
leaf &ea taeeffeesft Sn refeire?tge ?« "Pie Gmzeste of festw, CM JfeV)

OK ete ffeae «s l l ^a^le® tss (fw f©lolial. i*r«etfais, Fo? t i »
Ssstgge an4 ehecmsl-hfiffattlle* g s t l f m , «n «r«?agt Hi«£reo wait

f @«2 MM/*2 waa «s«i» 4 EepE6S€ne«6;£w© ^ala© fot elte tofe^ cfcle ef
S§1 was ase^ in ealertafitsjg etm#-aecsB»slaeti effects*

Far proposes of eli@ isaeiear cslcttlaetoos* tfee stafisileis steel
wall i s idealised aa J gsnt® {semes S» 4 ami 5 t® faMe
4g 5 aitti & to fable f I I I - 2 ) of 1» 1 sai 1 e» ehtefeaeia*

mediate sen© represents the eeelajiit c&afli$*i r*§fe» with l l » coolant,
•v m& ef «*e velunft. The co©l«mt i a t\» ffest wall and «Mel# Is water,
which fta« a goocS moderating po««r for ttetttroa*. However, fa ealculatins
oeutrea and gsnais-rsf stttatisttea, the water was substituted with ^acoas t©
eist«sre ad&pate treteeeieis of the W coi ls asi other reactor eoaspuiseists i s
eto case cf a loss ©f ceslant ceniltitMi*

A sunmsEy of the noelear peEfoEaance of t i e f i r s t wall Is
givew ia fafel© V11I-3. Tlwi heating l a the f i r s t wal l consists of two com-
poaeaes. The f i r s t component,, wMch comes froas euerg^ depositlea by ions,
neutrals and electromagnetic radiation from the plasms. Is depsslted almost
eseiEeljp near- the surface. The second eampoffissnt of ti&im heating coses trass
energy deposition fey neutretts and aecandary gaanna rays and is referred to
as the nuclear heating. The rate of snrface heatisg its TKF is % 25 Wcm2,

I which i s relat ively large because of tttn 30 MW iajeeeiou pemr of 1® aad T®

1 and the small eacrgy cesf ie«««nt t iae . The «axi»um! nuclear heating im the

| f i r s t wall i s 2.1 W/era3. After f i ve years of operatisa wlttt m ©.2 mfmz

1 neutron wall leading and 50S duty cycle, the specific act iv i ty In the atain-
j leas steel f^rst wall w i l l h« as large as 20 teiaa/em3.

The f i r s t va i l i s auzxouaded by a 3S-cm thick region of
stainless steel (sens 6 ia Table V I I I -1 and sons 7 in Table V l l l - 2 ) . This
region, together with the f i r s t wa l l , eoavette ^ %9t o£ kinetic eaergies of
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TSBLE VIH-3. Sumaary of the Tfaclear Performance of efae TEEP First Wall and Shield

neutron wall loading

Assumed plant faetot

Fl»e Wall

Average fusion neutron current to wall

Maximum neutron fiuence (0-15 Me¥>

Kasimtmi gaasns-ijay flueaee (C«1S

Surface herifiing (plaama and beam
neutrons

nuclear

Atomic displacement

Helium production

Hydrogen production

Specific radioactivity (curles/cra3 after
5 years of operation)

Maximum Values in TF Coil

Neutron flueitcc

Sluence

Radiation-induced resistivity in Cu
stabilizer (1 Kff-yr/m2)

Dose to oylat Cl MW-y

Nuclear energy deposition per coil

Total nuclear energy deposition (12 coils)

0.2

50%

8.S6 * I©12' «/

2,25 x 102* n/en?/yv

4*94

25

2.1

1*1

21 appa/yr

52 appn/yr

20

2.1 » I©16 n/cttt2/yr

2.9 x 101 5 photon/cm2/yr

6.6 x io""9

1.0 » IQS

11 watt

132 watt
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neutrons and secondary gaaesss int© heat. The spatial distribution of nuclear

hestiisg Is shews in. Fig. ¥111-11, The heating rate falls from a maxtntaa of

2*1 W/cn$3 i» the first wall to 0.04 W/cnt* at the outer boundary of this 35 cm

stainless steel zone. The spatial distribution of atemie displacements and

helium prQtaetiQ& te the stateless steel first wall ani the first 35 cs of the

a M e M are showis is Fig, VIII-12.

Be-yoni the 35 em stainless steel zone, additional shielding is

provided to further reiuee the ntseles? heating to the s«pereeni«cting IF coll

to permissible levels ani to attenuate the nuetear radiation to the levels

allowed by tolerable radiation damage to the components of fche sagnet, Be-

ea«se of the well-knowR restrictieus an space fcetwees the plasma anS IF ceils

in small size tofcamsks, it feecomes neeessarf to «se very efficient Bhielding

material® in TETF. Also, sitsce minimizing the overall eost of T1TF is a

major design objective, it is very desirable to substantially reduce the cost

of the magr.at shield. This objective is achieved in this design by utilising

the same concept of a two-segaent shield similar to that used in eh* ANL/TEFR

design- In the Inner side of the torus where the magnetic field is high and

the space is most critical, a configuration of stainless and boron carbide is

used. Boron carbide pressed to 'v 95% of its theoretical density is expensive

(̂  $30/kg> but the volume of the inner segment is less than 10% of the total

volume of the shield. In the outer region the space restrictions are less

severe* and a thicker shield of less expensive lead mortar is utilized.

Chemtree lead mortar (1-6-32-5 product) was used, the composition and atom

densities of this product are shown in table VIII-4.

The maximum heating and radiation, damage rates in the TF coils

(in the absence of penetrations) occurs at the intersection of the mldplsne

with the vertical (inner) segment of the D-shaped magnet projected as point C

in Fig. VIII-10. A summary of the neutronics parameters and radiation dafiwige

effects at this point is given in fable VIII-3. At 0.2 Mtf/a2 neutron wall

loading and 50% operating factor» the neutron fluence is 2.1 x ioiG n/cta2 per

year and the gamma-ray fluonce Is 2.9 x 10 1 5 photons/cm2 per y«ar. Ae chtt*

fluences* the oaximua change in the critical current density of the tfbfi

superconductor is less than $% for ten year operation. For the some con-

ditions and ten year operation, the maximum radiation-induced resistivity in

the copper stabiliser is 6.6 * 10~9 &-cm. The radiation damage effects drop
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Figure v m - 1 1 . Spatial distribution of nuclear heating rate in IETF shield
for a neutron wall loading of 0.2
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Figure VHI-12, Spatial distribution of atonic displacement aad helium
production rates in TETF shield for a neutron wsll loading
of 0,2 Wfwt and a duty factor of 50*.
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TOW, Cgmpoaieiaia and Atom Densities of Lead Mortar

Atoro Rensifey
2 2 f

a

i

c

Others

2.4

3.3

5.®

1.5.2

73.6

0.5

3.6

0.3

0.?

1.9

0.5

almost exponentially within the magnet with an attenuation coefficient of

•* 0.12 cm"1. The IF coil conductors are designed to aceomnK'tlate the tnaximwu

expected radiation damage effects with a safety factor of ̂  S. The radiation

damage effects in both the normal and superconductors can be recovered by

periodic annealing at near room temperature.

The nuclear heat load in the twelve coils is 132 watts, «hich

is tolerable froa refrigeration power and eest standpoints. The mylar in-

sulation till! receive a maximum dose of 1.0 » 10 7 racl per year frora energy

deposition by neutrons and Rannnas. According to present information,. raylar

can be operated under these conditions for ̂ 12 years without serious deg-

radation of its dielectric properties. Fiberglass epoxies can stand an order

of magnitude higher radiation damage than mylar.
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The above analysts did oat account far penetration effects.

Two, types of penetrations are of major concern in the TITF design. These

ar§ the vacuum pumping and the neutral beam injection ports. An estimate

deduced fro® varfe on the &NI/IEPR indicates thac the level of radiation at

che TF call wtll be increased by s factor of "•* 1QCJ duse to the presence of

Chese penetrations,, h tentative design approach Is to surround the hem

tube wall (outside the shield) with ̂  3© ei» of stateless steel,

penetrations wtll also, significantly lnerea§e the energy dsposltlon rates

ire the outer parts of the shield (lead mortar) immediately surrounding the

penetrations* It 1© estimated that ̂  29 cat of stainless steel must be placed

between the beam tube walls and the lead mortar (inside the shield) so ehat

the heating rate in the lead mortar can be kept < 0.1 W/cm3.

2. Shield Materlalp

The radiation: damage level in the shield adjacent te the first

wall is t> 0,9 dpa/year and drops by a factor of 2 every 6,5 en as shown in

Fig, V1I1-12. Operating temper-stares within the shield are expected to

remain below 200aCp and thermal gradients are expected to be lov. At these

modest neutron fluences and temperatures* the materials properties Kill not

be seriously degraded during the lifetime of the reactor and most of the

effects will be restricted to the first few c« of the shield where the

neutron flux is highest.

The austenitic stainless steel comprising Che first 35 cm of

the shield receives most of the radiation energy. The properties of stain-

less steel that are important in the design are the same as those discussed

for the first wall in section B-l of this chapter. In general, the less

severe operating conditions of the stainless steel in the shield will mean

that property changes will be less than in the first wall. Swelling* as well

as creep and fatigue, should be negligible. The first few era of stainless

steel will undergo some radiation hardening and loss of duceilltyp hut the

ductility should remain well above minimum limits. Gas production rates «111

still be high in the first few cm of the shield. Hydrogen embrlttlemcnt may

be & problem if the level of hydrogen is allowed to increase above t> 50 apptu.
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"Ehe nest 5 cm of the inner shield* after the stainless steel*

is coHtpoaea of boron earbt<tet w M e h is a brittle material at low temperatures
4wttfe a moderate tensile strength and high eomp-ressive strength, The major

effect of radiation cm boron carbide is the buildup of helium from Cn»os) re-

whiefe can iadwee swelling and cracking if present In high concentra-

tions. " ?fe«ergn raifaelgn can also substantially reduce the thermal eesidwe-

elvtey aai elecerical cond«cctvlty» Tfee degree to wMctt raiisefan affeees

the balk f*?ape?t£es depends te a large extent ©a the amo««t of porosity

tw ehe uKirradllstei roaterial. *" 'She firse en of ehe borea carbide

layer will procl«ee 'v 5Q0 afpm heliura Swriag a fiwe year lifetime (ae 0.2

and a 501 operating factor), bat the heliwro production will it&p off

after the first ero. This amount of heliwre is not expected to in&uee swelling

or eracking if sufficient poresity exists to aceenma«iaee the gas, lite chsnge

of thermal condttceivity with radiation will have to be factored into the

shield cooling design* The materials past this first layer of boron carbide

in both the inner and outer shield will receive relatively small netstron

fluences, and it is not expected chat the materials properties will be ad-

versely affected,

3. Shield Thermal Analyaie

The exact physical dimensions of the individual shield modules

remain to be determined from analysis of the remote assembly and flux pene-

tration problems! however, for the purpose of the present analysis* which

is to establish the feasibility of the shield cooling concept, the shield

has been divided into four concentric rings. The heat generation rates are

taken directly from the data of Fig. VI11-11. The first 40 en of the shield

is divided as shown in Table VII1-5. The maximum temperature at «ny point in

the shield material was assigned a value of 125*C and the maximum temperature

rise in the coolant channels is assumed to be no store than 40BC. Tlituse low

temperatures were originally selected to ensure mores reliable operation. How-

ever* as the results in Table VI11-5 show, maintaining these low temperatures

and temperature gradients requires relatively large amounts of cooling water,

uhich tends to complicate the design of the coolant delivery and the dis-

tribution systems in the shield. A design iteration is required to identify
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TABLE VIII-5. TETF' SMeM - FreMntinary BesfgS P
Waee? Ceoiant

Average Meaeistg Rate» watt/em3

Maximum Blanket Temp. C O

Wate? Inlet Temp, C O

Water Outlet Temp-, C O

Coolant Channel Diameter (cro)

Coolant Inlet Pressure Cafim)

Total No Tubes

Total Tube Length (roj

Weight (feg>

Total Weight <fcS>

0 - 1 © CBS!

1.3

125,0

3©,§

70.0

2.54

50.®

675.0

1457.0

IS.%0

10-20 era

.45

125.0

30.®

TO.0

2.54

50.0

342.®

755.0

21.307

89,964

arameters

20-30 cm

.17

125.0

30.0

70,0

2.54

50.0

156.1

3S2.0

23.675

for

30-40 cm

.06

125,0

30.0

70,0

2.54

50.0

75.0

184.0

26,042
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more optimum operating temperatures for the shield design that will lead to

minimum constructtoa complexity and1 cose. For the region of ttie shie'1"

nearest the first wall.f the operating temperatures may be higher thsa 125*Ct
but a design eas probably be developed for a maximum temperature of less

20O*C.

Rescriptiaia of the TEW

The shield for the T E W consists of slab-type blacks made of

w o eypee of composite materials* one type for the inner shield and a second

type for the owter shield, In. addition to its basic shielding function, this

slab system is designed fors 1} magRetie field permeability, 2) economic

fabrication, snd 3) ease of assembly and disassembly fer agees* t© both ex-

perimental volumes and for maintenance and repair of the vacuum vessel, A

minimum of ten- major shield blocks are used to cover the vacuum vessel be-

tween pairs of TF coils giving a total of 120 pieces. The heaviest piece

will weigh less than 18 tons. M l shield blocks are equipped with water

coolant systems to remove heat and regulate the shield material temperature.

Special shielding la provided around the vacuum ports, the neutral beam

ports* the ma^or experiment/vessel access ports, and the yet to be designed

experimental assemblies. The shield blocks are supported from beneath the

reactor.

Of the ten blocks that cover the vacuum vessel between TP

coils, one forms the inner shield; it stands vertically and consists of an

interior stainless steel slab, 35 cm thick, followed by alternate layers of

boron carbide and stainless steel. The top, bottom and outer shield blacks

consist of an inner stainless stool slab, 35 cm thick, followed by n thin

layer of boron carbide, another stainless steel layer and a eonp.fld layer of

lead mortar. This shield block configuration, shown In Fig. VIII-10, approx-

imates the contours of Clio vacuum vessel and ia designed to minimise the

quantities of expensive materials and the associated fabrication costs. All

shield blocks contain graded coolant systems employing deionized water.

Piping connections would be made to each individual block through ^ 1.5 in.

diameter pipes.



Three columns between each get of IF coils transmit the load

from the shield blocks to m steel grid structure located beneath the reactor,

These structures are a U removable and are provided wtth electrical conduc-

tance interrupters, As shown tn Fig. VI1I-13, the inner, outer and top

shield blnefcs are supported by eh© lower blocks in m post and 14ntel~type

eefifigwrstiioflt. Bolting will be used to tie the ehieli blocks together* both

for- structural support and to aecQmiaodste counter torque

duced by che magnetic forces. The ieatga wll.1 ineludte

between blocks eo> sccoffisodate flux jrenetraeioa

5. Shield Assembly stnA Matnteaanee

Major ahleld matotenance will be perforated bf reaoval of the

shielii blocks for ?epa:tr. lite Host probable cause for «atn-

Is s coolant system failure. Other types of reactor repairs may ?t-

disassembly of the shielding, particularly in esses where ve§gtl

segment removal becomes necessary* Ease of shield removal and asstmbly ia a

requirement Cor a high reactor availability factor. Special eq,uip»ent for

shield removal consists of several sizes of lifting brackets and atnall remote

tools for making coolant connect ions and decoupling the shield block struc-

tural tim.

The following assembly procedure is proposed and referenced Co

3:

Step 1. The lower shield blocks (numbers 1» 2 and 3) *ce

positioned on the support structures and structurally keyed.

Step 2. The inner shield block (ntmber 4) Is positioned*

keyed and the coolant lines to all four positioned blocks

connected.

Seep 3, The vacuum vessel segment(s> are brought into petition*

installed and leak cheeked* The vessel coolant headers are

installed and connections made to the vessel and eneefced* Outer

shield blocks (numbers 5. 6 and 7) are then positioned and

structurally inteelockfid,

Step_4. The upper shield blocks (numbers 8, 9 and 10) are

then installed completing the enclosure of the vacuum vessel.

Structural and coolant ties are then made.
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Figure VI1I-13. TETF Shield Block Arrangement
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5. Snail*? ancillary aMeldiisg im thm pl«e«4 around
vacuum pores,, neutral %es» dace* and! exjwrlBwmt*! apparatus
as needed..

removal of ete restet&r vessel only steps Sf 4 siut past of step 11 is«t<I fe#

followed.

B* Synopgts af jfte gtegfc^tll aadj_M«gniBt SMaM
Ban«$ es efte ire«ale« pftie&feit in %Mm cftaft#Ft ft

m3j,0T eestateal featu?e» of the IETF flFflfr vei l and mugnte ilileli
Ire accotntnodaeect wich exlselng or r^fQn^bly extrapolated; eecfmalagy. While

elopn«n£ and fe«ae£ng p?gair«m id l l profe^bly bt is*qu±?«d; to
fahricaclotv, aiasavbjy^ cooling at i satne«nait€« eoncipti itst advance

of final TETF d#»tgn, many ©t' th# eof\cfpt» iwvolv*4 wilt be appIlc*bH* to
ax& ZollQv~Qn device*, A» • seiult , in a4dittien eo- facing * raiisetem

» th# 1ETf' would slg@ itevc m s »ajof t^it icsirJ fpt the fl¥i& vail
tht«ld tachnalogy rt<pt;«i by iwbi«^u«nt d«victt. fh« ttchAGlegte

vouM racsivc in^rMctor vtctf ieatioa would ±nclud*i 1} low^Z coacing*
flrst^wull he*c twwvtl and ttaiperatur* control, 3)

d«s£gn» 4} vacuum sytte« integrity and malnttnance* 5) s«ch*nic*l
of the f£;g£ valA and ahi«ldt 6> r«sota B4int«naac« and

* aiut ?> critlum coneafna«n6 in th« raaetor eo;ll

1. W. M. Stacay, J r . . *t a i t "Tekaaak EaspariMitcal Fowr Reactor Studlict,"
National Laboratory* AN1L/CTR-75-2 (Jun*# 1975).

2. J. C. Yao and Wt 0. Jenklne* "Buckling of Elliptic Cyllndet* undtr Norw«l
,11 AIM JotumaZ j|CB» pp. 22-27

3. M. L» Mlngc«t "the famperatur* D«p«nd«na* of Thermal Contact Ra*l*cane«
Across Ncnscealllc Intetf «c**/* AI Mattrlsle I,abotatoty» Vfr;tght
Air Force Bate, AFKL-TR-64*-!.

4. GAC Fu&ioft Engineering Sfiaff ( "ftatlen RencCer Design Sfeudie»t" Central
Atomic Coapany, GA-A13430 (April,

S« G» L» Copftland, R» G. BonaeHy aad W. R. Martin* Nu&tem* TeafmaZaffy 16,
p. 226 C1S72)



§. T. Igefelf We It© and H» Sttzukt* tFowKaJ a*/1 NuaZeca* Samnae ayu$,
10, p . #32

Bower Reaceod,1" ftmZecep Tealm&to^i 259 p., ?
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fowm
A, Ohmte Beating. (flH>/EqailibriBmpfr",SeI«i_(E?jJM1 Foger Sgpp-ly

I , tfoEmat Conducting. Copper Coll Etesian

The reference design; for she. ffil coil sret IF coil i s based an
copper windings with ass eptienal euf.«cgndusttiig, design*

power supplies for the WQOT&1 couwtoetlHig colls will be iesertfeed f i r s t ,
level e-f powers for both eells are witttia the range of gjrgratj©® fee

d&reetlj/f off Che power l ine .

The OB coil i s 4!e®fpie<§ ts© p?cjwl#(§ ft.2 vrte-asie 6© fiese eh©
and) 3».® vulc-sec ce mateeate plaamg eur^est i«r*ag t te fc«m phase,

©I soil i@ ehargedi to 3ffi,00@ A i» as© itreeiis® prior e@ heating ani

to sero ist ewo second® for heating* After crossing aer© field*
eg!! eurre®e tg, increased slewly to mafeftafe fete ftlasms cairent. A foil

«fremene duriag fewrra re<i»ire@ a eoil swirreiffie of 35»?i§ A*
losa in Che ce>il reaehes 53,9 MM ®e 30>tW0 A* Itte 1/1 ecil

C0ns«anit i s 3,35 see.
The- power supply eiwlsiaxtei Co seet theae recj;U,Iireinents Is a

phase-controlled* poijrphaae SCR rectif ier dlrtcsa dlireetly off the power l ine.
& irough schematic 4s ©hawis for reference in Pig. IX-1 ami Is mat totesiei a©
* final desigr, the maitt eoisstiswieroc® @£ efee power supply are the polyphase
erat{0.f<jCTier Cshawa here as efeif̂ e phase b«6» in fast, wowld m r̂e likely be a
©ix or twelve phaaa ayffittemjj thu 5SR ractiffier bassfes;; the SCI veversing
switcheo; and a« optional f i l te r . The power supply perfoems in three ©p#s'««
clng modesji: preheating, coll charging mode; the heating, rapid discharge
mode* and the hvsxa phase* slow-charge mode* In the preheating cai l , charging

Che rectifier phase angle© are controlled to give the araadttausi) positive

voltage and mtrsimura. charging time for the coi l . TM» peritsdi eo*x£st@
the end of the evacuation and repleniahiisfint phase of the reactor cycle*

The peak voltage for the sypply i s dssteEffiinecl net i f the charging, oed«, bat
by resistive voltage deep at the end of the hnttt cycle. The voltage for
5.0 vole-see moot be 21S0 vole®. The eh&rgtag time of the Oil coil 1® given

c * -
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Figure IX-2. Typical OH coil current cycle.
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where

x =f the time constant ef the magnet

E =* eesisstaisee of the magnet

I » the final current in the magnet

V » Che charging voltage

raagaee takes about 6 see* to change to 3©t0O® A at 215§ volts,

Fcj.F rapid discharge* the firing angles on the rectifier bank

altered to twro en with negative voltage on transformer terminal. This

a pewer baefe teea eiie power line from the magnet* This made eeiixeinues

as long as current flows to t'ae positive direction through the ?eeetfi«rs.

the euEEeiftt eroasea gero, the reversing S€R*s sre aetivstei ani the phase

an the mtin SCR rectifiers are returned to forward bias a& that slow

of the OK eoil far the burn eyele can feegir** At the eni of the bu^u

the rectifies bank is again phased baefe t@ reeurra magnet energy t@ the

line. The eoBip'lete OB current eyele i® shows* in Fig, IX«&*

The EF QQH is deetgned to operate at 30,000 A and itere 68 MJ<

o-f energy. The peak resistive power loss in the coil Is 21.5 MWt tot because

the magnet must be able to reach 30*000 A in 2 tec* the possibility exists

for drawing as much as 7?.3 MH? frets the line. However, the time for which IF

coil power is Increasing roughly corresponds to the time that the OR coil is

feeding energy back into the line. The system can be designed to take advan-

tage of the energy balance to reduce the peak power demand] during this 2 tee*

period.

After the EF coil reaches full current, the coil voltage can be

reduced to just satisfy resistive power requirements. Again* the power supply

would he a phase-controlled,, SCR rectifier type similar to that shown In

Fig. 1X-1, without the reversing circuits. The peak voltage required! by the

EF coil power supply is 2650 volts.

A typical arrangement for connection of the power supplies* in-

cluding the neutral beam power supplies, to the power line geld is indicated

in Fig. IX-3. In general, the arrangement is rather standard and poses no

particular problems.
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2, Superconducting OH/Eg Coil Design

Superconducting Q8/1F coils are being considered as an optional

design. The operating currents and seared energies remain ehe frame for the

two coils.

One power aupply option operates off the power grid? with the

same tjrpe of system described in section IX-A-1 ani shown In Pig. IX-3U Since

no. resistive losses occur with superconducting coils, the pawer take® from the

grid to the QB coit during magnet charging ia smaller than with a narj»! ean-

d«etiog eoil. However,, power returned t© the ĝ td. during the ohmie. heating

period is much larger because coil energy is not eesstaaej by resistive heating.

&& a consequence, the peak capacity of the ohmic heating supply must be larger;

roughly* 10? mk* as opposed to 7? SWA for the normal eotsd«eting coil. Peak

megavolt amperes of the supply ea» be esusiiefably reduced by switching, oa a

resistor to aaaist in OK coil discharge, during the ebmie htsflnp periQi. A

0.16 & resistor switched into the circuit would re^ee the peak po^er lupply

capaeity frots 10? Wh to 43 W?&* This would undoubtedly amount to s substan-

tial cost savings in the power supply but, of course, some cost is required for

the resistor switching network.

The EF coil power supply peak capacity would be losewnae smaller

with superconducting colls because of the lack of resistive power losses. The

required capacity of the power supply for superconducting EP colls is about

67.5 MVA, as compared to 80 MVA for normal conducting; coils.

Development of energy storage and transfer systems (EST) of the

type that will ultimately be needled for EPR and future machines might be con-

sidered for TETF, With EST and superconducting coll systems, the power demand

£rom the electrical grid for the OH/EF coils is reduced to a trivially low

amount. EST systems that might be considered are prototype versions of the

CCGB a form of drum^type homopolar generator* or magnetic energy storage with
2 3

electronic switching for energy transfer. * Such EST systems are not eottaner-

cialj.y available and still require research and development effort before they

can be reliably utilized. Development and utilization of EST power systems en

TETF would provide valuable experience for extrapolating to the larger EST

systems needed for an EPR.
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B. Toroidal^f ield CTF) Coil Power y

Toroidal-field coil poser supply represents no major design dtffi-

eulty. Its stse is entirely dependent eu hew rapidly the coil is to be

charged* & 70 kW supply will charge efte- coil In twenty-four hours and the

425 W supply will charge the coil in four hours*

Bea^gogerjuggly

The neueral beam power supply must provide approximately 22.5 W

at 60 W for the tt beams and 22.5 MR? at 90 k¥ for the T beams. The power ia

taken off the electrics! grid a® shown to Fig. K - 3 . Polyphase SCI rectifiers

are Che most likely choice for developing, these voltage®. Spark protection

probably ean be provided by vacuum switch tubes for these voltage ranges,

A high frequency polyphase SCR rectifier with e saturated time

delay transformer (STBT) could be considered an an. alternative to the above

system* The SWT prcvidss initial spark suppression and power absorption

during a fault* and the high frequency supply caa be turned off rapidly

enough to prevent damage to the high voltage accelerating column. This tech-

nique was suggested by Walter Praeg of Argonne National laboratory. It re-

quires development and testing before it can be reliably utilized on the TETF,

This is a system, that would be very attractive for tsltrahigh voltage neutral

beam systems of the future, such as EPR, and the TETF could provide an

interesting test vehicle for this system.
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A, general Considerations

As discussed in Chapter i, an Important objective of TETF is to

serve as a radiation, test facility that can provide the necessary inforaaeisn

required for future developments, of tokamaks. The test facility will serve

critics! experimental needs in several technical areas such as materials,

thermal hydraulic®, stresses, tritium* extraction, safety, and

impact.

Th© purpose of this chapter is to discuss the utilisation of 1 1 W

as a teec facility... The primary cotseersj at tM« stage of th« scoping study

is t© survey the broad types ©f teats that earn be eestdweeei in TEEP. No

effort is made here to present aetusl design detail® for tipeeific experi-

ments. This will need further to-d-spth scuiie®,

Inforraatton will be obtained during TEIF operation from se&aure-
tnetits made on

&* reactor components

b. blanket and shield test modules

c. sample irradiation (instrumented rigs and other types of experi-

ments.)

The TEW reactor components such as the first wall* magnet afield, penetra-

tions , and magnets are prototypical of EPR and future tokamafc reactors. The

radiation fields (neutrons, plasma Ions, neutrals* and photons) as shown in

Tables X-l and X-2 are very similar to what one expects in a near-tero

power-producing tofcamafc. Therefore, measurements of the performance of

TETF reactor components will provide a wealth of critical information required

for EPR, DPR, and future reactors.

A large segment of the TETF shield will be designed with sufficient

flexibility so as to permit experimentation with various types of blanket test

modules. These modules will nerve the purpose of gaining experience with

and examining the viability of multiple choices of structure, coolant, breeding

and moderating materials, thermadynamic cycle, and tritium recovery systems.

The third method of the t"?st facility utilisation will be through oaople

(specimen) irradiations. A large space * 20 cm thick at the outer part of the

torus Ov 40 a2) inside the vacuum vessel and directly visible to the plasma
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1 TMIM X-l. IETF Neutron

I Neutron -Intensity

Neutron power (14 Me?)

; Neutron wall loading* average

ifesCTQra wall loadings maslBwm

1 Average current te> tfee wall (14 MeV)

MaximuiB current to the wall (14 Me?)

Kflxlmtiffi annual netifiran flaenee at 50%
plant faetar (0-15 Me?)

Maximwi annual gasBisa-ray f luenee sfc 50%
plant fseto* (0-15 Me?)

Maxitnum atmual neutron iIwence at 501
plant factor (13,5-15 Me?)

Source Characteristics

7.3 >

16.8
0.13

0.16

5.7 '

7,1 '

1.8 '

3.95

1,9

« Wm n/sec

MW

KW/ro2

KP/m2

* 1 0 « n/erog»sec

* 10 n/cm *sec

« I D " n /c« 2

H 102© photon/cm2*sees

« 10z'fJl n/cni2

TABtE X-2. Power Flow to Wall

Injected Power - 30 KM
14 Me? Neutered Fred«ctiois • 16.8
Total Nati-neutson Power * 34.2 M

Radiation Type

Unconfined fusion alphas

Gltarge-exchange neutrals

Electron heat cond. and par-
ticle flew

Line rad., brcma., synch.
rad.

Ion heat cond. and particle
flew

Power
Plow (MW)

2.2

6

14

2

10

Energy Range

3-3.5

16-2000 eV

10-100 6?

0.01 eV to
100 cV

10-100 eV

Current (par-
tlcles/cm^/sec

3.0 «*

-v 1 x 1019
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is available for this type of testing. Special experimental rigs will be

designed to allow simultaneous Irradiation of a large nuaber of taatples with

control over the irradiation conditions (exposure to plasma radiation, sample

temperature, acetic or dynamic loading, etc*).

Sections B, C» and D covers the utilisations of TETF to serve teat

needs in the areas of materials,, neutronics* and plasms. Section E is

devoted Co a discussion of the blanket test modules and Section F gives a

brief description of the experiments! facilities*

i, Materials - Surfaegjjrodjte-!* Effaces

The IETF will provide a valuable materials test facility with

extensive capability, Ms'-wiala testing programs can be oriented in two

directions: CM the firat-wi,!! components themselves can provide teat verif-

ication data to*1 a variety of material® and eendltloiss, and C2> adequate

opaee is provided for insert ton of instrumented! materials samples and! tese

modules. The predicted particle currents and fluenees, nuclear heating, gas

production, atomic displacements and the first-wall operating temperatures

have been presented in the previous section and in Chapter VIII. The IETF

will produce conditions at the first-wall that are comparable to those of

near term pownsr reactors. In fact, the deuterium and tritium currents to the

first wall will be higher than those anticipated in an EFH as shown In

Table X-2. Becauoe of the reactor-like condition®, the TETF will b# partic-

ularly valuable for assessing surface radiation effects on first-wall ma-

terials. The neutron fluxes will not be high enough for accelerated bulk

radiation tests to high fluences; however, valuable bulk radiation effects

data can be obtained because of the appropriate neutron energy spectrum.

1. Surface Effects

Since the first wall of the TETF will be exposed to n^mt fusion

power reactor conditions, the first wall itself can be used for materials

t&mt verification experiments. The wall will be simultaneously exposed

to high photon energy deposition and high particle fluxes, vis., neutrons,

tone, and neutrals:. Therefore, synerglstic effects and combined erosion
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caused by sputtering, blistering or exfoliation, vaporization,, etc,,

of the selected first-wall coatings can he determined;. Since the wall will

h% operated at elevated temperature (see Chapter VIII, »>, the importance

of deaorptlQH frets first wall surfaces can be assessed under conditions of

It is anticipated that wall temperature will have a critical

QU the importance of the deaorpeiora phenomenon. Since the twewty-

first-wall modules are individually Goaled, the effects off seme wall

temperature variation could be evaluated by aijustlsg the coolant flow? rate

in a few panels. In addition,, variation* in coating preparation* or coating

composition on selected panels would; permit comparison of gas release mech-

anisms an.ct other surface effects under reacter-type conditions, 0g@ of cfoe

first-wall components* for material® testing purposes fs farther enhanced

since the design and assembly procedures have heen developed) to facilitate

repair er replaeetseftt ef the ftrtt-wall modtvles. In addtelem, ai«<iua£e «iptee

and access have been provided to insert instrumeatei tnaeerials speeifflens

inside the vacuum vessel. By varying the position, caollng capability, andl

configuration, surface radiation experiments of the type described above can

be conducted on a variety of materials under more diverse conditions.

2. Bulk Effects

Both the first ?• all and experimental test modules can be

utilized to obtain data on bulk properties of materials in a fusion reactor

environment. Because of the relatively high energy deposition in the surface

region of materials exposed to the plasma* the integrity of monolithic and

coated first-wall, materials can be assessed undar thermal cycling conditions

at elevated temperatures during irradiation. The effects of temperature can

be Investigated by varying the amount of cooling provided. Although stresses

in the first-wall panels will probably not be accurately known, they should

be in the range of interest for future reactors. Special test modules eat)

be used for accurate strsss/strain analysis of eaitdidate materials. Analysis

of the bulk radiation effects on coated composites will he particularly

valuable because the neutron energy spectrum and the ratio of displacement

damage rat© to gas production rate will be characteristic of anticipated
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p reactor conditions. Since the neutron fluxes are only moderate,

accelerated swelling or displacement damage tests at high i fences cannot be

achieved. However* comparisons of radiation effects produced in TE.TF at

moderate levels (1-5 dpa aunt 20-lQQ ppm He in stainless steel) can fee eor-

eelaeed wit'** radiation effects produced by various simulation techniques.

These damage and gas production levels will be sufficient ee assess the

validity of eh@ various simulation techniques and extrapolation models used

few deeermintng bulk radiation effects. These neufceos fluxes will also be

aufftctenc fee evaluating Che integrity of seSected coated1 eeapotiteB under

radiaeion and thermal cycling.

C» Weuerogtca

The TETF is an excellent facility fer eeuduetting escpeEiaeists ef

importance for the ne«erQaic® analysis and the n«alear de»Igra of ftwiea

At a neutron wall leading of ^ @«1 eo 0*2 MW/st2' the nettti?e,»

gansna-ray fluxes are high enough (aee Table K<*1) to peswlt

tneas'-irements through the first wall,, shield* magnet componentat and moat

<?f the building walls (biological shield). These measurements ate estreswsly

valuable for validating ealc«lationsl nethcsds and nuclear data. Ihe media

£o>r neutronics testing are the basic reactor components* the blanket and

shield test modules* and irradiated samples. Ey proper selectian at eon-

figurations and materials in the blanket and shield test modules and samples*

important information about the nuclear performance of the principal can-

didate materiaia for fusion reactors can be obtained*

The neutronics measurements should provide information about all

the important neutronics and photonics parameters. Antang these are the

neutron and gamma-ray heating* tritium production* neutron multiplication*

helium and hydrogen production, transmutation, induced activation, afterheat,

and biological dose. The presence of major beaa and vacuum pan«itratlan»

provides unsurpassed capability for examining neutron and photon transmission

probabilities and streaming through these penetrations. Variation of local

shielding surrounding the penetration and examining the effects on reactor

components is viable and valuable for future reactor designs.
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Plasma Ettysfes
The uaiciue advantages that the TEIF offers for plaims physics

result ffforo the Icmg ftmrn eitite - I m&i. if else QH transformer must
a l l efte pteama current, gndl even longer If a parties, of the current can

fee ifivea by §tie gie?eam±rag te«a» Tfte beam ft*JecEo?st &S eourse* will fee
esf aMe of sCeady«»tste ap#Egfelon» and! efte 6eaatS efeeiliaelwea ptovi^e thm
peqtilir»i fue^inig. CSy way oS eommttmrn^ 6te iffE p lan^ will haw term
etmts of ae moae S Co .T.01 see,, ae ttdueeci fi@li.)

Ihe petnctpai plaama> pfcygfcs inwesefigatleno ehae cake adwaintCage of
long feus® perted® a^e ehe fallawtng?

• dependence ef long-eim© tmpwplty botldap on* wall

@f eeeady-seate density ani eefflpecseure p?©ftles,
low ve,lQG:Uy d:t&ee:tbv,°''on*,, with tream fueling and high*

pumping ay*6em».
* Abtltty t& maincatn; a mocJeEaeelif elongated pleisiaa cross section

of plasma e<|u£llbriunt for leng periad1® daring
which sdignifieane turrencs are assaclated with toroidally streaming

E» Blanket/Shield Test. Modules
Conceptual design studies on fusion reactors have revealed a

vartety Q£ possible combinations and permutations; e>f choices for a
coo'lant, structural,, moderating* and tritium producing materials, tritium
recovery systems* and thenriedimaittic cycle. Determining, e'he best possible
coe.binatiens of these possibilities requires: fwrthcr comprehensive experimental
and analytical work. The IETF as presently envisioned! i s a unique facility
for carrying out this work.

The required experiments can best be carried out with test, modules*
Each zmt module is designed and constructed with stuff i t lent engineering
details to permit a meaningful mock-up of a particular type ©i blanket
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laeb ae<iule will feave lea ewii coolant» ttttciaa recovery
possibly tea am f i rs t wall* Control ever operating

(e.g. eemptEaewe and level of rsdtseiaw sfeQughoae ets# feeit qjoduls) s i l l
t»e? pff<yvrfd'ed tot to meet the diversity of requirements la tfee

P., Bggcrtpteiait^ ofm Esngerimegeal gagilieies
f e 9 » . &lehougfi aatt yet

into five access1, eirpe cafteg^ries, eselt of wljfieh weald Ire
to the stOTQuirflng reascor area.

1. ffaetmim Veaaei <• Espeptmemfta asJ tese© wliicb uetltge
vessel metele £®t ct*ftt«g, first-wall costing*,, ceolast

and tmtextsilm a.1.1 exposed directiEy
per4eds.

yec ucilizing ehe reacCor vessel aft a support member. Testing
at plagma'Sxposecl raatefta.tss. for toisg periods are
Swall In-^easel SyeefawTO Faelltflea - ftsisuiiar noasle*
eenitog vertically tee© tfh© expcvimental vessel regions frees
both &hove anct below C<SB be made to accoomod'ate «tmll
fett'heff (ttrecvly exposed' eo cli* plasma or to at cooled tubular
enclosure, Ikes© ?acll:£cies offer cti* advantages of ease of
remova.1; during ahatt reactor akucdoww. Exptrlfflstitfl such as
creep testing* cuvranulattlve damage aeudiies1* aetivaticn analysio
(rabbit factll t iesj ar© possible*
Shield Facilities - large v^ltsaes Ira hlgjli flux regiois* asm
available in the- outer vortical sltieM region (up to ^ 20

meters), ilere shield! blocks raay be modified to aeeeta-
ssy ttombas- at £:>-pe of »itnpl^s» spparAtu*,, or tes ts that

do not require direct piasms Im l̂ftgemejit* Such faell i t ies see
eaay- to i£SgCfttmsrat» remove* tfeplaee and operate as they need
not Interfere with reactor systems*
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5. Beam Faeiltgtgs - Penetrations of the shield located! between

the TF coils cam easi ly fee m&& for ntaay ejspertments,

, nettt«m> and gamma-my spectrometers, e tc .*

th i s eype o>fi f ae i l i ty .

Spaee SQI? emperfmesteal. e«tu4pmesse ha® been made available cm

reacto-E ?oom fi»s©? anti in the grtrrouniing baaajneraE 4?ea* A Igrge »rea in

l&vel a<f the ^awee avipp.!^ featldteg* siftleh t s free frers faitaeign, or

p^eblems* le d'eetgnaeed fat? experimewtal e<t,w4pfnene afidl on-line d!ata

and €orapw*etr g.yg,iirf»ms« fe add£c£en» a hot ce l l i s available for

observing (JSsseaeipWy an.'i (Hsslyat© ôff iradioasEtive
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Xl. RKMSf OR
fhe overall reactor f ac i l i ty i s tftowct in Figs, XI-1 sad XI-2, Jit

©f the reseeoiF &u.tldftig and se^ea m^jof augfert buildings ani

The housing i&t 6he ireseftei? *s in a eiffgtslar -refofereei

150 ffe £45,7 ro> fro mammr fey 125 ft C3S..1 n$ high. A s teel

a eentfcuotjs! vapor bareler im egsteaiifflemit ®f gî tsium* mM o t t e r

efflaenfiB. Th© ?#Srjf<3?eei cinrneree^ wall® five feet (1.S2 roj

etetcfe eaciefy b#efe eteueeurffal and! ¥l0>S©gtea,l sMelitag; Feqjjit?este«ce, the

tefcMtog eaueatns an Si tea g o f e ©raise awi aHaftli»r*eiSa, a Rgatrsl feeg» t e s t

aj?ea» the reaetor eteuctuffat p€ie®t©l@ atti a fe.1,1 lowesr level far raajSF

eq,ta:fipmgnee. Burirag feaeeer sjp&mtiGm eh© fewilifeg wtll 6e waeaeei ef

major vescea; aupfost fac:614c*e@ sf# leeaeei $E» aa aetaelwd

adjiacenc e@ efse OK:!® reacco-F eaffg® $©«•?©. 'Ifel® Iswildiisii heuees 6te

ataiistenaBtce feet ce i l* elt@ mo«kup/te»e m^l^mmt assdi otheip if«©la,l

for i ral t ts l winding and etywese prepaTettioffi ©f eh« W e©1!!** Vim

fess faelSt t les f w tiandling a l l reacter components pr ior K® their

lattan» A third large aEifiiieetire sla@ le&stei aiJasaBe to tlt«

hottsea the reactor magnet power <Ripplte» and eamp<e»soff© fee1 ttia

un i t e . AdieQuate cranes- and aeces® t o e^ufipmsnit ar« p-sovMed. Fewer leads

are run tterough seal® in eh© reactor containment to e te various reactor

component®*

The f ac i l i ty a lso has a t r i t ium fac i l i ty for storage» preparation. «ai

reproceaaittR of reactor fuel* I to central feature I s m 4$ ft (13.? »)

diameter fey 8® ft C24.4 m) tsigh coatai!«»esst vessel prewisllag secostfaxy

Toatainmant lor aeeideistal gas re leaoe. Ctlifflr f a c i l i t y ©trwctore* fincladi© *

fac i l i ty s i r handling building* aw office building hoiaaing \±<s control e«ne«r,

a cooling tower array as i a 100 KW power substation.

&• Reaetog. Conta:I«unent._BaildAnit

The reactor building i s desigaadl to house $>w& s t taet t t ral ly supp&re

ttie IMS' reactor &nA iee attached anci l lary equilpa«nt. In sddition* i t

provides t space aad e^uipmenft for i n i t i a l reactor assembly astd subsequent

antl tepaif, an atea aadl e^uipm^Bt for neutral Ei-eara testing,,
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Figure SI-l. IETF Facility
Plan View
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biological shielding* secondary atmospheric coiteslnment, and;

ecpipmeac apace, & circular building* 45,7 m in diameter by 38.1 m tn height

having aft eHipeical-ahsped! roof and flat base constructed of reinforced

eotsesece, was selected. The wsll» roof» floor gad! base of ehe building axe

1,52 TO ehiek reinforced concrete^ which provides the structural support: as

well gs ehe biological shielding, required. M 65 taw eapaetty polar crane

aeeviees ehe enefre reactor floor, T M & crane is designed for initial

eeaeeor assembly as well as aubsecjaeat operattloise wleh » eapaetij? to maneui?er

ehe heaviest reaefior component, two asaemb>lei IF coll®.

A I cm chick steel membrane liner prgvid'ea & concifiuoug: vapor

barrier primarily for secondary erteiaas eeacafmsmt» Two carRO-siaed sealed

deere and two pergeanel doors (one atr lock) are isaed for access. The

reactor support consists ©f a central pedestal surrounded hy are annular

ring abetsHded by ehe reaeter service floor, loth pedeseal and rtog ettuc-

tures eseend downward &.1 mtoti g«b-buiiMfeg. foundation pad, A aub-reaceor

basement area houses* the TF coil cryogenic aoli box supply* the IF' coil

energy dump resistors, neutral beam high voltage power source, vacuum

pumps and blowers, first wall and shield primary coolant and coolant storage

syatew, magnet power supply cable®, and space for experimental facilities.

The bwilding i» designed to withstand a vacuum to less than 0.5 atmospheres.

Special features of the reactor building include a neutral beam test

facility and a remote maintenance manned crane vehicle. The neutral beam

test facility utilises an are* on the reactor floor of **» 10 ra by 18 o (see

Fig. XI-1}. This area is completely shielded such that testing may be per-

formed concurrent with other reactor activities. The test facility Is

complete with remote handling equipment, a control centtr* poser supply

hookup. Beam ttu«pt and access to the facility hot tell. A shielded cab

mounted on ehe overhead circular crane bridge Is provided for remote- main-

tenance and inspection purposes. This unit Is equipped with a small erans,

a single heavy capacity and two standard-duty extended reach manipulator

arms. It will carry two pernons in its shielded cab to a vantage viewing

ares anywhere i&ove the reactor. Both cab and manipulators will b& pregram-

ablo for routine operations.
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B, Mockup Maintenance Building
This building 4s apprgxi«aeelf 130 ft (45.? ») long 60 £t (18.3 •>

wide and 60 it (18.3 m> tall* I t i s covered by & traversing crane whose
capacity i s 70 tons. Three reactor* service* are perfamed i s this building;
ftrse an a?s in i t ia l assembly a?ta i@w ttmm such as winding IF colls* cryo-
stat assembly, shield black inspection,, eorus preaiisably,, «£e* A second

funetioa i s fas emote «s*«ab|.y teseijig ssM repaid auppoEt., The
stsvlee uettlsres a 30 fe (9,2 m} by 4Q ft (12,2 m}. tist cell for repair

ai;tfteaeiois of aettvaeei te&t>t&x eoajtenemtis, Th# ?s©f eeli in
t& s^Eving the reactg? need»t can aecemodatg i§Kptrimeii6s% e^ipnent
tti thfe hpt sel l includes a crame mounfted manlpalatP? and1 hgtstt, s ES£1 system
for maneuvering, neucrsl beam injectors* & p«n«trat£<3tt accei« directly Into
the nfeutral hmm test area, a normal coiating«nt ef conventional

viewing windows,, roof sccess to th@ building, crane hoist,, and s
area access. & lgb(?ratory/of£ice «ing is provided at on« end of the

building for maitttftnafiee of e^tpnent. A mod«it machine shop will b# in-
cluded.

G. Fewer Supply Building,
A large building ncnyring 8Q> ft (24,4 st) by 20© ft (61.0 ») by

40 fit {12.2 m> t a l l house* ths magnet tyst«n power suppltt* and the cca~
pr«»9c-r9 for ehe cryogenic systsa*. The teHiiag i s adjacent to the reactor
building and equipment is arranged to «ifiisiit th* power l^ad run* to s t ra-
tegic cotrtpo««nt« such at the neutral beam injectors. Two overhead cranes
traverse th* entire building on individual bridges. A partial batenent
adjoining the recctor building 1* al to included.

D. TritiuBt Facility
The tritium facility concicta of a steel eontainaont building kS ft

(13.? m) dlaaetar by 80 ft (24*4 ro) high and a two-level attached laboratory
area of approximately 2000 sq ft (186 a 2 ) , Ths containaent building i s usad
for tv/<it storage and reprocessing equipatnt* two air leeks allow pernonnel

nhll» SAitit^ining the seal integrity. This facil i ty will also house
for handling Inadvertent release of tritiuia in the reactor contain-

oent building.
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Building

4 60 fie (18*3 ro> by 70 ft (21,3 at) buiMing aewes as 4 centre!.
statiois,. office an.$ laboratory space, The building is four stories

&&viag a 3® ft (S«2 w> by 6® ft (18,3 t») control rooms two stories t a l l .

F. MF_jfenAllng gacilffey
Aa aeert to F;lg, Kl-1,. a a*pai?atfe bu;ilil«ig £e nested between

supply bui^Jfeg aui efte offtce/ceiseyoi balMlrag, th is faetiity will
ftandle efee reactee btstlitng afe cfrewlatlrag »?sei!»# I t has s lower s i r
toeake p!ettu» and tmlt enhsast »ta,oM, Xtvternal.ty i t has tsolatteft
for

6. Cooling Tov«r»
Four forced deaftt cooling tower* are used t<? c«mov« the 1Q§ MW of

supplied to the facility. Ml reactor systems; use tieat exchangers
between coaling tower and heat source to prevent water contamination. Thus
the tower system will home secondary coolant pumps and m complete purifi-
cation system. One tower serves the reactor with a relatively high &t
snreaXt. The other three unite ruti closer to ambient conditions supplying.
water to cool power supplies, lead sables IIKI other

H. Power
A 100 MW substation with 132 kV incoming power is provided!.
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REACTOR

The following assumptions sire pgseulaeeel concerning, the equipment,

reactor eompoiaenes and general conditions existing on the reactor sifce prior

to. ifcia tntetal reactor assembly*

• The IF coils will be fabricated in the mockup area and checked at

ehe rsee of one per month using a dual assembly line* large diameter OH and

EP ceils will be fabricated wtthla eh© Eeacta? eeacaiiaatsne butldiog*

• A f«.ll aeale ona-quarcer aegmest ©I the reactor t« canierueted £n

moefasjt area to develop' and record the final remote eperattot* procedures

for che installation ©f each reactor coapotteat* All Eemeee handling

tools are capable and! eeated en site.

• T! = eeacttor ani mocWp/fmalneenanee bulldlngei are operational for the

a^aembly (all crane a operate* reactor pedestal complete^, rsafa ssom-

etc.) ywen tjiaugh final construction la not complete*

• The asrie^&ly time i§ to he held to a mlnlaust tut without undue

planned overtime. A basic single shift operation will prevail with In-

spections coming opj off-shift hoars.

• After each cerement is installed, a cosplet« test dill be made to

verify the incegrity of the wh&le systmm In ordler to elfnlnate axsf cumulative

leaks or faultr. in the asaemblccj portions.

The assembly sequence is depicted In Figs* A-l through A-8. It must be

emphasized tfeac no component will he assembled for which there Is no remote

assembly machine or frracedure previously prepared and tested* Due co Induced

radiation of comt M\ants after even a brief period of operation, ao»t repair

or disassembly work %i±ll require remote handling systems that will hiive

operated satisfactorily before activation. For the initial assembly, the

following stepwise activity is contemplated.

Step 1. With a clean reactor base* the lover-central stainlcaa uteel

TF coll support sptudlo '" placed Into position and tied Into the foundation

(sees Fig. A-l).

Step 2. The lower-inner EF and Oil cells are then placed on a temporary

support bed beneath the reactor after which the center IF coil support ring

Is installed (see Fig. A-2).
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SEgg 3, The IF eeils erne- to fee installed as shown, in, Fig, A-3. These

, with their partial eryoaeae, weigh ^ 35 tons ani there is an option

assemble two e&ils ess the reactor floor,, inspect sisd teat arai Install tbe

as a unit, All operations will be preeededJ by aa» approved remote assembly

The W soils waali be installed at an anticipated rate of fror

or less per unite. After a thireg->»S0'-fQ»r W eofl installation is cotn.-

aa<§ teseei* the lower shieli sapperes along with fche lawsr and irossie

btecfea m^y then be :testallei leeweeis the ossnpieeei c©*J array» as

slews to Fig. &-4. IF colls are addled e© the p ..jructwfe ceEstfuuiQBsly item

each; opea eiti.

SeeyM5. As TF eo-tls are installed* th© £siseallatie® ©f lowe? aai laser

gMeli feloefe® senttnues to ttsatch the c@tl progress. 1netallattio» of the vessel

caa be started. Tshte will be aecomfaKledl by «he tastallatie® and!

of the vessel eeelisg piping majsiffold* (oe© Ft©,. A»5). After multiple

of the vessel are po3it^onedl» assembled arad tasted;, the outer shield

blocks raay be set, followed by the upper shield* Ute lower andl upper vacuum

ports may then be attached to the vessel through the finithed shielding (see

Fig* A-6). This assembly sequence will be maintained until (til IF co:lls are

to position and tested.

Step &. With the TF coils in place, the outer OH and EF coll support

structure: will be assembled. Beginning with the lower outer colls, the

assembly process will proceed adding upper coils as the lower ones are in-

stalled and adding to the support frame structure. During the ssme interval,

the reactor shield, vacuum vessel segments and vacuum port extension duct

installation and testing may proceed to completion (see Fig. A-7).

Step 7« The final installation of the inner Oil and EF coils and the

support frame will be completed followed by the peripheral reactor attachments

such as the neutral bean extension ducts and the vacuum pumps (see Fig. A-8).

Torque members will be fitted to the magnet support/torque frame at which

point final inspection and tests will be made prior to hook-up of power

supply leads„ cryogenic lead lines and other ancillary external reactor

equipment. The lost components installed will be the neutral bests injectors.

Upon completion of the reactor there should exist a full scale one-quarter

section mockup of the reactor vessel, shield blocks, neutral beam acd vacuum
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duct extensions together with a complete tnwenta?y of operable remote
ecplpigat wleh s set of approved maintenance and disisasemijly procedures
This mock-up will be required to program! asd eheek-a«e z%mt%
equtpnent peter to perfojnnajsee of repair optratiens on the TUF.
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Figure A-l. TETF Assembly Sequence
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Figure A-2. TEtF Assembly Sequence
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TfCQtL

Figuse A-3. TOIP Assembly Sequence



Figure A-A» TEtF Assembly
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LOWE* ON» i f fTO^L^

Figute A-5. 1E1F Assembly Sequence
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Seqpeae®



Figure A-?. TEtF Assembly Sequence
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Figure A-8. TEfF Assambl^ Sequence
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